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Editor’s Note

This issue of the New Mexico Historical Review appears in a new design. Most
editors or staffs launch a new look in the first number of a new volume or year,
but an ultramodern printing technology has compelled the Review staff to redesign the journal midyear. Hired at the beginning of 2014, the Review’s new contractor prints the journal in the digital-to-print (dtp) process, instead of the older
digital-to-film-to-print (dfp) process. State-of-the-art dtp reduces printing costs
by one-third to one-half, but the Review’s typeface, Electra, prints poorly in dtp,
and the journal’s production values suffer. Electra, a thick-thin typeface, reproduces well in dfp because the thin strokes gain ink at the film stage and print
cleanly on paper. In dtp, however, a typeface gains no ink, thin strokes sharply
contrast with thick ones, and Electra loses its intrinsic elegance. In response,
the Review staff decided to redesign the journal to maintain high production
standards. Hired to undertake the task, Barbara Haines, a well-regarded book
designer, has deployed the typeface Minion in the text. In dtp, this typeface neither gains nor loses ink, printing evenly and clearly on the page. As an illustration of the difference between Electra and Minion produced by dtp, subscribers
or readers are encouraged to compare the print values of the Review’s spring
and summer issues in the current year. The difference is striking.
I want to thank a number of people for their support of the new design. Barbara Haines cheerfully undertook the assignment to give the cover and interior
a fresh look. It has been a pleasure to discuss with her alternative designs for
displays, text, captions and legends, covers, running feet, and other elements.
She has also consulted with the Review’s typesetter to launch the new design
and its new printer to insure high production values. Managing Editor Donna

Peterson worked closely with Barbara Haines and me on each stage of the redesign, and Administrative Assistant Cindy Tyson joined our meetings with Barbara and the new printer.
The Review staff also thanks the Center for Regional Studies (CRS) directed
by Dr. Tobías Durán at the University of New Mexico. In addition to funding
five editorial fellows at the Review, Dr. Durán has graciously subvened the new
design. The CRS has been critical to the Review’s editorial operations, particularly to the training of a new generation of scholarly editors. The CRS’s generosity helps keep the wheels of southwestern scholarship turning in the pages of the
New Mexico Historical Review.

The New Mexico Territorial Militia in the Civil War
jerry d . thompson

•

Brave Christian Soldiers

T

he mood in the capital was one of confusion and great anxiety on the
cold wintry morning of 1 February 1862. New York–born Surveyor Gen.
John Anderson Clark watched the arrival of several militia companies,
all scurrying south to meet a large Confederate Army that was reported to be
moving out of the Mesilla Valley. “Today was the arrival in the town of two or
three small companies of yeomanry on their way to war,” Clark recorded. “They
leave tomorrow for the South—of course these undisciplined troops will not be
taken to meet the enemy in the open field, but will be used as guerrillas and to
garrison posts.”1
The next day, after the militia marched to St. Francis Church and lined up in
formation, Bishop Jean-Baptiste Lamy appeared in full regalia on the steps of
the adobe edifice. A military band struck up a lively military march, and Lamy
delivered a short but patriotic speech. “They were going to defend their homes,
their families and their property,” he told the men, and continued “that their
country expected them to conduct themselves as brave Christian soldiers.”2 He
Jerry Thompson is Regents Professor of History at Texas A&M International University in Laredo, Texas. He is the author or editor of twenty-three books on the history of the
Texas-Mexico Borderlands, specifically the Civil War in the Southwest. Thompson has
received awards from the Texas Historical Commission, the Texas State Historical Association, the Historical Society of New Mexico, and the Arizona Historical Society. He received
his BA in history from Western New Mexico University, his MA in history from the University of New Mexico, and his doctorate from Carnegie-Mellon University. Thompson is also a
graduate of Pie Town Elementary School in Pie Town, New Mexico. One of his latest books,
Cortina: Defending the Mexican Name in Texas (Texas A&M University Press, 2007), won a
number of prestigious awards. His A Civil War History of the New Mexico Volunteers and Militia is forthcoming from the University of New Mexico Press.
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Figure 1. Alexander Alonzo. Seventeen-year-old Alexander Alonzo proudly poses in the
uniform of the New Mexico Volunteers at the grave of his great-great-great-grandfather,
Senovio Cordova, at the St. Johns Catholic Cemetery in St. Johns, Arizona. Alexander is
dressed in a standard U.S. Army uniform with a frock coat, Hardee hat, haversack, cartridge
box, cap box, bayonet, and scabbard. During the Confederate invasion and the Battle of
Valverde, Cordova rode with Capt. James Graydon’s (not Grayson’s) Independent Spies and
Guides, even furnishing his own horse. At the age of twenty-seven, Cordova reenlisted with
Graydon and served in the war with the Mescalero Apache. He was mustered out at Santa
Fe in April 1863. As several other Nuevomexicanos had done, Cordova moved to St. Johns,
Arizona, on the Little Colorado River. He died there on 13 December 1915. Photograph
courtesy of Gilbert Alonzo.

then blessed the men and, in the bright winter sunshine of the high desert, they
marched off to the drums of war as cheers echoed through the narrow, twisting
streets of the territorial capital.
The history of these militiamen has remained largely unclear. An analysis
of a variety of archival sources, however, including ninety-seven militia muster
roles compiled by the various company commanders, offers a reasonably accurate history of the militia—how it was organized, who fought, why they fought,
and to what effects—from the Confederate invasion through the Navajo, Apache,
Comanche, Kiowa, and Kiowa-Apache wars that immediately followed. The New
Mexico militia, though mostly overlooked by historians, played a significant part
in shaping the outcome of the Civil War in the Southwest.
Initial Investigations
Several months later, one of the first tasks of the newly-appointed acting assistant inspector general, Capt. Andrew Wallace Evans, was to determine the exact
264
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role the New Mexico Territorial Militia had played during the Confederate
invasion. Specifically, Evans was to ascertain how many men served in the militia, where they had come from, whether they had been at the Battle of Valverde,
and any expenses they might have incurred. Evans hoped to compile a “complete military history of every officer and man during his entire term of service.”
The Maryland-born West Point graduate asked every militia captain to submit
every scrap of paper in their possession to department headquarters at Santa Fe.
He also wanted the adjutant general’s office in Santa Fe, as well as district headquarters at Fort Craig, Fort Union, and Albuquerque, to search their records for
anything relating to the militia.3 After the Battle of Valverde, the men and their
captains had returned north to their towns and villages. Many of their muster rolls and other vital records had been misplaced, lost, or in some instances,
never compiled. Some of the company officers retained the militia records and
never submitted them to the adjutant general’s office in Santa Fe.
Evans quickly realized he faced a daunting, if not impossible, task. No one
seemed to know exactly how many men had been enrolled in the militia, for
how long they had served, and whether they had ever been paid. Evans could
not even determine how many companies had been recruited or whether they
were cavalry or infantry, much less where they had been mustered, by whom,
and for what length of time they had served. In many cases, there were only
muster-in rolls and no muster-out rolls. In several instances there were neither.
Evans could find no records whatsoever of several companies that were
known to have been at the Battle of Valverde. He finally concluded that the militia fell into two general categories: those called out by Gen. Edward R. S. Canby
under special orders, and those ordered out by Gov. Henry Connelly (1861–
1866). In October 1861, Canby asked for two hundred militiamen, but this number had increased dramatically during October, November, and December of
1861, as the threat of a Confederate invasion by way of the Pecos River or from
the Mesilla Valley seemed imminent. The men were mustered by companies,
mostly at Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Fort Union, and Fort Craig.4 As it turned out,
the militia had been much better organized than Evans initially thought, and
had been formed into regiments, brigades, and even divisions, with many more
officers and men than had been speculated.
Only one complete record of a field officer, that belonging to Brig. Gen.
Diego Archuleta, could be found.5 There was not a single piece of paper indicating that Brig. Gen. José S. Perea had ever been in the militia, although everyone
remembered him exercising authority and command. One of the most baffling
cases was that of Capt. Francisco Aragón. Aragón’s company had been stationed
at the isolated outpost of Cubero, on the edge of Navajo country sixty-three
miles west of Albuquerque, where the entire company, or so it was thought,
Thompson / Brave Christian Soldiers
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had surrendered to Dr. Fenis Kavanaugh, the post sutler, and a few other southern secession zealots during the Confederate invasion in March 1862. Consequently, Aragón’s men were classified as prisoners of war and thus subject to
exchange. As it turned out, a large number of Aragón’s company had not even
been at Cubero. Sensing the deteriorating conditions at the post, they had simply gone home to Albuquerque. In addition, two of Aragón’s officers were on
detached service at the time and were not part of the surrender, although they
were recorded in army records as such.6
Evans did learn that Canby, a colonel in command of the Department of New
Mexico at the beginning of the war, had asked Connelly for twelve hundred
men in late 1861. What Evans did not know was that months earlier, only days
after the shocking news of Maj. Isaac Lynde’s humiliating surrender to Confederates at San Agustín Pass reached Santa Fe, Gov. Abraham Rencher (1857–1861)
had issued a proclamation activating several hundred militiamen. For the “protection of the lives and property of the good people” of the territory, Rencher
wrote, “I exhort and require all persons liable to do military service . . . to organize themselves into military companies, elect their officers” and report to the
adjutant general of the territory, Charles P. Clever.7 The militia was to be armed,
equipped, and the men were to “hold themselves in readiness to be called into
the service of the United States.” Prefects in the counties of Mora, Santa Fe,
Santa Ana, Bernalillo, Valencia, and Socorro were to organize one company of
one hundred men in each county. The more populous counties of San Miguel,
Taos, and Río Arriba were to recruit two companies each.8
Recruited under Governor Rencher’s authority and then that of Connelly, the
militia, territorial officials initially thought, could be paid from the same fund
as that used to pay the regulars and volunteers, but this was not the case. Since
the militia had been called out under the authority of the governors, the War
Department determined that the territory was responsible for their expenses,
but in 1862, the territorial coffers were empty. As it turned out, as many as fourteen hundred men had never been paid, and the Nuevomexicanos had gone
home bitter and angry, with pronounced anti-American, anti-government
propensities.
Clever told Evans that Governor Connelly had used militia laws dating back
to July 1851, as well as a militia tradition from the Spanish and Mexican eras, to
call out the militia. When the Texans began arriving in large numbers in the
Mesilla Valley, Connelly had issued a levee en masse. Clever said that the call to
arms had been “met with every kind of obstacle, such as the interference of evil
disposed persons inciting the citizens to resistance.” It had thus become “necessary to draft and collect by force the men, together, in small numbers, from the
respective counties in which they had been ordered to be raised, through the
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assistance and aid of the civil authorities,” Clever went on to say.9 Moreover, by
early January 1862, as the situation in the territory worsened, Canby and Connelly were calling for even more militia.10 In fact, the largest number of militia
were enrolled only weeks prior to the pivotal Battle of Valverde.
To determine as much of the militia’s history as possible, Evans wrote to several of the militia leaders asking for information. One of the first to respond
was General Archuleta, who said that in response to Governor Connelly’s proclamation of 29 October 1861, he was placed in command of the militia in Río
Arriba, Mora, and San Miguel counties. To fill the quota in Río Arriba County,
a vast area that Archuleta said was over ten thousand square miles, he distinctly
remembered Capt. Juan de Jesús Martínez gathering seventy-eight men in a
three-month company, and José de la Luz Gallegos summoning sixty-four men
for three months.11 Both companies were taken across the mountains to Fort
Union to be mustered during the early winter of 1861. Archuleta had personally supervised the recruitment of the two companies in Río Arriba County, two
more companies in Taos, as well as one company each at Mora and San Miguel
del Vado.12
In Taos, Capt. Aniseto Valdez raised a sixty-nine-man company, while Capt.
Gabriel Vigil found seventy-eight additional men at Taos, Ranchos de Taos,
Placitas, Peñasco, and Córdova. In Mora County, Capt. Luis Leroux gathered
a seventy-seven-man company, mostly at Mora. In nearby San Miguel County,
Capt. Manuel Jiménez enrolled seventy-one men at Las Vegas in November
1861. According to Archuleta, all of this had been done in less than fifteen days.13
Maj. Gen. José Pablo Gallegos was the overall commander of the First Division of Militia, which included men from Río Arriba, Mora, and San Miguel
counties. The militia was recruited by county, with no regard to precincts, and
normally mustered at the nearest military post, where they were given meat,
flour, coffee, sugar, and beans, along with camp supplies and cooking utensils.
Major General Gallegos said that he had been reimbursed for his expenses by
Major General Oliver P. Hovey, as had the captains in the three counties. The
work of organizing a company in the militia, Gallegos said, was far more difficult than organizing a similar company in the volunteers. Unlike the volunteers,
men in the militia had been impressed using coercion and threats. When asked
to assist Archuleta in raising three hundred fifty men from Río Arriba and Mora
counties, Gallegos said that he had toured the two counties for twenty days to
consult with local leaders and to “force” men into the service.14
From Bernalillo County, Brig. Gen. Francisco Perea wrote to say that he
had lost all of his records during the Confederate invasion, but he had used
the “same system under which they [soldiers] were raised during the administration of the Mexican Government, that is to say they were raised by force
Thompson / Brave Christian Soldiers
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Figure 2. Territorial Militia. The numbers for the recruitment of the New Mexico Militia may
be inflated because in some communities soldiers served in as many as two or three different
companies during the course of the war. After enlisting from a particular town or county
during the Confederate invasion, a few soldiers were known to have enlisted in yet another
company from a different community during the subsequent war with the Native Americans.
Map by Alex Mendoza.

and through alcaldes and constables.”15 He provided little additional information. Many of the militia captains would have to be contacted in person to provide muster rolls and whatever records might be available before the men could
be compensated, or any meaningful history of the militia could be compiled.
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Evans never saw the ninety-seven militia muster rolls compiled by the various company commanders that today are secured at the New Mexico State
Records Center and Archives in Santa Fe. An examination of these muster rolls
brings into focus the history of the militia during the Confederate invasion and
the subsequent Indian wars. As expected, these muster rolls often provide the
names of the officers and men in each company, where and when the company
was recruited, and place of muster. In addition, some muster rolls have the ages
of the men, the value of their horses and mules, and any equipment they might
have possessed at the time. Muster rolls also provide the names of those who
were charged with desertion and, in some instances, the names of men who
were killed in battle or died of natural causes. Some are tattered, torn, and in
extremely fragile condition. Others are virtually illegible.16 A few were compiled by semi-literate individuals who tended to spell names phonetically. Many
records were recovered decades after the conclusion of the war by the adjutant
general’s office and local chapters of the Grand Army of the Republic, a vibrant
veterans’ organization in the territory. Several muster rolls, for one reason or
another, were evidently lost or destroyed. There are no muster rolls for a few
companies that were known to exist, and there are few, if any, documents or references to even indicate that individuals in these companies ever served in the
military. For this reason, the exact number of men in the militia during the war
may never be known with any degree of certainty.
Calling Out the Militia
Shortly after the surrender of federal forces at San Agustín Pass, Colonel Canby
asked Governor Connelly to call out several hundred militiamen. Canby was
hoping the territory could be restored to its “normal condition” as soon as possible. Maj. Isaac Lynde’s humiliating surrender, Canby told Washington, had
“roused the people of New Mexico from their apathetic condition, and I have
now no doubt that the organization of an efficient home guard . . . will be speedily
effected.”17
In early September 1861, following the Confederate occupation of the Mesilla
Valley, Adjutant General Clever issued orders mandating every justice of the
peace in the territory to compile a register of the name, age, and residence of
every able-bodied male resident between eighteen and forty-five. Only after the
enemy had been driven “from our borders,” Clever said, “could New Mexico
again enjoy the blessings of quiet and peace.”18 Those eligible for military service
would have six days to report. Using the rolls, the division commanders were to
divide their districts into regimental and company areas, determine rendezvous
locations, and arrange elections for the selection of company and regimental
Thompson / Brave Christian Soldiers
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officers. As soon as enough men had been recruited for a company, officers were
to be immediately elected and, if they had not been selected within six days,
division commanders were to recommend qualified individuals to Connelly for
executive appointments.
Because the Fifth, Sixth, and Tenth United States Infantry were scheduled to
report to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, for reassignment, and the volunteers were
still being organized, the militia proved crucial for the defense of the territory.
Militia units, although never formally organized in the years prior to the war,
had fought Native Americans for as long as many in the territory could remember. Many of these men were seasoned frontier combatants. On 27 October 1861,
Colonel Canby asked Governor Connelly to call out twelve hundred militiamen, saying they should be equipped “with the least possible delay.” Two days
after Canby’s request, Connelly responded. Four hundred men comprising six
companies were ordered to rendezvous at Fort Union, two hundred militiamen
comprising three companies would gather at Santa Fe, six companies of four
hundred more militia would assemble at Albuquerque, and three companies of
two hundred men would rendezvous downriver at Fort Craig.19 For organizational and recruiting purposes, the territory was divided into three divisions.
Leading the Militia
Forty-two-year-old Maj. Gen. José Pablo Gallegos, a wealthy and esteemed
farmer and politician from the amber hills of Abiquiú, commanded the first
division, which was composed of men from the high mountain communities
in Río Arriba, Taos, and Mora counties. Recruited from Santa Ana, Bernalillo,
Valencia, Socorro, and Doña Ana counties, the third division was led by Gen.
José Leandro Perea, a thirty-nine-year-old wealthy merchant and sheep baron
from Alameda, a small community on the east bank of the Río Grande above
Albuquerque. Perea was from one of the most powerful and politically influential families in the territory.20 Many of the ranking officers were selected because
of their political clout in the territory and because they had served in the Territorial Militia since it was first organized in 1852.
A few officers, such as the aging sixty-year-old Diego Archuleta, who rose to
the rank of brigadier general before being pushed aside, had been in the military since before the American occupation. Born into a wealthy and influential
family in the Río Arriba (probably at Los Luceros), Archuleta, whose parents
hoped he would become a priest, received a primary and secondary education in Durango, Mexico. Instead of pursuing priesthood, however, Archuleta
returned to New Mexico and married Jesusita Trujillo at Los Luceros on 10
December 1840, and in time, the couple had seven children. In 1843 Archuleta
270
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was selected to represent Nuevo México in the Mexican National Congress. In
Mexico City, he developed a deep mistrust of the Americans.21 At the beginning
of the U.S.-Mexico War in 1846, Archuleta served as colonel in the Mexican Army
and second in command to Gov. Manuel Armijo. In fact, he was in the forefront
of the Nuevomexicanos who urged Armijo to use every effort to resist the Americans. After the war, he became a loyal and valued member of the territorial legislature, and in 1861, Pres. Abraham Lincoln appointed him agent to the Ute and
Jicarilla Apache.22 Archuleta simultaneously aspired to become territorial delegate to Congress, but despite a vigorous campaign in which he rode horseback
over hundreds of miles wooing voters, John Watts decisively defeated him.
Forty-year-old Col. Nicolás de Jesús Pino, a highly esteemed farmer and stockman from Galisteo, also played a significant role in the militia. Like Archuleta,
Pino had urged Governor Armijo to oppose the U.S. invasion and adamantly
contested Armijo’s decision to disband the army. Along with his younger brother
Miguel, who commanded the Second New Mexico Volunteers, Nicolás de Jesús
Pino so fervently opposed the norteamericanos that he joined Archuleta and
others in plotting a revolt against Gen. Stephen W. Kearny and the recently
installed territorial government. Arrested when the conspiracy was discovered,
Pino and several others agreed to swear allegiance to the United States. They
even joined Gen. Sterling Price in suppressing the bloody revolt in Taos following the death of Gov. Charles Bent.23
Born into an influential family at Las Padillas in 1830, Lt. Col. José Francisco
Perea, the son of Pedro José Perea, proved to be one of the more popular officers in the militia. He attended private schools and a Jesuit college in St. Louis
and New York City. Back in his native land, he worked fifteen years building his
commercial interests. He ran wagon trains from Missouri to New Mexico, and
even down the Camino Real into Chihuahua. A first cousin of José Francisco
Chaves of the volunteers, Perea was elected in 1858 to the territorial council.
When the Civil War erupted three years later, he greatly assisted Governor Connelly in rallying the population to the Union cause.24
Although widely mistrusted because of his southern sympathies, Miguel
Antonio Otero also helped to recruit the militia. He was born in 1829 as the
youngest child of Vicente Otero and Gertrudesa Chaves y Aragón at the small
settlement of Valencia on the east bank of the Río Grande opposite Los Lunas,
some fourteen miles upriver from Bélen. Otero was especially influential in
Valencia County politics. He served as county judge and Valencia alcalde.
With both personal and political motives, and influenced by his wife, Mary
Josephine Blackwood of Charleston, South Carolina, Otero worked to legalize black slavery in the New Mexico Slave Code of 1859.25 Otero also worked
hard to promote a Pacific railroad. Despite Otero’s southern proclivities,
Thompson / Brave Christian Soldiers
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President Lincoln appointed him minister to Spain in 1861, but Otero accepted
an appointment as secretary of the territory instead. The Senate, however, refused
to confirm him.26
The Rank and File
Long before federal conscription began in the summer of 1863, many in New
Mexico were either drafted or coerced into joining the militia. In the process,
hundreds of desperately poor peons were caught up in the winds of war. Unlike
the creation of the volunteers that challenged the long-existing peonage system,
the creation of the militia allowed the system to remain largely intact. Peons
who ran off to join the volunteers were protected by the army and the federal
courts, while those who found themselves in the militia remained largely subservient to their masters. Whereas many of the officers in the volunteers were
easterners and veterans of the antebellum army, virtually all militia officers were
born and raised in the territory and were patrones who simply took their peons
to war with them much as southern slave owners took their slaves to war. In the
Territorial Militia, unlike the Confederate Army, however, peons bore arms.27
Although militia leaders, at least in theory, were to be elected, elections were
usually a sham, as it was a foregone conclusion who would be selected. But,
despite long searing marches, hunger, privation, defeat in battle, and the fear of
death, the war nonetheless offered a brief psychological respite from the brutal
and medieval drudgery of peonage.
Although promised the same pay, food, uniforms, and allowances as the regulars, men in the militia became gravely disappointed. Morale remained poor.
Recruits were less excited about fighting Texans than Native Americans, despite
the patriotic public pronouncements of Connelly and Canby. Knowing little if
any English and only citizens of the United States for thirteen years, most Nuevomexicanos remained highly suspicious of any central authority, especially a
distant and detached government some seventeen hundred miles away in a land
they had never seen, or even of a territorial administration they had played no
role in selecting. Yet at the same time, many Nuevomexicanos hated Texans and
considered them racist and rabid expansionists. Older recruits recalled how in
1841, the infant, yet aggressive Republic of Texas had invaded New Mexico and
murdered men on the Santa Fe Trail. Even after Texas joined the Union in 1845
until at least the Compromise of 1850, the pugnacious Texans claimed everything east of the Río Grande and even tried to establish counties along the east
bank of the river. It was said the Nuevomexicanos had an aversion to taxes,
but they abhorred Texas even more. Well aware of these sentiments, Governor Connelly attempted to portray the war as a contest between New Mexico
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and an audacious band of dangerous Texas adventurers, and not as a struggle between freedom-loving Unionists and belligerent slave-holding southern
secessionists.
Throughout the late fall and early winter of 1861, Connelly and Canby worked
hard to build the Territorial Militia into a formidable fighting force. Most of
the militiamen were recruited for either sixty days, three months, or, in a few
instances, for as long as six months. One company from Albuquerque signed up
to “serve as long as their service was necessary.”28 A seventy-one-man company
led by José Baca y Delgado from Ciénega, a small farming community fifteen
miles southwest of Santa Fe, signed on “to serve until discharged.”29 Although
the men were psychologically prepared for a fight with the hated Texans, a few
companies were sent to Cubero and Fort Fauntleroy to defend against the Navajos, freeing the volunteers to march to Fort Craig. While the territory braced for
a Confederate invasion, the militia remained actively engaged in vicious and
prolonged no-holds-barred guerilla warfare with Native Americans. Capt. Juan
Armijo’s Socorro Mounted Militia, for example, engaged in a ferocious fight
with the Navajos in the rugged Magdalena Mountains west of Socorro on 13 January 1862, only days before the company was ordered to Fort Craig. Several men
were wounded in battle, a number of horses were lost, and one man, Pvt. Manuel Sais, was killed.30
After the Confederate evacuation, in late July 1862, a thirty-seven-year-old farmer
from the village of La Cueva in Mora County, Pedro Mares, recruited seventy-nine
men for a punitive expedition against the Mescalero Apaches. They included relatives and friends, especially from nearby San Antonio, a small sheep-raising village three miles southwest of Mora, as well as a few men from the small villages of
Golondrinas, eighteen miles north of Las Vegas, and Guadalupita, sixteen miles
north of Mora. Although Mares never filed a report of his activities, Lorenzo
Labadie wrote from the Mescalero Apache agency at Anton Chico on 28 July
1862 that Mares’s men had ridden deep into the “Mescalero Country,” presumably the Sacramento Mountains, and made off with four Mescalero captives:
three girls and one boy.31 Mares and his men also took forty animals, seven of
which they claimed had been taken by the Mescalero from Mora County. When
Labadie asked Mares under what authority he had entered Mescalero County,
the self-proclaimed captain said he had the blessing of the county’s chief magistrate, and that his expedition had been in retaliation for a deadly Mescalero
raid into Mora County the previous month that killed several men.32 There is no
way to determine with any exactness how many companies made similar raids
against Native Americans in the years from 1861 to 1865. There are hints, however, that such bands of men abducted countless women and children during
these rough and bloody years.
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Many in New Mexico, especially those caught up in Governor Connelly’s
levee en masse, saw the war as a conflict imposed on them by political forces
from afar and had no interest in serving in the militia or the volunteers. Their
primary concern was day-to-day economic survival, and many men feared
being taken away from their land and their families for long periods of time.
Long suspicious of abusive outsiders, be they Spanish, Mexican, or American,
they preferred retreating to remote mountainous recesses of the vast territory
to military service, despite the heightened political rhetoric and promises made
by Governor Connelly and others. The historical record contains only hints of
what was certain to have been a persistent, although largely unrecorded, attempt
to resist conscription.
Capt. Rafael Chacón recalled how citizens in the small villages of Chilili,
Torreón, and Manzano on the wind-swept eastern slopes of the Manzano
Mountains “were frightened by the stories of the recruitment of soldiers for the
army and the militia, and they stayed out in the mountains under the pretext of
gathering pinons and acorns, but, in reality, in order to escape recruitment.”33
Evidently, many resisted the militia draft in the area. Col. Christopher “Kit”
Carson reported to headquarters on 1 December 1861 that he had sent one of his
officers and twenty-five men to accompany the sheriff of Valencia County to the
Manzano district to enforce the militia laws. “They returned,” Colonel Carson
wrote, “bringing in 27 militia, all of whom, with the exception of four, I turned
over to companies.”34
At about the same time, a young Colorado volunteer passing through the
picturesque mountain community of Peñasco, also recorded draft resistance on
the eastern slopes of the Sangre de Cristos: “This is in the mountains and there
are no men in the town; they are skulking over the mts.” The men in the snowy
mountain valley were attempting “to keep out of sight of the Territorial pressmen who are knabbing [sic] every man who is able to carry a musket and into
the militia they go.”35 In large parts of Río Arriba and Mora counties, Major
General Gallegos reported many instances of people “dispersed through the
mountains” to avoid conscription.36 Far to the south in Socorro County, a number of men, including three brothers named Pino, refused conscription and fled
west to Arizona to look for gold.37 There likely were many others.
Equipping the Militiamen
Putting together an effective militia force in the territory was daunting. At Fort
Union in late November 1861, Maj. William Chapman reported that in four militia companies that had recently arrived at the post, not a single individual had
a weapon of “any description.”38 At his headquarters in Albuquerque, Colonel
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Carson reported that several militia companies were gathering in the river village, but they had not been mustered because none of the men had weapons.
“They have no arms,” Carson bluntly told army headquarters in Santa Fe. When
his cry for weapons went unanswered, Carson managed to get the men 140 old
rifles that had been stored at Bernalillo. Carson promised that he would do
everything in his power to “gather all the territorial arms that I can to equip
them.”39 By the end of November 1861, of the six companies of militia that were
to be raised in Bernalillo County, only four had been mustered and the remaining two were only partially organized. One company and part of a second were
supplied with the weapons Carson had requisitioned from Bernalillo, while
another company was able to obtain arms from the local arsenal. Three companies remained without arms, and the ordnance officer at Albuquerque reported
he did not have “arms enough to equip a single company.”40 One of the militia
companies at Albuquerque, according to Carson, was “worthless” because it was
without arms. Even when the militia did receive weapons, they were generally
antiquated muskets.
Carson did receive two hundred muskets in early December, presumably for the militia, but he received no orders on how to distribute the weapons.41 Because all available arms in the territory had been distributed, Connelly
pleaded with Washington for at least one thousand rifles, preferably Minié
rifles.42 Commanding officers of the three militia divisions were ordered to seize
“public arms,” mostly old and obsolete guns previously issued to Nuevomexicanos for protection against raiding Native Americans. Arms that had been issued
to the Pueblos were to be turned in to the Indian agents.43 It was better to equip
the militia with weapons that were antiquated than to have the companies idle,
Connelly theorized.
The militia also direly needed ammunition and especially gunpowder since
the territory had no means to manufacture it.44 Shortages were so acute and
demands so great that on 17 January 1862 Governor Connelly issued a decree
ordering merchants throughout the territory to turn over all their powder and
lead. At the same time, ammunition sales to civilians were prohibited.45 In Albuquerque, Carson heard that a considerable quantity of powder belonging to Rafael
Armijo had been hidden in the home of Francisco Sandoval, and he sent Lt. John
R. Hubbell and a squad of militia to search the house. No powder turned up, however, and Sandoval denied ever having any. Certain that Sandoval was lying, Lieutenant Hubbell had him arrested and thrown in the guardhouse.46 As with the
volunteers, many of the militia recruits arrived for muster almost naked and shoeless. Although they were issued clothing and shoes by the various sutlers, usually
on credit, they still stood out while on review compared to the volunteers and
especially the better-equipped, better-dressed, blue-coated regulars.
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When the militia was finally placed under General Canby, any meaningful
communication from army headquarters, verbal or written, proved to be a serious problem for those who did not read or write English. Very few of the militia
officers spoke English, and few of the high ranking officers in the regular army
spoke Spanish. Translators were necessary for most communications, especially
courts-martials. Although orders were often published and distributed in Spanish, the orders had to be read to the men because of high illiteracy rates. Militiamen also tended to be much older and, given that many had been forcibly
conscripted, of lower morale and far less responsive to army dictates than the
volunteers or the regulars.
Once mustered, the men’s horses, mules, and equipment were appraised.
Although a few of the militia members possessed horses or mules, the vast
majority, especially the very poor, were on foot. Mules, because of their
strength, endurance, and sure-footedness in the mountains, were more preferable and valuable. Although their men were normally on foot, some of
the officers had more than one horse or mule. In a few instances, the army
provided horses, but they soon ran out of animals. During the Confederate
invasion and the war with the Native Americans that followed, hundreds of
valuable horses and mules died of starvation, were stolen, killed, or simply
lost. Their bones, sun-bleached and picked clean by birds, wolves, and coyotes,
could be seen on the Valverde and Glorieta battlefields and along the major
roads and trails of the territory for years. So bad was the need for horses that
in December 1861, Canby issued orders that no additional companies would
be mounted until the Quartermaster’s Department was able to obtain the animals from army contractors.47
At the time of their mustering, many of the militia companies were evaluated on discipline, instruction, military appearance, and the condition of their
arms and equipment. Regardless of size, every company had three officers: a
commanding captain, a first lieutenant, and a second lieutenant. Larger companies were sometimes allowed two additional lieutenants. Most companies had
a first, second, third, and fourth sergeant, as well as four corporals, who were
similarly designated. A few companies had men who were designated as blacksmiths, teamsters, and saddlers. Larger companies sometimes had two musicians, usually a drummer boy and a bugler, although a few units had soldiers
designated only as fifers. Unlike the young drummer boys so common in the
eastern theatres of the war, musicians in their forties and fifties were common
in New Mexico. One fifer, José Manuel Trujillo, in Capt. Melquiades Ramírez’s
company from Santa Fe County, was fifty-seven years old. Gabriel Sánchez,
forty-two, was a fifer and the oldest soldier in a company out of Las Vegas.
Yet José Estanislado Lucero, a drummer boy in a company from Alameda in
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Bernalillo County, was only fourteen.48 The youngest soldier in the militia was
likely Carmen Abeita, a thirteen-year-old fifer in Company C of the Second
New Mexico Infantry, who enlisted at Santa Fe in July 1861.49 Most companies
had no musicians.
Mustering the Companies
Many of the men in three-month companies were discharged prior to the Confederate thrust up the Río Grande in early 1862, and were able to avoid the bloodbath at Valverde. One such unit was Company C of the First Regiment of the
First Division, consisting of sixty-five men from Río Arriba County and commanded by forty-year-old Juan de la Luz Gallegos. Enrolled in late November
1861, the men were marched across the mountains, then mustered and equipped
at Fort Union. In January 1862, when the men did not receive the payment and
clothing they had been promised, they rioted. They were all subsequently transferred to other companies.50 Thirty-four-year-old José Ignacio Martínez commanded seventy-nine men in another three-month company out of Río Arriba.
As part of Colonel Archuleta’s command, the men also marched to Fort Union,
where they were mustered at Camp Benton, one of the training camps outside
Fort Union, on 17 November 1861.51 When several of the companies first arrived
at Fort Union, the mustering officer, Maj. Gabriel Paul, was too ill to receive
them, and it was several days before Maj. William Chapman stepped forth to
perform the honor.52
Forty-one-year-old Capt. Ramón Rivera commanded another company,
composed of sixty-one men, from Río Arriba County that went south in January 1862.53 At Chama, a small community on the west bank of the Río Chama
near its confluence with the smaller El Rito River, Capt. José de Merced Sánchez enrolled fifty-one men in a mounted company in late January 1862.54 Captain Sánchez, mounted on a mule, headed for Santa Fe with his small company,
recruiting men at Abiquiú and Los Luceros along the way. He arrived at Fort
Craig for reorganization and muster on 17 February, only days before the Battle
of Valverde. At El Embudo, later called Dixon, twenty miles north of Española,
twenty-eight-year-old farmer Juan de Jesús Valdez enrolled a small company
of twenty-eight men of the Second Brigade of the First Division in late January
and early February 1862. He led the men 224 miles down the Río Grande to Fort
Craig, where they were mustered only two days before the Battle of Valverde.55
A three-month company of eighty-five men that ranged in age from eighteen
to forty-five was recruited by Gabriel Vigil at Ranchos de Taos, Taos, Córdova,
Peñasco, Placitas, and Mora. They marched through the late autumn to Fort
Union, where they went into camp on 22 November 1861. The company was still
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at Fort Union when they were mustered out on 18 February 1862. Pedro Sisneros, a forty-one-year-old farmer, enrolled thirty-seven men for sixty days in
late January 1861 and early February 1862, in and around Río Colorado in Taos
County. They, too, made their way to Fort Union. At Taos and several small
communities including Ranchos de Taos, Arroyo Hondo, Placitas, Chamisal,
Río Colorado, Arroyo Seco, and Los Cόrdovas, thirty-year-old Aniseto Valdez, an influential farmer from the Taos Valley, recruited sixty-nine men into
a three-month company in November and December 1861.56 At Taos and Ranchos de Taos, Benigno Valdez enrolled fifty-one men in a sixty-day mounted
company at the same time and marched the men south to Fort Craig, where
they were mustered two days before the Battle of Valverde. On the long and
hurried march down the Río Grande, several horses and mules in Valdez’s
company became so jaded that they had to be abandoned. Sent home after
the Battle of Valverde, the company, with only one desertion, was mustered
out at Taos on 5 March.57 At Río Lucío, just south of Picarus Pueblo in Taos
County, thirty-three-year-old Felipe Sandoval enrolled a sixty-day company
of thirty-nine men as part of Col. Pedro Valdez’s regiment in late January
1862 and marched the men south, picking up recruits at Peña Blanca on the
way. The company was at Sabinal when they learned of the Union reversal at
Valverde. Retracing their route upriver, they were mustered out at Río Lucío
on 28 February.58
Capt. Juan José Gallegos mustered sixty men into the Territorial Militia on 11
February 1862 at the village of La Cañada in Río Arriba County. At Fort Union
the company was active for less than a month before they were mustered out on
9 March 1862.59 Across the snow-crowned Sangre de Cristos in Mora County,
twenty-three-year-old Louis W. Leroux found seventy-six men in the Mora Valley, who joined him in another company. The men, designated as Company A
of Colonel Archuleta’s regiment, were marched to Fort Union, where they were
issued uniforms and officially mustered on 14 November 1861. The company
was active for less than a month before they were mustered out on 9 March 1862,
prior to the Battle of Glorieta.60 At the same time, José Ignacio Martínez gathered a three-month company of seventy-three men in the Mora Valley, including a few men in their late teens, in what he called the Mora County Militia.
They, too, were ordered to Fort Union, where they arrived on 15 November. At
the small sheep raising community of San Antonio, three miles southwest of
Mora, Felipe Romero was able to enlist a company of forty-six men, including
close relatives and neighbors from the Mora County hamlets of Agua Negra
(Holman), El Coyote, Guadalupita, and La Cebolla.61
Santa Fe County contributed ten companies of militia to the conflict. These
included a company from La Ciénega, fifteen miles southwest of the capi278
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tal, which was commanded by forty-four-year-old Capt. José Baca y Delgado, a
wealthy local farmer who proved to be an able officer. Captain Baca y Delgado
would go on to command many of the same men in a volunteer company. The
company consisted mostly of peons, but the officers were family members, such
as 2d Lt. Manuel Baca y Delgado. From Santa Fe and the nearby village of Agua
Fria on the Santa Fe River, Capt. José Gonzales, a forty-one-year-old farmer,
organized seventy-seven men into a company on 8 October 1861. The men were
designated as Company E, and were part of Col. Anastacio Sandoval’s First Regiment of Col. Nicolás de Jesús Pino’s brigade.62 In Santa Fe, thirty-eight-year-old
Capt. Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid, a wealthy merchant, enlisted ninety-seven men
during the second week of December 1861.63 Many of the militia companies
arrived in Santa Fe in the midst of a terrible smallpox epidemic that killed hundreds of civilians, especially children. Small coffins, “preceded as usual by the
violin and banjo and followed by perhaps a half a dozen women,” mixed with
militia processions were an everyday sight in the capital.64 Two days after Christmas in 1861, surveyor general Clark, observed the pitiful scene of an eight- or
nine-year-old boy, preceded by two women, struggling down a dusty street in
the capital, carrying the coffin of an infant, possibly a sibling.65
Another company composed of forty-eight men and commanded by Capt.
Antonio Sena, a forty-five-year-old well-to-do clerk, was part of Colonel
Pino’s brigade. The company was organized in the capital for sixty days and
was immediately marched the two hundred miles to Fort Craig, where they
went into camp on 15 February.66 Ramón Sena, forty-two, raised a company of
fifty-seven men in the capital itself. One of Sena’s lieutenants, Benito Romero,
later raised a company of his own in 1863. In Santa Fe County, a thirty-nineyear-old tinner from Cuyamunque, twelve miles north of the capital, had
enlisted a sixty-one man company of militia in October 1860 and was in the
field fighting the Navajos.67
A company of sixty-one men recruited from Pojoaque and San Ildefonso
Pueblo in early October 1861 by forty-nine-year-old Capt. Jesús María Serrano,
a small farmer with three Indian slaves, was designated as Company H in Pino’s
brigade as part of Colonel Sandoval’s First Regiment. The largest company in
Santa Fe County, made up of ninety-eight men, was recruited in the capital by
Capt. José E. Durán. Once the sixty-day company had been enrolled, the men
were immediately marched to Fort Craig where they were mustered on 15 February 1862. At Pojoaque, Capt. Ramón Sena y Rivera signed up fifty-eight men
for sixty days and marched them south, along with Captain Durán’s company,
to Fort Craig.68
At the adobe village of Galisteo, twenty-two miles south of Santa Fe, and at
the mining community of San Pedro or what some were calling Placer, in the
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mountains thirty-two miles southeast of the capital, Capt. Jesús María Silva gathered seventy-nine men into a company. At San Pedro, thirty-three-year-old
Capt. Melquiades Ramires was also able to enroll a company of forty-nine
miners for sixty days on 16 January 1862. The dry creek bottoms and gravel
on the western slopes of the San Pedro Mountains had once yielded valuable
gold nuggets, but the gold had long since played out. Ramires immediately
marched his men to Fort Craig, where they arrived on 6 February and were
mustered in the next day and given horses. After the Confederate invasion had
already come and gone, twenty-five-year-old Charles Probst, a Hanover-born,
well-to-do butcher in the capital who had previously served as a lieutenant
with Durán, formed a company of his own that was made up of sixty-five
men from Santa Fe and San Ildefonso Pueblo. Another company raised in
Santa Fe after the Confederate evacuation was that of Francisco Bustamante, a
twenty-six-year-old tailor.69
The largest number of men in the Territorial Militia, 965 in all, came out of
San Miguel County. In fact, eighteen companies were recruited from Las Vegas,
the small communities along the Río Pecos, and those nestled in the small valleys on the eastern slopes of the pine-shrouded Sangre de Cristo Mountains.
Most of the men were assigned to either Col. Miguel Sena y Romero’s First Regiment or Col. Antonio Baca y Baca’s Second Regiment. All were part of the Second Division commanded by General Hovey and Brig. Gen. Teodoro Baca. As
was the case in other counties, most of the companies were raised in late 1861 or
the first two months of 1862 and were marched to Fort Union, although a few
companies from the upper Pecos Valley were sent in the heart of winter across
Glorieta Pass to Fort Marcy. At least two companies that were raised in early
February 1862 were marched directly to Fort Craig.
Three companies and parts of two others came out of Las Vegas. These included
a sixty-man company, complete with a fifer and drummer, commanded by thirty-year-old Capt. José Bernal, as well as a company of seventy-one men led by
Manuel Jimenez, a forty-one-year-old resident who listed his occupation as mayordomo. A company made up of fifty-six men from Las Vegas and Anton Chico
was led by Capt. Juan Manuel Silva. There was also a thirty-eight man company
from Las Vegas and Tecolote commanded by Reginio Ulibarri, as well as a company of forty-six men with forty-year-old José de Jesús Durán at the head. Interestingly, the oldest soldier in Durán’s company was the fifer, forty-two-year-old
Gabriel Sánchez.70
Three companies from San Miguel County came from the small farming,
trading, and herding communities along the Río Pecos, especially the county
seat of San Miguel del Vado, one of the oldest communities in the territory,
twenty-two miles southeast of Las Vegas, and the nearby twin village of San José
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Figure 3. Las Vegas, New Mexico. When Santa Fe fell to the Confederates, the territorial seat
of government (including the archives) was moved to Las Vegas. At that time San Miguel
County was the most populous county in the territory. In fact, the largest number of men in
the Territorial Militia, 965 in eighteen companies, was recruited from there. The long, onestory store of Carlos Blanchard, a leading merchant and trader, can be seen on the center
right on the east side of the plaza. Blanchard was one of several partners who opened the
Plaza Hotel there in 1882. Photograph by J. N. Furlong, ca. 1870; courtesy DeGoyler Library,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, negative no. Ag1986.0553.

del Vado.71 In late November 1861, forty-three-year-old José Guadalupe Romero,
who lived at El Pueblo, a small settlement three miles downriver, raised a large
infantry company of ninety-four men at San Miguel del Vado. The men were
marched forty-seven miles across Glorieta Pass to Santa Fe, where they were
mustered at Fort Marcy on 28 November. The discipline of the company was
reported to be fair, and the instruction fair, but the military appearance of the
men was poor, as was the quality of their arms. Only the clothing of the men
was rated as good.72 Twenty-five-year-old Celso Baca, a freighter and wagon
train owner, signed up forty-four men in a mounted company at San Miguel
in late January. The men were sent directly to Fort Craig, where they were mustered into the army for sixty days on 20 February, only two days prior to the Battle of Valverde.73 Upriver from San Miguel, at San José on the west bank of the
river, Atanacio Ulibarri raised a small company of forty men. Farther upriver
at Pecos, Capt. Felipe Gonzales enlisted fifty-five men, but almost nothing is
known of this particular company.74
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Nine miles south of Las Vegas on the Santa Fe Trail, at the small but “thriving
and prosperous” trading settlement of Tecolote, Capt. Ramón Ulibarri signed
up forty-seven militiamen in December 1861 and January 1862.75 Tecolote was,
at the time, described as “a collection of low adobe houses and narrow crooked
streets.”76 Another company of fifty-four men captained by José de la Cruz Gutiérrez, a freighter from Tecolote, was enrolled in January and February 1862,
and mustered at San José for sixty days. Along with Captain Baca’s company
from San Miguel, the company rode on mules directly to Fort Craig, where
they arrived and encamped two days before the Battle of Valverde. Nearby at
the hamlets of Rincones de Tecolote, Felipe Sánchez, a forty-year-old laborer,
found forty-two men and mustered them at Santa Fe on 14 February. One company of forty-four men, led by thirty-eight-year-old Capt. Viterbo Almanzar, a
small-scale shepherd and farmer, was organized at Los Valles de San Agustín on
the Gallinas River, nine miles southeast of Las Vegas, on 21 October 1861.77 At
Chaperito, another small adobe settlement on the Gallinas River and the edge
of the Llano Estacado, twenty-five miles southeast of Las Vegas, Capt. Manuel
Flores signed up fifty-eight men on 17 October 1861. Flores’ company, along with
that of Almanzar, was the first company in San Miguel County to be organized.78
At the cottonwood-shrouded tiny hamlet of El Montόn de Los Alamos, thirteen miles northeast of Las Vegas, Capt. Santiago Gallego, a twenty-six-year-old
farmer, was able to enlist fifty-four men.79
Capt. Agapito García recruited one company at Sapello, a farming and cattle raising hamlet thirteen miles north of Las Vegas. Little is known of García’s
company, however, not even names of his men.80 Down the Río Pecos at Anton
Chico, a rough trading community on the east bank of the Río Pecos, Capt.
Manuel Silva enlisted fifty-one men for sixty days.81
In Santa Ana County, which no longer exists and at the time was the territory’s least populated county, Capt. Felipe Sandoval persuaded ninety-six men
at the villages of Peña Blanca, Bajada, Sile, and the pueblo of Cochiti, on the
Río Grande, to join a two-month company that he took downriver for muster
at Fort Craig on 7 February 1862. A second company of thirty-six men was also
recruited at Peña Blanca, commanded by twenty-eight-year-old Capt. Antonio
Valdez. The company, like so many others, was ordered south at the same time
as that of Captain Sandoval. Captain Valdez purchased horses and mules for
eight of his men who had no mounts.82
Downriver in Sandoval County, two militia companies were enlisted at Los
Corrales, a small farming community on the Río Grande ten miles north of
Albuquerque. Forty-one-year-old Tomás Montoya put together a small company
of fifty-one men who signed on for three months on 7 December 1861. He led the
men to Bernalillo, where they were mustered the same day. Instead of being sent
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Figure 4. Cubero, New Mexico. During the Civil War, soldiers from New Mexico were
frequently stationed in the rough and rowdy rock and adobe frontier community of Cubero.
The 11,301-foot, snow-crowned volcanic spire of Mount Taylor is visible in the background.
“Mexican Town of Cubero, New Mexico, Western Outpost on the 35th Parallel” plate 74 in
Alexander Gardner, Across the Continent on the Kansas Pacific Railroad Route of the 35th
Parallel, (Washington, D.C.: Alex 1867); courtesy DeGoyler Library, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas, negative no. Ag1982.0214x.

south to fight the invading Texans, Montoya’s men were ordered west to Cubero
and the Navajo Country. After returning back to Los Corrales to regroup and
resupply, the company made a second sojourn in search of hostile Navajos in
February 1862 before returning to the Río Grande to be mustered out on 7 March
1862. West of the river, several men in the company lost their horses from lack of
forage and “hard service.”83 At Los Corrales, another company of fifty-three men,
mounted on mules of good quality, was raised by Juan C. Chaves in late December
1861 and early January of 1862. When Captain Chaves reported that three of his
men were refusing to follow orders, he was told to levy a fine of a dollar, and if the
men refused to pay, they were to be jailed for twenty-four hours.84 After the men’s
enrollment, they were immediately marched south and mustered at Fort Craig. In
Bernalillo, forty-one-year-old Julián Perea, a wealthy farmer, enrolled fifty-eight
men for sixty days in late January 1862.85
In the Río Abajo, Bernalillo County contributed almost as many men to
the militia as did the more populous San Miguel County. In all, 670 men in
eleven companies came out of the county. Seven companies alone were recruited
in the rough and tumble community of Albuquerque. An ill-fated company from
Albuquerque, composed of sixty-six men, was that of thirty-three-year-old Capt.
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Francisco Aragón, a small farmer from Los Corrales. The company suffered
more indignation than perhaps any other company in the territory. Enlisted on
19 November 1861 for three months, the company was armed with muskets and
sent west to Cubero. They arrived in the rock and adobe frontier community in
the shadow of the 11,301-foot ancient volcano, the snow-crowned Mount Taylor,
on 21 January 1862. Here Captain Aragón fell under the influence of a southern
loyalist and secessionist, the post sutler Dr. Fenis Ewing Kavanaugh.86
Four days before Aragón raised his company in Albuquerque, the barely
literate thirty-seven-year-old Capt. Juan de Dios Baca signed up seventy-seven
men for three months at Cubero. While Aragón was sent west into Navajo
Country, Captain Dios Baca was ordered south and then east to the twisting
confines of Abo Pass—a key geographic link between the Río Grande valley
and the salt lakes and vast eastern plains at the southern edge of the Manzano
Mountains—to help guard against any Confederate invasion by way of the Río
Pecos. The company was still camped at Abo Pass on 15 February 1862 when
they were mustered out.87
Twenty-seven-year-old Capt. Augustín del Valle raised a two-month company of eighty-two men at Albuquerque that was mustered on 30 January
1862.88 The men were part of Col. José Francisco Perea’s Third Division and varied in age from sixty-three-year-old Pvt. Miguel Candelaria to two musicians
in the company, Roqué Martínez and Aniseto J. Ortiz, who were only fourteen.
The company also included three privates, Blas Montoya, Polomio Gonzales, and Antonio López, who were fifteen.89 The Kentucky-born, thirty-threeyear-old, well-to-do trader and merchant, Charles B. Clark, who had been the
sutler at Albuquerque before the war, led another company enrolled at Albuquerque.90 Because he was also a notary public, hundreds of volunteers and
militia in late 1861 and early 1862 took the oath of allegiance before Clark,
all promising to serve the country “honestly and faithfully against all . . .
enemies and opposers.”91
Captain Clark’s Albuquerque “Home Guard” was the only company in the Territorial Militia that was composed almost entirely of non-Hispanics, although
Ambrosio Armijo did serve as the company’s first lieutenant. Clark originally
argued that many of the men in his company were not subject to a militia draft,
since they worked for the Army Quartermaster at the large Albuquerque depot,
and were therefore not part of the quota that Governor Connelly was imposing
on the town. They had certainly not, Captain Clark told Canby, expected “to be
put into the militia.” Nineteen of Clark’s men who were conscripted had already
spent five years or more in the regular army. Only under direct orders had Clark
reluctantly agreed to enlist the men. At the same time, Clark told Canby that
the men had refused to serve under Maj. Gen. José S. Perea, although they were
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willing to take orders from Col. Kit Carson of the volunteers. Any attempt to
force the men to muster would likely “result in breaking up the ‘Home Guard’
entirely.”92 The historical record contains no evidence of any army reaction to
Clark’s blatant and perhaps racist defiance.
Thirty-five-year-old John R. Hubbell, brother of Capt. Santiago Hubbell
who commanded a company in the volunteers, was a clerk in the family’s mercantile business at Chilili when he enlisted a three-month militia company of
seventy-eight men in Albuquerque. When the men’s enlistment expired, Captain
Hubbell persuaded most of them to join him in a volunteer company.93 Francisco Montoya enrolled seventy-seven men at Albuquerque for three months
on 26 November 1861. The men were mustered and took the oath of allegiance
the same day, with Lt. George W. Bascom, of “Bascom Affair” fame, presiding.
The company was headed downriver and was at Belén when they received word
of the disaster at Valverde.94 Reversing their course, they returned to Albuquerque and were mustered out shortly thereafter. At a cluster of farms on the west
bank of the Río Grande called Atrisco, just downriver from Albuquerque, a
forty-nine-year-old well-to-do farmer, Bartolo García, enrolled forty-eight
Atrisqueños on 15 November 1861. García’s company, unlike other companies in
the militia, was not discharged after the Battle of Valverde, and remained in service until 10 June 1862.95
At Los Ranchos de Albuquerque, just upriver from Albuquerque, and at
Candelarias, a small settlement in what is now northwest Albuquerque, thirtyseven-year-old Atanacio Montoya, a well-to-do farmer, formed a company of
eighty-one men. Captain Montoya took the men down the old Camino Real to
Fort Craig, where they were officially mustered on 8 February. The day before,
however, twenty men had been transferred to the Los Padillas militia company
of Capt. Geronimo Chaves. At Alameda, six miles upriver from Albuquerque,
twenty-four-year-old Néstor Jaramillo, a freighter by profession, put together
a company of seventy-six men. Jaramillo’s first lieutenant, Blas Griego Chaves,
was only twenty-nine, while the company’s second lieutenant, Melquiades
Chaves, was twenty-five. José Estanislado Lucero, the drummer boy, was only
fourteen. At Los Padillas, nine miles downriver from Albuquerque, Captain
Chaves was able to find forty-one men, including a number of his relatives, who
agreed to join him for sixty days. A few of the men were from Los Ranchos
de Albuquerque, Albuquerque, and Algodones. In late January 1862, the small
company headed south, arriving at Fort Craig on 8 February.96
Downriver in Valencia County during the last two weeks of January 1862, at
the community of Valencia across the river from Los Lunas, a farmer named
Manuel Alarid raised a forty-five man company of mounted militia for sixty
days as part of Col. Juan C. Armijo’s regiment.97 Another two-month company
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in Armijo’s regiment was that of Capt. Rómulo Salazar, which was enrolled on
17 January 1862. The sixty-seven-man company was raised at Tomé, a village
near the black-crowned volcanic hill of El Cerro de Tomé, five miles northeast of Belén.98 The sixty-year-old Armijo was a wealthy merchant and farmer
from El Sabino, a small settlement on the east bank of the Río Grande, opposite Sabinal. Like so many other companies, Armijo’s company reached Fort
Craig in early February 1861, just in time for the Battle of Valverde. On the Río
Grande at Los Chaves and Los Gabaldones, just north of Belén, Capt. Miguel
Velásquez recruited thirty-one men during the last two weeks of January 1862.
Arriving at Fort Craig, the men were transferred to Capt. José de Merced
Sánchez’s Chama company and Capt. Ramón Sena y Rivera’s company from
Pojoaque.99
Across the mountains to the east at the village of Manzano, twenty-five-yearold Ohio-born Charles W. Beach, who had peddled whiskey at Fort Stanton before
the war, put together a small company of thirty-six men. He led them southwest
through Abo Pass to the Río Grande and downriver to Fort Craig, where they
were mustered on 8 February 1862.100 Three miles north of Manzano at Torreón,
forty-three-year-old José Dolores Gallegos raised a company of mounted militia
and joined Beach and Alarid for the journey to Fort Craig.101
At least 642 militia members were enrolled in nine companies in Socorro
County. Similar to the militia from other parts of the territory, most of the men
were mustered for three months. From the small village of Cañada Alamosa
in the south to beyond La Joya in the north, the county encompassed a large
part of the central Río Grande valley, and in 1860 had a population of 5,725.102
At La Joya on the east bank of the river, a small farmer, thirty-eight-year-old
Juan Carrillo, signed up sixty-three men. A few miles south at La Jollita, thirtyyear-old Gabriel Pino, another small farmer, recruited sixty militiamen.103 At
Los Ranchitos de la Joya and Lemitar, the thirty-four-year-old sheriff of the
county, Luis Tafoya, enrolled a seventy-nine man company and took them to
Fort Craig. The company mustered out and departed for home two days prior
to the pivotal Battle of Valverde.104 Forty-year-old farmer Cayetano Tafoya was
able to recruit seventy-nine men on the west bank of the river at the wind-swept
hamlet of La Polvadera de San Lorenzo, near where Camp Connelly had been
established.105 At the adobe county seat of Lemitar, Néstor Gonzales, a twentyfour-year-old farmer, enrolled a company of seventy-seven men, some of whom
he found at Socorro, Las Nutrias, and Polvadera.106
Three companies led by Capt. José Trujillo, Capt. Juan Armijo, and a wealthy
and influential merchant who owned a store on the plaza in Socorro, thirtyone-year-old Capt. Dionacio Jaramillo, recruited close to 250 men at the small
villages of El Tajo, Pueblo de la Parida, San Antonio, San Pedro, Bosquecito,
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Escondida, Luis López, Polvadera, and El Sabino.107 Downriver on the east bank
at the old crumbling adobe hamlet of Valverde, six miles upriver from Fort
Craig, Capt. Candelario García, a merchant, gathered fifty-one men.108 At San
Ignacio de Alamosa (or what most citizens called Cañada Alamosa), a small village at the confluence of the normally dry Cañada Alamosa and the much more
vibrant Río Grande, well-to-do farmer Antonio José García enrolled fifty-seven
men.109 By late November, most of the Socorro county men had arrived at Fort
Craig and were in camp just north of the fort in a sea of white tents near the
river, close to where the volunteers were beginning to drill. Some of the men,
such as those in Capt. Luis Tafoya’s company, were mustered out only days prior
to the Battle of Valverde, and were heading back to their homes when the pivotal fighting erupted.
The black-bearded Col. Robert H. Stapleton, an economic and political force
in Socorro County, did much to help organize and recruit the militia in the
county. The Irish-born Stapleton had immigrated to the United States in 1846,
arriving from Liverpool, England. He enlisted in the Second U.S. Dragoons. A
wound from the U.S.–Mexico War was said to have left him a “great sufferer.”110
Tall and with dark piercing eyes, black hair, and a dark complexion, Stapleton
served at several military posts in the territory before being discharged in 1854.
Four years later, Stapleton married into the influential Baca family of Socorro
County and bought a piece of property on the Río Grande near the site of old
Fort Conrad, upriver from Fort Craig, where he established a store, and operated a ranch and small farm. He helped to supply Fort Craig and became one of
the wealthiest men in the county.111
As was the case in the northern part of the territory, the militia rolls were
frequently filled by coercion in Socorro County. At Fort Craig in late December
1861, Lt. Col. Benjamin S. Roberts promised to call on “influential Mexicans to
use their influence with the militia . . . and the six month volunteers” to reenlist
for three years. “Unless the militia can be persuaded to come into the plan, there
is but little prospect of any success,” Lieutenant Colonel Roberts said. Moreover, “the towns along the river below Albuquerque are already quite drained
of men.”112 Roberts told Stapleton that “if any of the officers or soldiers of the
militia, called into service under your orders . . . refuses to obey your call, I am
instructed to send you military force to compel their obedience, but it is hoped
there are no New Mexicans so ignoble in their natures as to refuse to respond to
this call of duty to defend their territory and their homes.”113
As late as the first week of January 1862, Colonel Canby was writing from
Polvadera that he wanted the militia to be fully prepared, but would use them
against the invading Texans only as a last resort. Canby was still hoping that the
militia could occupy strategic points and military posts to free up the regulars
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and volunteers to meet the Rebel onslaught. The militia “would be an embarrassment in the field,” Canby wrote, “and I think we will have enough without
them.”114 As the course of the war in the territory unfolded, it turned out that
Canby was badly mistaken.
In late October 1861, Connelly told Sec. of State William Seward that he had
“deemed it prudent to organize the militia . . . which has never been done since
it became part of the United States.” Due to the “rebellious spirit among the
people,” Connelly said it had not been prudent to arm the militia previously,
although in some instances men were given arms for campaigns against hostile
Indians. The governor was preoccupied with the ongoing war with the Navajos
and Apaches as much as he was with any Confederate invasion. “Extermination by the sword or by starvation is our only remedy for the evils which they
have caused,” Connelly told Seward.115 Connelly had little doubt that the regulars and the volunteers could drive the Texans out of the Mesilla Valley, while
the militia would be used to garrison the military posts in the territory and
take the field against the Indians during the winter. “Both regular and volunteer are animated with an earnest desire to wipe out the disgrace rested upon
our arms by the ignominious surrender of Major Lynde,” the governor wrote
Seward.116 By late November, Connelly was telling Seward that the Nuevomexicanos had responded to the call to arms with “cheerfulness and promptness.”
Counting both militia and volunteers, thirty-five hundred citizen-soldiers were
in the field, and most of the militia companies were full.
By early 1862, militia companies at Albuquerque and at Fort Union, complaining that they had not been paid and their families were hungry, had mutinied and were refusing to follow orders. From Albuquerque, Juan C. Armijo
warned Canby there was a “great sensation among the people, caused by the
delay of funds from the States to pay expenses of the government, especially the
volunteers.” Armijo feared there was a “conspiracy among the troops” and that
“malicious persons” were fanning the flames of a larger revolt.117 At Fort Craig,
the rumblings and threats of insubordination in several companies of volunteers alarmed Colonel Roberts.
At Cubero, where Capt. Francisco Aragón’s militia from Bernalillo County had
taken station, the men were shoeless, unable to procure clothing, and lacked basic
necessities. When rumors reached the men that they were unlikely to be paid
before spring, several deserted and returned to their homes in Albuquerque.118
From his temporary headquarters at Belén on 20 January 1861, Canby admitted
there was a “good deal of excitement in the reputable Mexican population,” and he
feared a pronunciamiento by the militia and volunteers in the Río Abajo.119
At the same time, John Ward, Indian agent to the Navajo, wrote to Canby
that conditions on the western frontier had deteriorated to such an extent that
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Figure 5. Plaza at Albuquerque Shortly After the War. Early on the morning of 1
March 1862, when word arrived in the town that the Texans were at Los Lunas and
rapidly advancing upriver, the post quartermaster and commander, Capt. Herbert M.
Enos, decided to burn all the supplies that could not be carried away. Citizens who
rented warehouses to the army in the village stood by as their property went up in
flames. Albuquerque had a reputation during the war for its rowdiness, gambling, and
prostitution. Nine men pose in front of and on top of the guardhouse while two others
cling to the flagpole. Photograph by J. N. Furlong, “Along the Line of the A. T. & S. Fe R.
R.” ca. 1870; courtesy DeGoyler Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas,
neg. no. Ag1986.0557.

one or two companies of regular army cavalry would have to be sent to Cubero.
Ward concluded, as many as five hundred Pueblo Indians should be recruited
for a campaign against a large portion of the Navajo Nation, since the Navajos were not only in a state of war with the military and the Nuevomexicano
population of the territory, but were committing depredations against many of
their own people.120
Battle of Valverde
“Startling intelligence” that the long-expected Rebel invasion was underway
reached the capital on the night of 24 January 1862. Spies had ridden into Fort
Craig with news that twenty-five hundred to three thousand Texans were pushing out of the Mesilla Valley, up the Río Grande toward Fort Craig. Only days
earlier at Belén, Colonel Canby seemed sure that Gen. Henry H. Sibley’s Texas
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rabble was likely to move on the territory by way of the Río Pecos, with intentions of seizing Fort Union and possibly Albuquerque and Santa Fe. Receiving
the news from below, Colonel Canby began feverishly rushing volunteers and
militia companies south to meet the Texans.121 In distant New Mexico Territory, “considerable excitement prevails,” the St. Louis–based Missouri Republican commented.122
Hearing the news from below, Governor Connelly hurried south from the
capital in his carriage early on the morning of 25 January 1862. The governor
was accompanied by Maj. James Lowry Donaldson, a southern-born graduate of West Point in 1836 who had been placed in command of the District of
Santa Fe, along with sixty-one-year-old Kentucky-born James L. Collins, Indian
superintendent for the territory, and a small escort commanded by Capt. Guren
Chapin. The governor had wanted to leave the capital weeks earlier, but news
arrived from Canby that the Texans were in retreat. On his way downriver, Governor Connelly hoped to recruit several hundred additional militia, but Major
Donaldson urged caution, fearing the governor would embarrass Canby by
arriving at Fort Craig “with a large undisciplined force.”123 Nevertheless, it was
hoped the governor would take time to “give encouragement to the Mexican
Volunteers.” Some “doubt had been entertained with regard to the courage of the
Mexicans when coming in contact with Texans,” Collins wrote, “and we desire
to give them every possible incentive to acquit themselves creditably. . . . If our
troops do their duty, all will end well.”124 After passing several slower-moving militia and volunteer infantry companies and what seemed to be an endless cavalcade
of animals and supply wagons, the governor and his party reached Camp Connelly at Polvadera on 28 January 1862, before pushing on to Fort Craig.
Governor Connelly was not sure exactly how many militia were scheduled
to arrive at Fort Craig, although he estimated they would eventually number
between one thousand and fifteen hundred. “The spirit of our people is good,”
he wrote Secretary of State Seward, “I have here and en route 1,000 and more
of the elite of the country to aid in defending their homes and firesides.”125 By
11 February, there were already five hundred militia at the fort, and eight hundred were said to be within a few day’s march. “Enthusiasm prevails throughout
our lines,” the governor reported to Seward.126 The militia had “displayed a commendable spirit,” and “I have great confidence that they will do good service,”
Connelly continued.127 But what the governor professed publicly sometimes differed from what he knew to be true.
A decisive battle to determine the “fate of the territory” was in the making. “I
have no fears as to the results here,” Connelly confidently told Seward from Fort
Craig. “We will conquer the Texan forces, if not in the first battle, it will be done
in the second or subsequent battles. We will overcome them.”128 While Canby
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and Connelly braced themselves at Fort Craig, volunteers and militia continued
to arrive at the post, camping on the plain north of the post and in the swampy
bottomlands near the banks of the Río Grande. At least two companies of militia camped in the post corral.
Maj. Charles Emil Wesche, a thirty-year-old Prussian immigrant and Santa
Fe merchant who had been appointed adjutant for the Second Militia Division
and aide-de-camp to Col. Nicolás de Jesús Pino, left Santa Fe on 3 February with
the infantry companies of Capt. Antonio Sena and Capt. José E. Durán, along
with Capt. Ramón Sena y Rivera’s mounted company. The militia companies of
Capt. Miguel Velásquez and Capt. José de Merced Sánchez joined the column
at Albuquerque.129 Later, at Lemitar, two men in Captain Velásquez’s company
came down with smallpox and were left behind. Eleven days out of Santa Fe on
14 February, the column arrived at Fort Craig, where they were greeted by Governor Connelly. Captain Velásquez’s company so undermanned, however, that,
much to the captain’s chagrin, his men were transferred to other companies.
Early on the morning of 19 February, five mounted militia companies under the
command of Major General Hovey arrived, and an additional mounted company rode into the post the following morning. Maj. Arthur Morrison and Lt.
Col. J. Francisco Chaves would recall many years later how the volunteers and
militia were relegated to the “low watery bottom,” and how the men were “subject to rheumatic pains and other diseases caused by the unhealthy, stagnant”
environs, while the regulars were housed within the far healthier confines of
the fort.130
Although on the periphery of the bloody fighting at Valverde, the militia
would nonetheless play a critical role in the battle. The Rebels attempted to
bypass Fort Craig by crossing the Río Grande near the small village of Paraje.
As they moved along the heights east of the fort, the militia was sent into action.
Early on the morning of 19 February, Canby sent Graydon’s Spy Company along
with five hundred mounted militia under Colonels Pino and Stapleton to the
east bank of the river to watch the Texans. Pino’s command included Major
Wesche and the companies of Captain Sena y Rivera and Captain Sánchez. Here
they joined Carson’s First New Mexico Infantry and Capt. Henry R. Selden’s
670-man infantry battalion of regulars.131 All the Federals spent a cold and
uneasy night, sleeping on their arms and without anything to eat.
The day after skirmishing on the east bank near the southern base of Mesa
de la Contadera on 20 February, the always cautious Canby insisted on leaving Col. Miguel Pino and 590 men of the Second New Mexico Infantry, along
with three hundred men from Colonel Pino’s militia, on the east bank south
of the mesa as a rear guard while the bulk of his army rushed to the Valverde
ford. With the militia companies of Captain Sena y Rivera and Captain Sánchez,
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Major Wesche took a position southwest of the mesa, where they could clearly
hear the fury of the battle raging just upriver. Around noon, militia pickets
spotted three companies of Confederates, about 250 men in all, probably the
Confederate rear guard, trailing along the southeastern edge of Mesa del Contadera.132 Although they were outnumbered, Wesche sent the militiamen scurrying in single file around the south fringe of the mesa to within 80 yards
of the Texans. The militiamen’s confidence soared when they were suddenly
joined by 200 additional militia led by Colonel Pino and Lt. Col. Jesús M.
Baca y Salazar. Spotting the Nuevomexicanos, the Texans exchanged a few
shots before beating a hasty retreat past the edge of the mesa toward Valverde.
“We had a little skirmish with the rear guard of the Rebels; they soon turned
their backs upon us and joined their main body,” Wesche recorded.133 Wesche
had just ordered Captain Sena y Rivera and Captain Sánchez in pursuit of the
Texans when Adjutant General Clever brought orders from Canby to seize the
Rebel wagon train that Captain Graydon had spotted, which was visible from
the top of the mesa.
With several hundred men, Major Wesche took up a “fatiguing march” for
several hours across the steep arroyos and what seemed to be an unending line
of sand hills. Struggling ever southward, by late afternoon the fatigued Nuevomexicanos were in sight of the wagon train and were ready for a fight. Just as
Graydon had reported, the Texans’ camp from the night before had been hastily
abandoned, and the wagons were left partially loaded.134 Although Wesche had
hoped to salvage some of the Rebel supplies, especially medicine and ammunition, the day was growing short. He had no means of getting the wagons back
to Fort Craig, so he ordered his men to pull two ammunition wagons together,
and the other wagons as close as possible. “I next prepared a fuse, and, having
ordered everyone to shelter behind a sand ridge, I ignited the fuse and ran to
a place of safety,” Wesche wrote. Suddenly the February sky was afire, and the
wagon train was no more.135 “It was a beautiful explosion,” Wesche recalled. In
the early winter darkness amid continuing snow flurries, the fatigued but triumphant militiamen proudly marched back to the fort, only to have their exalted
spirits overshadowed by the disheartening news from Valverde and the seemingly never-ending arrival of ambulances and wagonloads of dead and dying
throughout the cold night and all the next day.136
In his official report of the Battle of Valverde, Canby placed excessive blame on
the volunteers and militia. Canby’s disdain and wrath was repeated by other officers
in the Union command structure in the territory, even officers who were not present at Valverde. News that the volunteers and militia fled the battlefield reverberated
throughout the territory and all the way to Washington. It would be repeated for
generations, inflicting shame and dishonor on the Nuevomexicanos. It seemed like
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a giant conspiracy, with Canby in the lead, to demean the Nuevomexicanos who
became easy scapegoats for the Union defeat. Because of the language barrier and
limited access to the territory’s English language press, there were few to defend
the volunteers, and no one to defend the militia.
Despite many desertions at the Battle of Valverde, Colonel Pino, along with
Lieutenant Colonel Baca y Salazar, Major Wesche, and seven companies of
mounted militia, 280 men in all, left Fort Craig at about eight p.m. on the evening of the battle. Colonel Pino’s small command consisted of men from the villages and towns of Albuquerque, San José, Chama, Abiquiú, El Rito, Embudo,
Santa Fe, San Miguel, and Tecolote. Although dead tired after thirteen hours
in the saddle, the men rode all night and were able to reach the village of Luis
López, four miles below Socorro, by daylight the next morning. The advance
guard of the Texans was on their heels, and by 23 February, the Rebels were
reported to be within two miles of the militia camp. With little rest, the militia continued upriver toward Camp Connelly, where they were hoping to find
reinforcements. The column was nearing Lemitar when a courier raced up with
orders from Major General Hovey to fall back on Socorro. After a brief rest to
allow their animals to graze, the men headed back to the one-storied adobe
village of Socorro. While riding downriver, Pino’s column was joined by other
militia companies from Camp Connelly.137 At the same time, Maj. Ramón Sena
y Rivera, escorting several deserters from the militia and volunteers, passed the
column while heading upriver.138 At Socorro the men bivouacked and established a grazing camp south of the village, where the badly jaded horses and
mules of the regiment were carefully guarded.
No sooner had Pino established his headquarters at Socorro on 24 February than his pickets reported Confederates approaching the village from downriver, along the river road. Capt. José de la Cruz Gutiérrez, with fourteen men
from Tecolote, were sent to reconnoiter. Gutiérrez had been gone for no more
than five minutes when one of his horsemen galloped into the village to say
that a detachment of Rebel horsemen were approaching the village. Lieutenant
Colonel Baca y Salazar, with two infantry companies, deployed as a reconnaissance in force. At the same time, Pino ordered all of the animals from the grazing camp driven into the village and secured in a large corral. He posted the
remainder of his men on the southern edge of the village.
In the cold winter darkness, Baca y Salazar posted his men behind some old
adobe walls along the road leading south out of town. At the same time he sent
Captain Gutiérrez and a detachment out to dislodge some Texans who were
spotted 125 yards downriver. Gutiérrez and his men advanced cautiously in the
dark for about 90 yards when the Texans, estimated to number as many as 100,
opened fire illuminating the cold night sky. Hearing the gunfire, Lieutenant
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Colonel Baca y Salazar rushed forward with two companies, and the Nuevomexicanos opened a fuselage of musketry that drove the Texans back to their
main camp about a mile and a half below Socorro. At the same time, Pino hastily gathered his captains and warned them to maintain the utmost vigil, and to
be prepared for “immediate action.”139
In the tense darkness, the entire Rebel advance, under the command of Col.
Henry C. McNeill, was soon on the move. They were reported to be in battle
formation on the arid, mesquite-studded mesa southwest of the village. More
frightening were the several artillery pieces the Texans pulled into position overlooking the village. Moreover, a second Rebel force under Capt. George Milton
Frazer had gone around Socorro to the north and occupied another small mesa
that jutted out into the valley of the Río Grande. From here, the Texans controlled the road to Lemitar and Polvadera.140 Pino responded by sending out
several small reconnaissance parties to detect any further Rebel advances. Realizing he was outgunned and probably outnumbered, Pino was hoping to hold
the village until Camp Connelly, the villages, and the large depot at Albuquerque could be evacuated, as Canby had directed.
At about eight p.m. that evening, the Rebels fired a single cannon shot over
the village that slammed into the dry earth just beyond San Miguel Church.141
Realizing the peril of the situation, Major Wesche sent Lt. Ignacio Montoya racing upriver to Camp Connelly to speed up reinforcements. Pino was certain that
General Hovey and Adjutant General Clever were at Camp Connelly with several companies of militia, and they would hurry south to help defend Socorro.142
Fearing an artillery barrage similar to what the Federals had experienced at
Valverde, many of the green militia began to leave their positions on the outskirts of the village and fall back toward the more defensible area around the
plaza. At the same time, Major Wesche raced about the community, attempting to rally the militia and to persuade as many civilians as possible to take up
arms in “defense of their government and their homes.”143 Pedro Baca, a wealthy
fifty-five-year-old merchant, flatly refused, telling Wesche that “the United
States Government was a curse to the territory, and if the Texans take and keep
possession of New Mexico, the change would only be for the better.”144 Many
Nuevomexicanos such as Baca firmly remembered and deeply resented the conquest of New Mexico in 1846 and the imposition of American politics and law.
He and a number of others hoped to opt out of the present conflict, which they
considered an Anglo affair contrived from afar and fought over issues that did
not influence the daily lives of the Spanish-speaking population of the territory.
Sharing many of the prejudices of other Anglo military officers in the territory
at the time, Wesche characterized such efforts as “vain” and could not understand the townsmen’s “stupid indifference.”145
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Returning to Pino’s headquarters to report Baca’s “revolting ingratitude,”
Wesche learned from the village alcalde that a Rebel officer had come into
Socorro under a flag of truce and had asked for a meeting with Colonel Pino.
In the cold March darkness, Wesche was taken to a house not far from San
Miguel Church, where Lt. William Simmons awaited. The Rebel lieutenant
asked for the unconditional surrender of the village. Wesche replied he was certain that Pino would not entertain such a demand, but he agreed to escort the
Rebel lieutenant to meet Pino. At Pino’s headquarters, Lieutenant Simmons
repeated his demands, saying the Texans did not want to endanger “innocent families,” but they were prepared to attack the village nevertheless. Pino
responded that “in order not to expose the live[s] of innocent women and
children, he was willing to meet the Rebels on the open plain southwest of
Socorro the next morning and give battle.”146 Whether Pino was sincere or
bluffing remains uncertain. What is certain is that he was playing for time,
just as Canby wished. Simmons promised to inform Colonel McNeill accordingly, and with Wesche by his side, he was guided back through the militia
lines to the Rebel camp on the mesa. Wesche noticed at the time that the militia pickets had left their posts and melted back into the town, all of which he
attempted to conceal from the Rebel lieutenant.
Reaching the Rebel camp, Wesche and Simmons were met by Colonel
McNeill and several of his officers. The Rebel colonel demanded to meet personally with Colonel Pino, and then he, Maj. Henry W. Raguet, and Wesche
rode back into the village. In the second meeting at Pino’s headquarters, McNeill
threatened to launch an all-out attack on Socorro. Again, Pino agreed to fight
at daylight south of town, but McNeill said he did not want to wait to take possession of the village, since he knew he had the advantage. During the meeting, Pino was interrupted by several of his officers, who reported privately that
their men had gone into hiding and could not be found. It was impossible, they
argued, to defend Socorro. Wesche set out to investigate and was surprised to
see Captain Sánchez acting as the lone sentinel at a building where his men were
sleeping. Captain Sánchez said he was the only one left to stand guard, that all
his men had abandoned their posts, and there was no one to take their places.
Inside, several other officers, including Major Sena y Rivera, Captain Gutiérrez,
Lt. Edward Hornberger, and Lt. Ortiz y Tafoya, reported that their men, too, had
also left their posts, and many had deserted. In all the officers could account for
only thirty-seven men.
McNeill finally agreed to postpone his attack on the town, providing Pino “give
his word of honor that he had not written to anybody of the presence of the Confederates.” When Pino evaded the request and continued to play for time, militia officers agreed the militia colonel should visit the Rebel camp on the mesa
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southwest of town to see for himself how badly he was outnumbered. In the
early morning darkness, Colonel Pino, Major Wesche, and Lieutenant Colonel
Baca y Salazar rode along the Confederate line for several minutes, escorted
by McNeill and two other Rebel officers. After seeing “the long line of rebels”
and realizing that he was outnumbered six to one, and with little hope of reinforcements arriving from Camp Connelly, Colonel Pino agreed the situation
was hopeless. It was two a.m. on 25 February 1862. At ten a.m. that same morning, 150 men, including all of the officers in the regiment, came forth to surrender their arms, give up their horses and mules, take the oath of neutrality, and
be paroled. Without a single casualty, the surrender of Socorro was complete.
Seen from afar, the “affair at Socorro” was disgraceful, and yet another reason
not to trust the militia. For over a year, the men of the Second New Mexico Militia were largely forgotten, until they petitioned John S. Watts, Congressional
Delegate from New Mexico, to intervene on their behalf with Secretary of War
Stanton.147 Finally, on 12 May 1863, sixteen months after their surrender, the men
were exchanged.148
Several months after the Union defeat and the surrender of the militia at
Socorro, Pvt. Jesús Jiménez of Capt. Antonio Sena’s company of militia was
charged not only with deserting, but with entering the “service of the enemy.” A
court-martial found Jiménez guilty, and he was sentenced to execution by firing squad. In reviewing the findings of the court, however, Canby could find no
evidence that Jiménez had actually joined the Rebels, and he ordered the private
released.149 Sgt. José Ygnacio Lucero of the militia was also arrested and charged
with desertion during the Battle of Valverde. In a short court-martial at Albuquerque presided over by Lt. Col. J. Francisco Chaves, with W. F. M. Arny acting as interpreter, Lucero argued that he was prevented from returning home to
report to the local alcalde to be granted a pardon by Canby’s General Order No.
43, of 7 May 1862, because he was confined to the guardhouse in Albuquerque.
The court agreed and Lucero was released.150
In a military commission at Fort Craig presided over by Colonel Roberts,
Ricardo Pino and José Pino, both employed by the militia, were charged with
giving aid and comfort to the enemy. Ricardo was acquitted, but José was found
guilty and sentenced to be removed from his militia office and to forfeit his
property, to the value of $500.151
Capitulation at Cubero
Shortly after the Texans entered Albuquerque, a southern sympathizer named
Richmond Gillespie raced his horse into town with news that the military post
and depot at Cubero had been captured by a handful of southern partisans.
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Cubero was commanded by Capt. Francisco Aragón, who had been sent from
Albuquerque on 17 January 1862 with his militia company of seventy-five men
to guard the outpost. From the beginning, Captain Aragón seemed to have serious problems, although he had briefly but ably served as a second lieutenant in
Capt. Santiago Hubbell’s company of volunteers. Even before Captain Aragón
could reach Cubero, a few of his three-month militiamen deserted and returned
to their homes in Albuquerque. After the company arrived in Cubero, four
days after leaving the Río Grande, Aragón had a difficult time controlling his
men. Several soldiers who were in charge of a wagon train that was returning to
Albuquerque deserted on 24 February and they, too, returned to their families.
When the disheartening news from Valverde reached the post, several other
men deserted on 2 March and 3 March and left for Albuquerque.
At Cubero, Dr. Fenis Ewing Kavanaugh, a Missouri-born, horse-racing secessionist zealot, persuaded Aragón that the “Southern Confederacy was ruler of
the territory,” and his company must be dissolved.152 Kavanaugh had considerable influence in the hamlet, having run a store in Cubero for several years and
working as a sutler at Fort Fauntleroy to the west. When Fort Fauntleroy was
abandoned and the stores transferred to Cubero in December 1861, Kavanaugh
had continued as a sutler there. In a “bold bluff ” on the evening of 2 March
1862, he and three secessionist friends gave Aragón ten minutes to disband
his company and peaceably surrender the post, or suffer the consequences.153
When Aragón, who was said to have been drunk at the time but still commanded
forty-two militiamen, could not make a decision, further negotiations continued. He finally agreed to surrender early the next morning.
A “large and valuable lot of quartermaster’s, commissary, and ordnance
stores” that filled twenty-five wagons, along with medicines, sixty rifles and
three thousand rounds of ammunition, fell into the hands of the Confederates
and were soon on the road to Albuquerque.154 Aragón and his men were allowed
to retain their arms for protection against Indians, but only until they were
safely back in Albuquerque. On 7 April 1862, during the Confederate retreat,
Col. Miguel E. Pino arrested Captain Aragón at Los Pinos and sent him to General Canby for punishment.155 Captain Evans, who was serving as inspector general, later asked Gen. James Henry Carleton to launch a full-scale investigation
of the specifics of what had gone wrong at Cubero. Evans had heard that Capt.
Gregorio Otero, 2d Lt. Antonio Mexicano, and a former soldier named Clemente Sarracino, all from Cubero, were complicit in the surrender of the post.156
Although there was little evidence to substantiate such assertions, the Federals
even said that Captain Otero had been “raising a company of Mexicans” for the
Texan army.157
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Figure 6. 1st Lt. Magdaleno Calderón’s
Tombstone. Twenty-seven-year-old 1st Lt.
Magdaleno Calderón enrolled in the 2d New
Mexico Infantry at Albuquerque in August
1861. He survived courts-martial charges
of “Conduct unbecoming an officer and a
gentleman” and was honorably discharged
in May 1862. He is the only New Mexico
Volunteer to have a government-issued
tombstone in the large Concordia Cemetery
at El Paso, Texas. Photograph courtesy of the
author.

In the difficult days that followed the Union defeat at the Battle of Valverde,
including Colonel Pino’s surrender at Socorro and Captain Aragón’s capitulation at Cubero, Canby and Connelly lost all faith in the militia. “They have all
dispersed,” Connelly wrote from Santa Fe the second week of March 1862, “and
have gone to preparing their lands for the coming harvest, and this is by far the
best use that could be made of them.”158 Those militia officers and men thought
competent, however, were encouraged to join the newly-forming First New
Mexico Cavalry Volunteers.159
Of major concern in the weeks and months following the Battle of Valverde
was what to do with men who had left the battlefield without orders, and who
were reported in army records as deserters. With such large numbers of men
unaccounted for in the volunteers and militia, the military could not afford
to carry so many men on the books as deserters, men subject to arrest and
court-martial. In early May, General Canby issued far-reaching orders granting pardons to 852 men, providing that within thirty days the men report to the
alcalde closest to where they lived, agree to “remain peaceably at their homes”
and resume their “customary vocations.”160 All such individuals would not be
arrested, court-martialed, or punished in any way. None of the men reporting
would be allowed to reenlist in the military, nor could they expect any rewards,
including compensations for animals that had died or strayed, or equipment
that had been lost. Within thirty days, all of the alcaldes were to compile a list
of the soldiers and the company and regiment to which the men belonged.161
Although the orders announcing the conditional pardons were published in
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both English and Spanish, many of the Nuevomexicanos, especially in some
of the more remote areas of the territory, never learned of the announcement.
Confusion prevailed for many years even after the war’s end. At Santa Fe a year
later, justice of the peace Aniceto Abeytia wrote General Carleton, who had
replaced Canby in command of the Department of New Mexico and West, in
Spanish asking for directions as to the disposition of individuals who were presumed to have deserted. “I need some instructions,” Abeytia wrote, “as I do not
know what is to be done with them, should any of them report here to this
office.”162 Well into the summer, men who had deserted from the volunteers and
militia and who had not asked for a pardon were frequently arrested, and such
cases clogged the military judicial system in the territory. As it turned out, the
vast majority of the men had not learned of the opportunity to seek pardons, as
promised by Canby’s orders the previous month.
To prepare for a second invasion in the southern part of the territory, Carleton ordered Col. Joseph Rodman West to compile a census of every “able bodied man” on the Río Grande, all the way from Doña Ana to San Elizario, below
Franklin, in hopes of forming a large militia force. Men in the militia were to be
prepared to march at a moment’s notice. Yet many of the Hispanos were reluctant to cooperate with the army, Maj. William McMullen said, fearing it was the
intent of the government to confiscate arms they had taken from the Rebels.163
The names of 1,253 Hispanos between the ages of twenty-one and forty-five were
eventually compiled in September and October of 1862 at Las Cruces, Doña
Ana, Santo Tomás, Mesilla, and La Mesa, as well as Franklin, Concordia, Ysleta,
Socorro, and San Elizario along the Río Grande in far-West Texas.164 Any census of individuals between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one would require
an additional three weeks, West estimated.165 Of the men eligible for the militia,
only about one-third had weapons. After McMullen spent weeks compiling the
census, he found most of the men to be “poorly armed, mostly with pistols,” and
the weapons they did possess were of an “inferior quality.”166
Native American Wars
To combat Native American raids, militia companies commanded by the same
men (usually village patrones) who had been active at the time of the Confederate invasion were raised in Socorro County. In San Antonio in December 1863, José Trujillo recruited a militia company of fifty men. At the same
time, Capt. Candelario García gathered a militia company of forty-nine men
at Socorro. Calletano Tafoya raised another company at Socorro that served
from December 1863 until September 1864.167 José Trujillo enrolled ninety-four
men in a company at San Antonio in December 1863 that remained active until
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October 1864.168 At Alamocita, Antonio José García signed up sixty-eight men
into yet another militia company.169 The militia in the county, although loosely
organized, was commanded by Brig. Gen. Estanislado Montoya, a well-to-do
forty-year-old merchant and farmer from San Ignacio de Alamosa. Colonel Stapleton was second in command.170
Despite the poor condition in the villages along the Río Grande, the militia
in the county was able to strike back at the raiding Navajos and Apaches. While
Captain Benson was guarding the watering holes west of the Río Grande, Capt.
Baltasar Montaño took a forty-six man company of militia on a seventeen-day
trek west across the Plains of San Agustín as far as Rito Quemado, one hundred
miles from the river. Captain Montaño killed two Indians and seized twelve
horses and mules before retreating back to Lemitar.171 In January 1864, the military at Fort Craig agreed to equip the militia in Socorro County with 150 rifles
and to give them medicine.172 In command of the militia in the county, Brigadier General Montoya said that men under his command were poorly armed, if
at all, and were especially reluctant to be away from their families for prolonged
periods of time.
In addition, Governor Connelly’s proclamations of September 1862 and
October 1863 called out fifteen hundred militiamen.173 Men from Taos, Mora,
and San Miguel Counties were to rendezvous and be mustered at Fort Union,
while those from Río Arriba, Santa Fe, and Santa Ana Counties would gather
at Santa Fe. Militiamen from Bernalillo, Valencia, and Socorro Counties were
to congregate at Los Pinos. Carleton and Connelly were also hoping to recruit
men from the Mesilla Valley, who would rendezvous at Mesilla. In the mountains in Taos County at Peñasco, Capt. José Antonio Martínez eventually rallied seventy-seven men to serve for three months, but the men were not ready
until the end of February 1864.174 By October 1863, at La Ciénega in Santa Fe
County south of the capital, Capt. Francisco Bustamante recruited forty-eight
militiamen who said they were ready to march into the Navajo Country at
any time. Southeast of La Ciénega at Galisteo at the same time, thirty-sevenyear-old Capt. José Manuel Sandoval was able to find fifty-three men who were
prepared to fight the Navajos. In the capital, Capt. Benito Romero equipped
eighty-four men in a militia company. Capt. Jesús Sena y García was able to
raise a larger company of 112 men in Santa Fe, which was ready by November 1863. At Cochiti Pueblo on the Río Grande and at Peña Blanca, three miles
downriver in Santa Ana County, thirty-six-year-old Capt. Felipe Sandoval
reactivated his mounted militia company of eighty-five men. The men agreed
to serve for six months “during Indian hostilities.”175
In the Río Abajo at Bernalillo, veteran Indian fighter Capt. Santiago García,
who had raised a company in 1862, gathered a large company. Downriver at
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Albuquerque, Capt. William Van signed up 102 men for two months’ service,
who were ready by 1 December 1863. Upriver at Los Corrales, thirty-five-yearold Capt. Juan C. Chávez had a fifty-three-man company, mounted mostly on
mules of “good quality,” ready by December 1863. Gen. R. H. Evans, commanding the militia at the time, heard that Captain Chávez’s men were not obeying orders, and he told Chávez to fine the men one dollar each. If the men still
remained disobedient, he said, they were to be confined in the guardhouse for
twenty-four hours. Downriver at Atrisco, by November 1863, Capt. José Antonio Chaves mustered in seventy-seven men “for the term of the Indian Wars.”
Capt. Jesús Chaves, who recruited a company of militia in 1861, mustered in
ninety-nine men at Los Padillas in Bernalillo County.176
In Socorro County at Sabinal, Capt. Geronimo Chaves was prepared to take
the field with seventy-seven men. Across the river at the adobe village of La
Joya, Capt. Juan Carrillo signed up sixty-two men. In Socorro, Capt. Candelaria
García had fifty men ready for the “Indian Wars” by mid-December 1863. At
Socorro and Lemitar, Capt. Luis Trujillo, who had served in the militia during
the Confederate invasion, found seventy-seven men who were willing to form
a company. Many of the militiamen in Socorro County were much more
anxious to fight the Navajos than they had been in the case of the invading
Confederates. Capt. José García also recruited a militia company at Socorro.
Downriver at San Antonio, on the wind-swept west bank of the river, Capt.
José Trujillo enlisted ninety men by the second week of December 1863. At
Paraje de Fray Cristóbal on the river below Fort Craig, Capt. Celso Cuellar
y Medina was able to raise eighty-two men who provided their own mounts
and were ready by mid-December of 1863. Most of the Socorro County Militia were mustered in and ably commanded by the long-bearded Colonel Stapleton.177 In some instances, men who had served in the militia during the
Confederate invasion and had surrendered to the Texans refused to reenlist
or to join their old companies, arguing that the terms of their parole prohibited them from taking up arms. Adjutant General Clever concluded, however,
that any decision not to aid the government, “either directly or indirectly in
the present war, seems not to prevent anyone from serving in an expedition
against a marauding tribe of Indians, at war with all laws, morals and civilization, nor to obligate anyone from taking up arms in self-defense.”178 By the
time many of the militia companies had been equipped and ready to march,
the war on the Navajos was well underway.
At the same time, companies of the New Mexico Militia remained active
against the Navajos. In November 1863 in Socorro County, Brigadier General
Montoya reported that Capt. José Tafolla struck a Navajo rancheria near the
Sierra Dátil and took twenty-six cattle, four burros, and three horses. A second
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rancheria was hit at the “Three Brothers” near the headwaters of Alamocito
Creek. Forty-two head of cattle were taken but the Navajos escaped. Later in
November, Capt. Román A. Baca left Cebolleta with 116 mounted Nuevomexicanos and rode in the direction of the Chuska Mountains. On the sixth day out,
a day’s ride east of the mountains, Baca and his men fought two hundred Navajos, killing six and taking three prisoners. Back at Cebolleta, the three captives
were seized by Lt. Benjamin Stevens and sent to the Bosque Redondo.179
Detachments of soldiers were frequently accompanied by local militia units
who “joined in the general hunt.”180 In December 1863, twenty men from Paraje,
accompanied by a detachment of troops from Fort Craig, headed west from the
Río Grande on a punitive expedition with the intention of riding as far west as
the Rito Quemado on the north side of the Gallo Mountains. “If the people of
this district will only show some zeal in ridding their homes of these scoundrels, this district will become too hot to hold them,” Col. Edwin A. Rigg told
Carleton from Fort Craig in December 1863.181 At the same time, Rigg hoped to
incite the residents of Lemitar, Socorro, La Joya, and Sabinal to cooperate with
the army and “search the country thoroughly for Indians.”182
As early as November 1863, Luis M. Baca, a former major in the volunteers
and a leading political figure in Socorro County, had written Carleton saying
that Pablo Padilla was hoping to lead a two-month-long punitive expedition
into the wilderness of the western part of the territory. Padilla proposed to raise
150 men and ride west across the vast grasslands of the San Agustín Plains to
the headwaters of Tularosa Creek, then south through the Mogollon Mountains
to the headwaters of the Gila River before turning northwest to the Little Colorado and then to the gold fields in central Arizona.183 At Fort Craig, Colonel
Rigg concluded that the proposal by Padilla and “his friends” was little more
than a subterfuge to avoid what the Nuevomexicanos thought was an impending “requisition on them for military service.”184 After several months at Fort
Craig, Rigg also concluded that many of the poorer Nuevomexicanos, at least
those in Socorro County, were ambivalent about pursuing the raiding Navajos and Apaches, since the stock being taken by the raiders was almost always
from the wealthier class (“los ricos”), and they had little “to lose themselves.”185
But the always zealous Carleton seemed excited to sanction such an expedition
and to provide ammunition, as long as Padilla and his men were willing to “go
at once” and “attack all [the] Navajo or Apache they might encounter.” Carleton
had heard that as many as four hundred to five hundred Navajos were camped
on the Rito Quemado or further west on the headwaters of the Little Colorado.
“No women or child must be hurt,” Carleton decreed.186
A few months earlier the Socorro County Militia, under the leadership of
Brigadier General Montoya and Colonel Stapleton, struck against the Navajo
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deep in the remote and rugged mountains west of the Río Grande. In one vicious
battle, the militia had the “good fortune to inflict severe chastisement” on the
Indians, killing twenty and capturing twenty others, mostly women and children, along with a number of animals.187 Although three of the Navajos managed to escape, General Montoya and Colonel Stapleton wrote Carleton asking
that “the leading people of the county” be allowed to take the captives into their
homes and out of “kindness and good treatment to impress them with the principles of civilization and domestic comforts” they would never know as “wild
roving bands.” Such a decision, Montoya and Stapleton thought, “would have
a very beneficial effect” on the people of Socorro County and inspire them to
“form new campaigns.”188 Instead, Carleton ordered General Montoya, who in
1860 held three Indian slaves, to escort the captive Diné along with those seized
by Capt. Cuellar Medina to Los Pinos, where they would be transported to the
Bosque Redondo.189 In helping to curtail Native American slavery, the army also
appears to have been active in the San Luis Valley of southern Colorado. Samuel
F. Tappan recalled years later how the military prevented the Hispanos “from
making peons or slaves of the Indians.”190
Conclusion
Although largely overlooked by historians for a century, the New Mexico Militia played a crucial and significant role in the Southwest during the American
Civil War. Men who had joined the militia in those pivotal years from 1861 to
1865, either willing or unwilling, would never quite be the same again. They
had helped to turn back the Confederate invasion in 1862 and had fought the
Native Americans in the years that followed. They would long remain an integral part of the complicated history of a troubled land in difficult and tumultuous times.
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Place of Recruitment

Valencia

Los Valles

Albuquerque and Corrales

Socorro

Ciénega

San José and San Miguel

Albuquerque

Manzano

Las Vegas

Ciénaga

Ciénaga

La Joya

Los Padillas

Sabinal

Los Padillas

Atrisco

Taos

Albuquerque

Albuquerque

Company Commander

Alarid, Manuel

Almansar, Biterbo

Aragón, Francisco

Armijo, Juan

Baca y Delgado, José

Baca, Celso

Baca, Juan de Dios

Beach, Charles W.

Bernal, José

Bustamante, Francisco

Bustamante, Francisco

Carillo, Juan

Chaves, Gerónimo

Chaves, Gerónimo

Chaves, Jesus

Chaves, José Antonio

Cisneros, Pedro

Clark, C. B.

Del Valle, Augustín
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Bernalillo

Bernalillo

Taos

Bernalillo

Bernalillo

Socorro

Bernalillo

Socorro

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

San Miguel

Valencia

Bernalillo

San Miguel

Santa Fe

Socorro

Bernalillo

San Miguel

Valencia

2
2

2
2

2

3		

3		

3		

3		

3		

3

3		

3		

3		

3		

4

3		

3

3		

3		

3		

3

4		

3
20

73		

63		

46		

75		

97		

73		

38		

60		

46		

46		

54		

33		

72		

40		

55		

46		

50

40		

40		

76

66

49

78

100

78

41

63

49

49

60

36

77

43

58

49

75

44

45

County						
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20 January 1862

29 September 1861

28 January 1862

9 November 1863

20 December 1861

12 December 1863

January (8 February) 1862

12 December 1863

27 October 1863

November 1863

19 October 1861

8 February 1862

15 November 1861

15 January (20 February) 1862

7 August 1861

1 January (17 July) 1862

19 November 1861

21 October 1861

18 January1862

Muster Date
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Atrisco

Socorro

Alamocita

Socorro

Pecos

Aqua Frío and Santa Fe

Polvadera de San Lorenzo

Tecolote and San Juan

Albuquerque

Socorro

Alameda

Las Vegas

Mora, Placita

Corrales

García, Bartolo

García, Candelario

García, José

García, José Antonio

Gonzales, Felipe

Gonzales, José

Gonzales, Nestor

Gutiérrez, José de la Cruz

Hubbell, John R

Jaramillo, Dionicio

Jaramillo, Nestor

Jimenes, Manuel

Leroux, Louis W

Maes, Juan C.

2

60

2

2

2

2

2

3		

3		

4

4

3		

4

3		

4

4

48		

45		

79		

79		

4

48		

35		

52		

58

77

51

48

85

85

65

54

38

58

82

inc		

11

76		

4			

4

Bernalillo

Mora

San Miguel

Bernalillo

Socorro

Bernalillo

San Miguel

Socorro

Santa Fe

San Miguel

Socorro

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3		

3

3		

3

4

4		

3		

3
2

38

3
49		

69

66		

71		

87		

71

13

71

71		

51		

52		

54

77

71

76

90

78

54

77

77

55

55

Socorro						

Socorro

Bernalillo

San Miguel

San Miguel

San Miguel

Sapello

Los Alamos

Gallego, Santiago

Valencia

San Miguel

Sapello

Torreón

Gallego, Dolores

García, Agapito

Chaperito

Flores, Manuel

Santa Fe

San Miguel

García, Agapito

Santa Fe

Durán, José E.

Río Arriba

Las Vegas

Durán, José de Jesus

Santa Fe

Gallegos, José de la Luz		

Santa Fe

Durán, José de Jesús

December 1863

11 November 1861

11 November 1961

19 November 1861

13 November 1861

1 December 1861

January (20 February) 1862

23 November 1861

8 October 1861

19 Nov. 1861 (17 July 1862)

17 February 1862

12 December 1863

13 November 1861

20 October 1861

16 November 1861

17 February 1862

16 January 1862

17 October 1861

9 September 1861

19 October 1861

15 February 1861

La Jollita

Santa Fe and San Ildefonso

San Pedro

Agua Fria

Perea, Julian

Pino, Gabriel

Probst, Charles

Ramires, Melquiades

Ramón, Felipe

Santa Fe*

Socorro

Santa Fe

Socorro

Sandoval

Santa Fe

San Miguel

Valencia

Rencones de Tecolote

Bernalillo

Ortiz y Alarid

Sandoval

Bernalillo

Sanches, Felipe

Santa Fe

Montoya, Tomas

San Miguel

Bernalillo

Montoya, Francisco

Bernalillo

Bernalillo

Tomé

Albuquerque

Montoya, Francisco

San Miguel

Albuquerque

Montoya, Atanacio

Socorro

Río Arriba

Salazar, Romulo

Candelarias

Medina, Celso Cuellar

Romero, José Guadalupe

Paraje

Martínez, Juan de Jesus

Taos

Mora

Santa Fe

Río Arriba

Martínez, José Antonio

Río Arriba

Peñasco

Martínez, Ignacio
2

2
1

2

2
4		

3		

3

3		

3		

3		

3

1		

3		

3		

3

3		

3

3		

3		

3		

3		

3

2
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2
69

83

79

77

73
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1

38		

65		

88		

82		

57		

44		

44		

64		

57		

55		

93

46		

72		

42

68

93

85

60

47

49

65

60

58

98

49

77

52			

66		

80		

74

73		

68		
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County						

Romero, Benito		

Mora

Company Commander
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Ribera, Ramón		

Place of Recruitment
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21 Oct. 21 1861 (14 Feb. 1862)

17 January 1862

28 November 1861

November 1863

16 January 1862

September 1861

13 November 1861

16 January 1862

10 December 1661

17 March 1862

26 November 1861

15 January 1862

12 December 1861

28 February 1864

16 November 1861

Muster Date
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Peña Blanca, Bajada, Cochiti, Sile

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Sena y García, Jesus

Sena, Antonio
4

Galisteo, Placer

Las Vegas

Anton Chico

Precinct No. 2

Socorro

Socorro

San Antonio

San José

Tecolote

Tecolote and Las Vegas

Silva, Jesus María

Silva, Juan Manuel

Silva, Manuel

Tafoya, Antonio

Tafoya, Calletano

Tafoya, Luis

Trujillo, José

Ulibarri, Atanacio

Ulibarri, Ramón

Ulibarri, Reginio

2

2

2

2

Santa Fe			
San Miguel			

Sapello

Unknown

1		

4

3		

3		

3

3

4		

3		

3

3		

Unknown		

San Miguel

San Miguel

San Miguel

Socorro

Socorro

Socorro

San Miguel

San Miguel

San Miguel

Santa Fe

2

3		

Santa Fe

Pojoaque, San Ildefonso

Serrano, José María

3		

3		

3		

3		

3		

4		

3		

2		

3		

Sena y Ribera, Ramón			

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Ana County

San Miguel?

Plaza del Llano

Santa Fe

Sandoval, Felipe

Galisteo

Sánchez, José Manuel

Taos

Taos

Sánchez, Juan Antonio

Plaza del Llana

Sánchez, José Antonio
Socorro

Río Lucio

Sánchez, Felipe S.

Río Arriba

Sánchez, José Merced		

Chama

Sanches, José Merced
2

4

8
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44
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49
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49

38
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37		
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69

74		
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51		

49		

55		

54		

33

110		

94		

46		

48		

50		

46		

34

45

September 1861

21 December 1861

20 October 1861

18 January 1862

13 (18) December 1861 (1863)

30 November 1861

17 November 1861

19 January 1861

1 February 1862

7 October 1861

15 February 1862

February 1862

November 1863

January 1862

16 January 1861

February 1862

September 1861

6 January 1862

16 January 1862

20 January (16 February) 1862

Taos†

Albuquerque

Placitas‡

Río Colorado, Ojo Caliente

Valdéz, Aniseto

Van, William

Vigil, Gabriel

Vigil, Juan

M
en

3

72

3

100		

66		

48		

3			

3		

3		

D
e
se
rte
d

61		

75

78

103

69

51

61

To
tal
September 1861

1 December 1863

10 November 1861

20 January (February) 1862

Muster Date

Sources: Data is from the muster-in and muster-out rolls, Civil War, subseries 4.3, Muster Rolls, series 4, New Mexico Adjutant General Records, collection 1973-019, New
Mexico state Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, N. Mex.; and Letters Received, Department of New Mexico, Records of United States Army Continental Commands,
1821-1920, Record Group 393, National Archives and Record Administrations, Washington, D.C.
*Determined from Records of the Bureau of the Census, Record Group 29, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
†Placita, Arroyo Hondo, Córdova, Chamisal, Arroyo Seco, Río Colorado, and Ranchos de Taos
‡Ranchos de Taos, Taos, Peñasco, Córdova, and Río Arriba

Río Arriba

Taos

Bernalillo

Taos

Taos

3		

Santa Fe			

County						

Fernando de Taos

Place of Recruitment
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f
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ers
M
u
s
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Valdes, Benigno

Company Commander
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1. John Anderson Clark diary, 1 February and 2 February 1862, Fray Angélico Chávez
History Library, Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, N.Mex.
2. Clark diary, 3 February 1862.
3. General Orders No. 41, 25 September 1861, Letters Received [hereafter LR], Department of New Mexico, Records of United States Army Continental Commands, 1821–
1920, Record Group 393, National Archives and Record Administration, Washington,
D.C. [hereafter DNM, RG 393, NA].
4. N. B. Rossell to Canby, 18 August 1861, in When the Texans Came: Missing Records
from the Civil War in the Southwest, John P. Wilson (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2001), 118.
5. Diego Archuleta, Fort Union, item nos. 10824-2 and 10828-2, Muster-Out Rolls
no.433 and no.579, First Cavalry of New Mexico Volunteers, Regiment of New Mexico
Militia, Civil War, subseries 4.3, Muster Rolls, series 4, New Mexico Adjutant General
Records, collection 1973-019, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe,
N.Mex. [hereafter Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA].
6. Francisco Aragón, Albuquerque, item no. 10829-3, New Mexico Mounted Militia,
Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
7. “Proclamation by the Governor,” n.d., in Benjamin Hayes’s Scrapbooks, Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley.
8. Ibid.
9. Charles P. Clever to Andrew Wallace Evans, 7 July 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
10. Edward R. S. Canby to Gabriel Paul, 7 January 1862, Unregistered Letters Received,
[hereafter ULR], DNM, RG 393, NA.
11. Diego Archuleta to Andrew Wallace Evans, 16 July 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA;
and José de la Luz Gallegos, Fort Union, item no. 10829-18, Muster-Out Roll no.608,
New Mexico Militia, Company C, First Regiment, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR,
NMSRCA.
12. Diego Archuleta to Andrew Wallace Evans, 16 July 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
13. Ibid.
14. Gallegos to Andrew Wallace Evans, 5 July 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
15. Andrew Wallace Evans, “New Mexico Militia,” ULR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
16. In 2011, the NMSRCA began the process of digitizing the muster rolls of both the
volunteers and militia.
17. Edward R. S. Canby to AAG, 4 August 1861, in The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, 4 series, 128 vols.
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1880–1901), ser. I, vol. 4, pt. 2. These
voluminous and indispensable records will hereafter be referred to as OR, by series, volume, and page number (e.g., I, 9: 594) or series, volume, part, and page number (e.g., I,
50, 2: 65). See also, Missouri (St. Louis) Republican, 21 January 1862.
18. Charles P. Clever, 3 September 1861, General Orders no. 1, Miscellaneous Records,
subseries 7.10. Records of the Adjutant General of the Territory, series 7, Territorial
Archives of New Mexico, collection no. 1959-293, New Mexico State Records Center and
Archives, Santa Fe, N.Mex. [hereafter RAGT, TANM, NMSRCA].
19. Edward R. S. Canby to [Henry Connelly], 27 October 1861, ULR, DNM, RG 393,
NA; Enrique Connelly, Requisición Militar, 29 October 1861, Civil War, Muster Rolls,
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NMAGR, NMSRCA; and Circular, 29 October 1861, General Orders, Special Orders and
Circulars Received by the DNM and Dist. of NM, 1855–1859, RG 393, NA.
20. Enrique Connelly, Requisicón Militar, 29 October 1861, Civil War, Muster Rolls,
NMAGR, NMSRCA; Santa Fe County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 714, Santa
Ana County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 716, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 712, and Río Arriba County, New Mexico, Federal Census,
1860, r. 712, microfilm (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Record Service), Eighth
Census of the United States, Microcopy 653, National Archives Microfilm Publications,
Records of the Bureau of the Census, Record Group 29, National Archives, Washington,
D.C. [hereafter roll number, census number, RG 29, NA]; Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1870, r. 893, and Río Arriba County, New Mexico, Federal Census,
1870, r. 894, Ninth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA; and Río Arriba County, New
Mexico, Federal Census, 1880, r. 803, Tenth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA. Brigade and regimental commanders in the militia included Cols. Manuel Armijo, Miguel
Sena y Romero, Nicolás de Jesús Pino, Anastacio Sandoval, Teodoro Baca, Antonio Baca
y Baca, J. Francisco Perea, Robert H. Stapleton, Juan C. Armijo, and Diego Archuleta.
21. Santa Fe New Mexican, 22 March 1884. Although most sources indicate that
Archuleta was born in Albuquerque, his obituary has him born in Río Arriba County.
22. Ibid.
23. Maurilio E. Vigil, Los Patrones: Profiles of Hispanic Political Leaders in New Mexico History (Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1980), 49–51; Ralph Emerson Twitchell, Military Occupation of the Territory of New Mexico from 1846 to 1851
(Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2007), 311–17; Richard L. Nostrand, Hispano Homeland (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992), 156; and Ralph Emerson Twitchell,
The Leading Facts of New Mexico History (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Torch Press, 1912), 320–21.
Nicolás Pino married Maria Juana Rascon, a recent immigrant from Mexico, in Santa Fe
in 1842. At the time he was twenty-one, she was twelve years old. Nicolás survived all his
brothers, dying in November 1896, and was buried in the village cemetery at Galisteo.
24. Twitchell, Leading Facts, 399–420; Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 1774–1971 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), 1529–30; and
“Hispanic Americans in Congress, 1822–1995,” Library of Congress, accessed at www.loc.
gov/rr/hispanic/congress/pereaf.html. In a hotly contested election in 1863, José Francisco Perea was elected territorial delegate to the House of Representatives. The next
year, he was also selected as a delegate to the Republican National Convention that convened at Baltimore, Maryland, and was said to have developed a warm friendship with
Abraham Lincoln. Perea recalled being seated not far from President Lincoln’s box in the
balcony at Ford’s Theatre for the performance of “Our American Cousin” on the fateful
and tragic evening of 14 April 1865.
25. Loomis Morton Ganaway, New Mexico and the Sectional Conflict (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1944), 60–76; and James F. Brooks, Captives and Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 511–13. Receiving his early education from the
Catholic priest at Valencia, Miguel Antonio Otero went on to St. Louis University in
Missouri. After the Mexican War, he attended Pingree College in Fishkill, New York, on
the Hudson River, where he became assistant professor of Latin and Greek. Otero also
studied law in New York City and joined a law firm in St. Louis. In 1852 he became the
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private secretary to the Governor of New Mexico, William C. Lane, and was elected to
the Second Legislative Assembly. Otero later served two years as attorney general, and in
March 1856 was selected as delegate to the United States Congress, defeating José Manuel Gallegos.
26. Miguel A. Otero to William H. Seward, 1 September 1861, Letters Received, New
Mexico, General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59, National Archives
and Record Administration, Washington, D.C. [hereafter LR, RG 59, NA]. Otero blamed
his rejection on “malicious and false representations made against me by unprincipled, personal and political enemies.” Otero’s son, Miguel Antonio Jr., was New Mexico Territory’s first Hispanic American governor. For biographical sketches of Otero, see
http://plainshumanities.unl.edu/encyclopedia/doc/egp.ha.030 and www.coloradoplains.
com/othero/history/miguel.htm.
27. The term patron is used here in a political and economic sense whereby individuals gave their electoral support to influential persons in return for certain rewards.
28. C. B. Clark, Albuquerque, item no. 10830-20, New Mexico Militia, Captain C. B.
Clark Company, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
29. José Baca y Delgado, Ciénega, item no. 10829-5, Muster and Pay Roll no.596, New
Mexico Milita, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA. Sixteen men from Baca y
Delgado’s company were declared deserters following the Battle of Valverde. One man,
Pvt. José Romero, was killed.
30. Juan Armijo, Socorro, item no. 10827-1, Muster and Pay Roll no.563, New Mexico Militia, Third Division, Company C, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
31. Lorenzo Labadie to Señor [Edward R. S. Canby], 28 July 1862, and Lista de los
nombres de las perzonas que fueron al paiz de los apaches mescaleros, el 27 de Julio,
1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
32. Labadie to Señor [Edward R. S. Canby], 31 May 1862, 18 and 30 August 1862, LR,
DNM, RG 393, NA.
33. Legacy of Honor: The Life of Rafael Chacón, a Nineteenth-Century New Mexican,
ed. Jacqueline Dorgan Meketa (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986),
133–35. Also, Saturnino Barrientos, item no. 10825-26, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR,
NMSRCA.
34. Carson to William J. L. Nicodemus, 1 December 1861, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
35. Alonzo Ferdinand Ickis, Bloody Trails along the Rio Grande: A Day-by-Day Diary of
Alonzo Ferdinand Ickis, ed. Nolie Mumey (Denver, Colo.: Fred A. Rosenstock, 1958), 60.
36. Ibid.
37. Chacón, Legacy of Honor, 252, 257. The Pino brothers returned to New Mexico
with Rafael Chacón in February 1864, after the captain had escorted the Arizona officials
to Fort Whipple and was returning to Fort Wingate.
38. William Chapman to William J. L. Nicodemus, 25 November 1861, LR, DNM, RG
393, NA.
39. Christopher “Kit” Carson to William J. L. Nicodemus, 16 November 1861, LR,
DNM, RG 393, NA.
40. Christopher “Kit” Carson to William J. L. Nicodemus, 30 November 1861, LR,
DNM, RG 393, NA.
41. Christopher “Kit” Carson to William J. L. Nicodemus, 9 December 1861, LR,
DNM, RG 393, NA.
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42. Henry Connelly to William Seward, 17 November 1861, LR, RG 59, NA.
43. Henry Connelly to Charles P. Clever, 2 October 1861, RAGT, TANM, NMSRCA;
and Charles P. Clever, General Orders no. 3, 2 October 1861, RAGT, TANM, NMSRCA.
44. Henry Connelly to Charles P. Clever, 2 October 1861, RAGT, TANM, NMSRCA.
45. Circular, 17 January 1862, General Orders, 1862, DNM, RG 393, NA.
46. Hubbell to S. Smith, 28 January 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
47. General Orders no. 62, 7 December 1861, General Orders, 1861, DNM, RG 393, NA.
48. Melquiades Ramírez, Fort Craig, item no. 10826-3, Muster Roll no.554, First Cavalry of New Mexico Mounted Militia; José de Jesus Duran, Las Vegas, item no. 10830-8,
Muster Roll no.633; New Mexico Militia, Company G; and Néstor Jaramillo, Albuquerque, item no. 10829-21, Muster Roll no.611, New Mexico Mounted Militia, all Civil War,
Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
49. Carmen Abeita, Entry 519, CMSR, Records of the Adjutant General’s Office,
1780s–1917, Record Group 94, National Archives and Record Administration, Washington, D.C. [hereafter AGO, RG 94, NA].
50. Juan de la Luz Gallegos, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
51. Diego Archuleta to Señor [Charles P. Clever], 29 November 1861; and Archuleta
to Amigo [Clever], 29 November 1861, William G. Ritch Collection, The Huntington
Library, San Marino, California [hereafter WGRP, HL]. The camp was likely named for
Sen. Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, a staunch advocate of western expansion who had
died in 1858.
52. William Chapman to William J. L. Nicodemus, 24 November 1861, LR, DNM, RG
393, NA.
53. Ramón Rivera, Río Arriba, item no. 10829-2, Muster Roll no.593, New Mexico
Mounted Militia, Company G, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
54. The village should not be confused with the mountain community of Chama to
the north, near the Colorado border.
55. José de Merced Sánchez, Río Arriba, item no. 10830-27, Muster Roll no.3912, New
Mexico Militia; and Juan de Jesús Valdez, item no. 10830-13, Muster and Pay Roll no.638,
New Mexico Mounted Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
56. Gabriel Vigil, item no. 10826-10, Muster Roll no.556, New Mexico Militia; Pedro
Sisneros, Taos, item no. 10829-9, Muster-In Roll no.599, New Mexico Militia; and Aniseto Valdez, item no. 10829-19, Muster Roll no.609, New Mexico Militia, all Civil War,
Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
57. Benigno Valdez, item no. 10828-13, Muster-In and Out Roll no.589, New Mexico
Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
58. Felipe Sandoval, item no. 10830-38, Muster-In Roll no.53, Santa Ana County Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA; and Santa Ana County, New Mexico,
Federal Census, 1860, r. 716, Eighth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA. One man in
Captain Sandoval’s company deserted at Casa Colorado and a second at Peralta. In September 1862, Sandoval would enroll a second company of militia at Peña Blanca in Santa
Ana County.
59. Juan José Gallegos, item no. 10829-18, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
Nine men in the company were reported as deserters.
60. Louis W. Leroux, item no. 10829-17, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls,
NMAGR, NMSRCA. Leroux, not to be confused with the Ledoux family in the area, is
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not listed on the 1860 census, but is at Las Gallinas in San Miguel County in 1870, where
he lists his occupation as a sawyer. Mora County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r.
716, Eighth Census of the United States; and Mora County, New Mexico, Federal Census,
1870, r. 894, Ninth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA.
61. José Ignacio Martínez, Fort Union, item no. 10830-23, Muster Roll no.685, New
Mexico Militia, Mora County Militia; and Felipe Romero, item no. 10829-8, Muster Roll
no.598, New Mexico Mounted Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
62. José Baca y Delgado, Ciénega, item no. 10829-5, Muster and Pay Roll no.596, New
Mexico Militia; and José Gonzales, item no. 10826-4, Muster Roll no.549, New Mexico
Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
63. Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid, item no. 10826-11, Muster roll no.558, New Mexico Militia;
and item no. 10830-26, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
64. Clark Diary, 18 December 1861.
65. Clark Diary, 27 December 1861.
66. Antonio Sena, Santa Fe, item no. 10828-11, Muster Roll no.587, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
67. José Ignacio Martínez, Fort Union, item no. 10830-23, Muster Roll no.685, New
Mexico Militia, Mora County Militia; item no. 10828; Ramon Rivera, Río Arriba, item
no. 10829-2, Muster Roll no.593, New Mexico Mounted Militia, Company G, Civil War,
Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA; and Río Arriba County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 716, Eighth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA.
68. Jesús María Serrano, item no. 10829-13, Muster and Pay Roll no.603, New Mexico
Militia, Company H, First Regiment; José E. Durán, Santa Fe, item no. 10826-6, Muster
Roll no.551, New Mexico Militia; and Ramón Sena y Rivera, item no. 10829-16, Muster
Roll no.604, New Mexico Mounted Militia, Company C, Second Regiment, all Civil War,
Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
69. Jesús María Silva, Galisteo, item no. 10826-1, New Mexico Militia, Company G;
Charles Probst, item no. 10827-8, First Cavalry of New Mexico Mounted Volunteers;
and Francisco Bustamante, item no. 10830-30, all Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR,
NMSRCA.
70. José Bernal, Las Vegas, item no. 10830-6, Muster Roll no.631, First Cavalry of New
Mexico Mounted Volunteers; Manuel Jimenez, item no. 10829-20, Muster Roll no.610,
New Mexico Militia, Company F, First Regiment; Juan Manuel Silva, Anton Chico, item
no. 10830-2, Muster Roll no.612, First Cavalry of New Mexico Mounted Volunteers;
Reginio Ulibarri, Fort Union, item no. 10830-12, Muster Roll no.638, New Mexico Militia; and José de Jesús Durán, Las Vegas, item no. 10830-8, Muster Roll no.633, New Mexico Militia, all Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
71. For a brief but excellent history of the two communities, see Thomas C. Windes,
“A Dendrochronological Study of Nineteenth-Century San Miguel del Vado and San
Jose del Vado in Northeastern New Mexico,” New Mexico Historical Review 86 (fall 2011):
461–89. Strategically located on the Río Pecos near where the Santa Fe Trail crossed the
river, San Miguel del Vado had long served as a port-of-entry for caravans entering New
Mexico. Here for decades caravans had stopped to pay a customs tax before proceeding on to Santa Fe. As late as the Civil War, San Miguel continued to operate as a base
of operations for slave and retaliatory expeditions against Indians, especially the Navajos. By the time of the war, the county seat had been relocated to Las Vegas, and when
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Las Vegas obtained the switching yards for the recently completed Atchison, Topeka,
and Santa Fe Railroad in 1879–1880, the village population significantly declined from as
many as two thousand to less than two hundred by 1930.
72. José Guadalupe Romero, item no. 10826-2, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster
Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
73. Celso Baca, item no. 10828-15, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls,
NMAGR, NMSRCA; and Descriptive Book of the N.M. Regiments, List of Commissioned Officers, Index to Muster Rolls, subseries 4.1, Muster Rolls, series 4, New Mexico Adjutant General Records, collection 1973-019, New Mexico State Records Center
and Archives, Santa Fe, N.Mex. [hereafter LCO, NMAGR, NMSRCA]. Fifteen men from
Baca’s company would be charged with desertion.
74. Atanacio Ulibarri, item no. 10827-17, Muster-Out Roll no.576, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
75. Ramón Ulibarri, Tecolote, item no. 10830-10, Muster Roll no.635, New Mexico
Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
76. Marc Simmons, ed., Land of Enchantment: Memoirs of Marian Russell along the
Santa Fe Trail (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1981), 117.
77. José de la Cruz Gutiérrez, item no. 10828-8, Muster Roll no.584; Felipe Sánchez,
Tecolote, item no. 10830-5, Muster Roll no.630, First Cavalry of New Mexico Mounted
Volunteers; and Viterbo Almanzar, Los Balles, item no. 10830-3, Muster Roll no.628,
First Cavalry of New Mexico Mounted Volunteers, all Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR,
NMSRCA.
78. Manuel Flores, item no. 10830-4, Muster Roll no.629, First Cavalry of New Mexico Mounted Volunteers, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA. Chaperito had a
population of 432 in 1860. San Miguel County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 713,
Eighth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA.
79. Santiago Gallegos, item no. 10830-7, Muster Roll no.632, First Cavalry of New
Mexico Mounted Volunteers, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA. Also, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 713, Eighth Census of the United
States, RG 29, NA.
80. Agapíto García, Sapello, item no. 10830-9, Muster Roll no.634, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
81. Manuel Silva, Anton Chico, item no. 10830-2, Muster Roll no.612, First Cavalry
of New Mexico Mounted Volunteers, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
Also, San Miguel County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 713, Eighth Census of the
United States, RG 29, NA.
82. Felipe Sandoval, item no. 10826-14, Muster Roll no.554, New Mexico Militia;
and Antonio Valdez, item no. 10830-18, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls,
NMAGR, NMSRCA.
83. Tomás Montoya, item no. 10829-4, Muster Roll no.595, New Mexico Mounted
Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
84. A. W. Evans to Juan C. Chaves, 1 January 1863, Militia Claims, NMAGR, NMSRCA;
and Juan C. Chaves, Corrales, item no. 10830-14, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster
Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
85. Julián Perea, Bernalillo, item no. 10826-13, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster
Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
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86. Francisco Aragón, ítem no. 10829-3, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
87. Juan de Dios Baca, Albuquerque, item no. 10829-11, Muster Roll no.601, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
88. Law. G. Murphy to William J. L. Nicodemus, 30 January 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
89. Agustín del Valle, Albuquerque, item no. 10830-11, Muster Roll no.636, New Mexico Militia; and Agustín del Valle, Albuquerque, item no. 10830-32, Muster Roll no.48,
New Mexico Mounted Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
90. Charles B. Clark, Albuquerque, item no. 10830-20, New Mexico Militia, Civil War,
Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA. After the war, Clark moved to Santa Fe, where he
became a beef contractor for the U.S. Army. Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Federal
Census, 1860, r .712, Eighth Census of the United States; and Santa Fe County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1870, r. 896, Ninth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA. Clark is
listed in the 1860 census as having been born in Kentucky, although the 1870 Santa Fe
census has his birth in New York. The contentious and nervy Clark later claimed that
many of the goods seized by Federal authorities from what remained of the mercantile
business of Manuel and Rafael Armijo had actually been taken from his store. C. B. Clark
to Edward Canby, 25 May 1862, LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
91. Miguel E. Pino, Oath of Allegiance, 18 August 1861, in Pino, CMSR, AGO, RG 94,
NA.
92. C. B. Clark to Edward Canby, 22 November 1861, and Lawrence Murphy to William J. L. Nicodemus, 30 January 1861, both in LR, DNM, RG 393, NA.
93. John R. Hubbell, Albuquerque, item no. 10826-7, Muster Roll no.552, New Mexico
Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA; and Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Federal Census, 1860, r. 712, Eighth Census of the United States, RG 29, NA.
94. “Statement of service of Capt. Francisco Montoya, N.M. Militia,” 20 August 1863,
Letters Sent Book, vol. 45, DNM, RG 393, NA; and Francisco Montoya, item no. 1083025, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
95. Bartolo García, Atrisco, item no. 10827-14, Muster Roll no.573, New Mexico Militia, Civil War, Muster Rolls, NMAGR, NMSRCA; and Descriptive Book of the N.M. Regiments, LCO, NMAGR, NMSRCA.
96. Atanacio Montoya, item no. 10829-10, Muster Roll no.601, New Mexico Mounted
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J. C. Penney in the Land of Enchantment

david delbert kruger

•

The Evolution of a National Department Store in
Twentieth-Century New Mexico

I

n March 1914, just two years after New Mexico attained statehood, a young
merchant named James Cash Penney held a grand opening for a new
“Golden Rule” store in downtown Gallup. At the time, Gallup was a railroad town of only twenty-two hundred residents in a state where the largest
city barely topped eleven thousand.1 Despite New Mexico’s sparse population,
Penney foresaw opportunity and growth across the Land of Enchantment and
within sixteen years he would establish fourteen additional department stores
in towns as small as Clayton and cities as large as Albuquerque.2 Although
Penney’s stores had modestly originated in Wyoming at the beginning of the
twentieth century, he was rapidly creating what would become the nation’s
first transcontinental department-store chain, certainly the first of its kind
ever to grace the cities and towns of New Mexico. With Penney’s own brand
of Golden Rule capitalism, J. C. Penney stores would play an integral role in
the lives of residents from town and country. As New Mexican communities
and consumers evolved throughout the twentieth century, so did their J. C.
Penney stores, moving from icons of main street commerce to anchors of
modern shopping malls.

David Delbert Kruger is the Agricultural Research Librarian at the University of Wyoming in Laramie, Wyoming. He has published several articles about James Cash Penney and the
cultural impacts of his department-store chain. He is currently working on a book about Penney’s agricultural activities. Kruger resides on a small farm near Harmony, Wyoming, and can be
contacted at tseliot@uwyo.edu. The author would like to thank Joan Gosnell, Southern Methodist University Archivist in charge of the J. C. Penney Collection at DeGolyer Library; Dr. Mary
Frances Wagley, daughter of James Cash Penney; and the Clements Center for Southwest Studies at Southern Methodist University for their generous assistance in researching this article.
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Figure 1. J. C. Penney Store, Downtown Gallup, circa 1920. This undated photograph from
the early 1920s shows James Cash Penney’s first location in New Mexico, which opened as the
fifty-fourth store in the chain on 14 March 1914. Penney’s second New Mexico store opened
two weeks later in East Las Vegas. Like Penney’s earlier stores, these locations opened under
the “Golden Rule” nameplate before converting to Penney’s abbreviated name in the latter
half of the decade. By 1957 Gallup’s growing population prompted the company to construct
a larger new store downtown, where it remained until moving to Rio West Mall in 1982. The
Gallup store is now one of the oldest in the entire J. C. Penney chain, serving western New
Mexico customers for more than a hundred years. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

Penney was thirty-eight years old when he opened his first New Mexico store
in 1914. He operated his small but rapidly growing chain out of Utah after opening his first humble store in Kemmerer, Wyoming, twelve years earlier. From 1902
to 1909, growth had been slow, with the chain adding five more stores collectively
in Wyoming, Utah, and Idaho. However, from 1910 to 1913, the chain averaged ten
new locations each year and formally incorporated with forty-eight stores in 1913.
Penney’s location in Gallup was officially the fifty-fourth store in the chain, but his
second New Mexico location, in East Las Vegas, opened just two weeks later, one
of twenty-two stores Penney planned to open in the West in 1914. Nevertheless,
even as the number of locations grew, the idea of a department-store chain was
still novel for most of the region. The Las Vegas (N.Mex.) Daily Optic attempted
to explain the new store to its readers:
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Figure 2. Customers Crowd J. C. Penney’s Second New Mexico Store, Downtown East Las
Vegas, 1916. Penney prided himself on providing quality merchandise at the lowest possible
price, creating value that obviously appealed to the local shoppers in this photo. The opening of
the Las Vegas store was front page news in the Daily Optic. Although the store moved two more
times to increasingly larger buildings, J. C. Penney remained a fixture of downtown Las Vegas
for more than eighty years before the store’s permanent closure in 1996. Photograph courtesy
DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

The store is to be one of a chain of 70 establishments operated by the J. C.
Penny [sic] Company, Incorporated. A number of buyers for the concern
are located permanently in the east. They know good merchandise and
how to buy it right. The result is that the company gets its goods at the
lowest prices, eliminating the jobber, salesman, or other middlemen. The
consumer gets the benefit. Mr. Davis [store manager] explained to a representative of the Optic this morning the system under which the chain
of stores is managed. He said each is a separate part of one big whole, and
must make a report of its sales, profits or losses each day to the head office.
He said the stores handle merchandise of all grades, from cheapest to the
best, and can meet the demands of all kinds of people and all kinds of
pocketbooks. Everything handled by a general merchandise store is carried, with the exception of groceries and hardware. As was stated above,
the store will be open to the public on Wednesday morning. Mr. Davis has
secured a large force of salespeople, and he invites the people to visit the
store on its opening day, whether they come to purchase or look about. He
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says the store is here to stay and he expects it to be a success from the
start.3
Penney’s chain of stores still had the appearance and function of a regional
operation, personally overseen by Penney and co-owned with other men who
served as his store managers and partners. Penney’s first three locations in Wyoming were initially partnerships between Penney and his older mentors, Thomas
Callahan and Guy Johnson. The immediate success of these stores gave Penney
the idea and revenue to partner with equally ambitious young men and to create
his own retail chain across the West, with the goal of about fifty locations.4
Prior to opening his New Mexico locations, Penney launched every store
under the nameplate Golden Rule as opposed to his abbreviated name. The
Golden Rule name represented not only his syndicate of affiliated merchants
but his Christian philosophy of doing business. Penney later explained: “There
were many golden-rule stores, doing many types of business throughout the
West. But the name was a poignant link for me with my father’s and mother’s
ideals and injunctions. For me it had the creative meaning of one of the most
fundamental laws that can be expressed in words. . . . While Christ was not
the first to give it expression, His was the perfect pronouncement.”5 For Penney, Golden Rule capitalism meant doing unto others as he would have them
do unto him. For his customers, it entailed buying only quality merchandise
at the lowest possible price on a cash-only basis with no sales on credit. For
people who came to work for Penney, it promised opportunities and incentives
for growth as Penney “associates,” particularly the potential to share in a store’s
profits and possibly manage their own stores, as Penney had been able to do
with Callahan and Johnson.
By the latter half of the twentieth century, New Mexico governor Jerry Apodaca expressed great affection for what Penney had ultimately accomplished in
the state and his own life. Both of the governor’s parents had worked for Penney’s New Mexican stores, his father spent almost thirty years as a J. C. Penney
associate. “I can remember every payday my dad would bring the company’s
[Pay Day employee newsletter] home and we’d all have to listen to all the good
things about JC Penney,” Apodaca nostalgically recalled at the grand opening of
a new J. C. Penney store in Santa Fe in 1975.6
Penney believed that the goal of any merchant was to serve the public and
that his stores could be progressive agents in the emerging communities in
which they were located. To this extent, Penney was a progressive reformer
not just through philanthropy, but through his core business activities. Having
grown up a poor Missouri farm boy, Penney believed that innovations in chainstore retailing and his organization could improve the livelihoods of common
people across rural America, whether they came to work for him or only to
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shop in town. His stores kept trade dollars within the local community and further established the local main street as a viable, modern trade center. Unlike
competitors Sears, Roebuck and Company and Montgomery Ward, which
operated solely via mail order until the 1920s, Penney brought the advantages of
a national department store to the customers of smaller towns and cities, many
with populations of fewer than one thousand residents. His immense success in
his first ten years made apparent that his formula was working: his chain had
expanded from one store in Wyoming to thirty-six in eight states with total
sales exceeding $2 million.7 By early 1914, the New York Times had already taken
notice of Penney as an innovative businessman in the West and featured him in
a lengthy interview during one of his buying trips to New York City.8
To be sure, since the heyday of the Santa Fe Trail in the mid-nineteenth
century, similar independent merchants had opened and operated retail stores
in New Mexico during the 1800s. The railroad, penetrating the territory in the
1880s, made them increasingly viable in and necessary for growing communities. Jewish immigrants Solomon Bibo and Charles Ilfeld became well known
for their early trading and retail establishments in New Mexico Territory. Sol
Floersheim, an employee of Charles Ilfeld, made his mark by starting his own
mercantile company from Springer, New Mexico.9 By the end of the nineteenth
century, brothers George and Frank Bond had augmented their wool- and
sheep-trade business in New Mexico by opening general stores in Española and
Wagon Mound; Cuervo, Roy, Taos, and Encino from 1900–1905; and Santa Rosa
and Grants the following decade.10 These emerging New Mexico businesses
were general stores in form and function with agricultural trading activities on
the side and sales in credit and cash. Their inventories were typically acquired
through a buying agent, such as Ilfeld’s area trader Adolph Letcher, or through
various sales representatives and jobbers who could provide merchandise from
East Coast markets to the West, although at higher prices due to their role as
“middlemen.”11
Penney was considerably younger than Bibo, Ilfeld, Floersheim, and the Bond
brothers, but learned the retail trade from a similar mentor, Thomas Callahan.
Like his mentor, Penney began his career working for independent merchants
in one-store operations, but learned from Callahan that the future of retailing
involved expanding into multiple stores, ultimately keeping prices low through
volume purchase of merchandise and cash-only sales. An effective chain could
additionally standardize merchandise quality and customer service across locations, while using local managers to tailor inventories to the specific needs of each
community. The best inventories for local customers ultimately were the best
inventories for the chain, since each tiny store generated its profits by how fast
inventories could be sold and replenished, or “turned.” Like Ilfeld and the Bond
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brothers, Penney understood that partnerships were the key to making these
chains successful, giving the local manager not just a share of the profits, but ownership in the store and a stake in the entire chain as it continued to expand.
Penney’s Golden Rule philosophy additionally applied to economic markets and he believed business should be honest and fair, as opposed to cutthroat and predatory, particularly as it affected the local community and its
customers. He refused to open any store in a locale where another Golden
Rule merchant was already operating, and largely sought small but growing
towns whose business districts would be augmented by his retail presence.
Penney was not interested in competing directly with existing general stores
since his merchandise focused largely on dry goods and shoes. Given the rural
nature of his chain, he arguably became the greatest competition for mail order
houses like Sears, Roebuck and Company and Montgomery Ward, which had
no on-site department stores until the 1920s, and even made failed overtures for
Penney to merge his chain with theirs during the same decade.12
In 1914, just as Penney began expanding into New Mexico, profound changes
for himself and his company were already underway. Inside his organization,
Penney’s senior partners strongly believed that his Golden Rule stores were
poised to become America’s first nationwide department-store chain. Although
Penney initially resisted their ideas, the partners eventually persuaded him to
begin using his name, abbreviated as J. C. Penney, for their stores, primarily to
distinguish their business from other Golden Rule chains in the same region.
Penney in turn convinced his partners that he and his headquarters needed to
move east from Salt Lake City to New York City, the corporate business hub of
the United States.13
Despite moving to New York in the summer of 1914, Penney still focused on
his operation’s expansion in the West, which included opening a new store in
Albuquerque, a city of just eleven thousand residents. From his New York City
headquarters, Penney secured the lease for a downtown location in the Melini
Building on West Central Avenue between Fourth and Fifth Streets where the
store would remain for nearly seventy years. Prior to opening the store in October 1915, the company took out a four-page advertisement in the Albuquerque
(N.Mex.) Morning Journal to showcase its vast selection of merchandise and its
attractive low prices. On opening day a reporter for the local newspaper thought
that he would avoid what were sure to be busy daytime crowds by visiting later in
the evening. To the reporter’s surprise, the store had not only been crowded with
customers since 9 a.m., but remained busy even into the night. Neither manager
W. B. Hicks nor assistant manager Mr. Buchanan had stopped for a break once the
doors opened. “It has been one continual rush,” said Mr. Buchanan during a frantic interview, “and when the day’s receipts are checked and a report made to the
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Figure 3. Associates Gather Prior to Grand Opening of Downtown Albuquerque Store Near
4th and Central, 1915. In 1915 Penney leased the Melini Building at 410 Central Avenue SW to
open this store in Albuquerque, which at the time had a population of only eleven thousand
residents. On its first day, the store was so busy that neither the manager nor assistant manager
was able to take a break from 9 a.m. until the store closed that night. Although the store would
evolve through expansions and remodels, it would continue serving downtown Albuquerque
in essentially the same location until its permanent closure in 1986. Photograph courtesy
DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

home store headquarters in New York it will prove that the Albuquerque purchasing public know a good thing and that the Albuquerque Penney store will move
along in the front ranks of all other Penney’s stores.”14
A year after the Albuquerque store opened, the company unveiled two more
New Mexico locations in downtown Raton and Roswell. The opening of the
Raton store was front page news in the Raton (N.Mex.) Range: “Manager Kendall has spared no efforts to give Raton as attractive and complete a store as may
be found anywhere and cordially invites the people of Raton to give the new
emporium a visit during the coming week for the critical inspection of the large
display of new spring stock which the store offers in its several departments.”15
In Roswell the company took out four full pages in the Roswell (N.Mex.) Daily
Record to introduce the new store to local customers, highlighting its vast selection of quality merchandise and low prices due to cash-only policies. The store
also challenged local residents to bring in their “mail order house catalogues”
and comparison shop:
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Granting that Mail Order houses sell merchandise cheap we want to show
you “YOU CAN DO BETTER AT HOME!” The opening of this new
store will not be amidst sweet tones of music or a profusion of flowers
but you will see the cleanest and best assorted line of Dry Goods, Clothing and Shoes ever shown in Roswell, lines that have been selected from
the best for the money the country shows. You will find our lines priced at
rock-bottom. You will find here prices on merchandise that demonstrates
our claim for the best and most efficient buying organization in America.16
A frequent misperception is that J. C. Penney, like Sears, Roebuck and Company and Montgomery Ward, also participated in the catalog warehouse business during the early twentieth century. In reality J. C. Penney entered into the
catalog business only in 1963, while maintaining its strict cash-only sales policy
until 1958.17
Still, as a department store for predominantly rural customers, the company’s main street stores were in direct competition with the catalogs of Sears and
Ward, and the success of Penney’s company was entirely dependent on customers making cash purchases inside its main street locations. As a result, the Roswell store aggressively catered to rural customers within 150 miles of the city,
listing parcel rates and offering them mail-order service from the store if they
sent sufficient cash to cover the cost of merchandise and return postage; additional cash beyond the purchase prices and postage would rightfully be returned
to the customer along with their merchandise.18
Although the company did not open any additional stores in New Mexico
until 1920, with the newest location in downtown Silver City, the J. C. Penney
Company expanded to include more than three-hundred locations nationwide
in twenty-six states with sales of more than $42 million between 1915 and 1920.19
Revenues for the small-town chain collectively topped Macy’s massive location on
Thirty-Fourth Street in New York City, despite the fact that Macy’s had been in
business forty-four years longer.20 From 1917 to 1920, Penney had also delegated
a significant portion of his company workload, turning over the presidency to
his partner Earl Corder Sams, who in turn prepared the retail chain for expansion to more than a thousand new stores during the 1920s. Penney remained
chairman of the board, thus maintaining his authority over major company
decisions for the next four decades, but his reduction in duties freed time to
visit stores in person throughout the nation and pursue the agricultural and
charitable causes that were also his passion.21
In 1923 the J. C. Penney Company planned to unveil four New Mexico stores
in one year. The first of these openings was held in Santa Fe that spring, and
its enthusiastic response generated the following observations in the Santa Fe
New Mexican:
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The J. C. Penney Company opened its store on San Francisco street this
morning, and it required the help of all of its ten employees on the floors
to wait on the crowd. The opening was an immense success, and every
visitor seemed pleased with the display of dry goods, clothing, shoes,
ready-to-wear, men’s furnishings, traveling trunks, and other articles.
There seemed to be everything from shoes and hose to collars and hats;
from pajamas to Norfolk suits; from a silk handkerchief to a silk dress.
The prices appealed to the public, and many people who had not come to
buy studied the tags and made purchases before leaving.22
In August 1923, the company located new J. C. Penney stores in downtown Clovis, Las Cruces, and Carlsbad within the same week. The new Clovis store took
out a newspaper ad with the headline proclaiming, “To Mr. and Mrs. Average
American, Who Deserve the Best the World Affords, This Store is Dedicated!”23
The Las Cruces store took out four pages in the Las Cruces (N.Mex.) Rio Grande
Farmer to advertise its selection and prices with the first three pages in English
and the fourth page entirely in Spanish, a gesture far ahead of its time for reaching Hispanic customers in Doña Ana County and beyond. In a front-page
interview, Las Cruces manager G. W. Bright highlighted how Penney’s policies on buying and selling merchandise ultimately benefitted its customers:
“We do not have to figure on losing any bad accounts or interest on slow pay.
We also save a lot of money on bookkeeping, which goes into the value of the
merchandise we sell. The Penney Company never has sales. Every article in our
stock is priced as low as it can be when it arrives at the store. We try to make
everything we sell a ‘bargain’ at the regular price.”24 The company also made
clear that its low prices did not come at the expense of customer service. “Courtesy to all our customers at all times is one of the foundations on which Mr.
Penney built up his great business,” explained Carlsbad manager F. A. McGee.
“Our constant aim is not only to provide good merchandise at uniformly low
prices, but to make each customer’s experience in our store the kind that will
assure pleasant remembrances. We strive to serve others as we ourselves like
to be served.”25
Throughout the 1920s, as J. C. Penney was becoming the nation’s first transcontinental department-store chain, Penney and his company leadership still
assured its customers that the company was committed to its small-town roots.
The company avoided opening stores in larger cities, capitalizing on its ability to
fit into the business landscape of small-town main streets, and encouraged store
managers to establish relationships with local communities and customers. In
this way, the J. C. Penney store became a progressive agent for small towns and
rural customers, giving them a department store with all the purchasing power,
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Figure 4. Spanish-Language Advertisement of Grand Opening Values at the New J. C.
Penney Store in Downtown Las Cruces, 1923. When the Las Cruces J. C. Penney store
opened in 1923, the company made additional efforts to reach customers from the sizable
Hispanic community. The grand opening ad in the Las Cruces (N.Mex.) Rio Grande Farmer
took up four full pages, with the fourth page written entirely in Spanish, and featuring
merchandise that local associates felt would appeal to Hispanic customers. Penney felt
bilingual ads and bilingual associates were components of good local customer service.
Penney’s national efforts in this regard were not limited to Hispanic communities; the
company also engaged in similar approaches for Dutch and German populations in Iowa
farming communities and Finnish populations in Oregon. The success of the Las Cruces
store by the late 1930s was evident in its expansion and renovation into a triple-room format,
encompassing three storefronts with modern metal signage and bright yellow and black
canopies. The downtown Las Cruces store would remain at 201 North Main until 1966, when
it moved to Loretto Shopping Center before moving again to Mesilla Valley Mall in 1982.
Grand opening advertisement courtesy Las Cruces (N.Mex.) Rio Grande Farmer.
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selection, service, and value of a “big city” department store. As company president Sams explained to the Taos (N.Mex.) Valley News:
Every store in the entire J. C. Penney Co., organization is a local store in
its service to the community in which it is located. It is a fixed policy of
the company that the local managers shall contribute in every way they
can to the development and growth of the cities in which they are doing
business. Many store managers own their own homes. Practically every
manager is a member of one or more local organizations and contributes
to local enterprises. . . . In a way, the J. C. Penney Co., is a department
store doing in the vicinity of $200,000,000 a year in sales, and serving millions of customers, with counters placed at convenient spots over
a 3,000,000 square mile area. We could not bring all of our customers
to one store so we have taken the store to the customers. At the present
time there are well over 1000 of these stores. In a relatively short time we
hope to increase the number to 1500 or more.26
The hopes of Sams became reality within one year. The company planned
openings for five-hundred new department stores in 1929 alone.27 As New Mexico’s population grew, particularly in the eastern portion of the state, the company was ready to incorporate the Land of Enchantment into its expansion plans
once again. Throughout the year, new stores opened on the main streets of Artesia, Portales, and Tucumcari, as well as the northern communities of Farmington and Taos.28 The J. C. Penney store in Portales had been so anticipated that the
local newspaper devoted three front-page articles to the arrival of its manager, its
fixtures and merchandise, and ultimately its grand opening.29 These small towns
consistently regarded the new J. C. Penney Stores as symbols of community progress as expressed by this front-page article in the Taos (N.Mex.)Valley News:
Many Taos residents who know the value of a J. C. Penney Co. store, will
be glad to learn that Taos has been selected, along with other progressive
communities of the west, for the establishment of one of their stores. . . .
Taos people may look forward now to more savings in their purchases
as the J. C. Penney Co. people sell at very reasonable prices and high
class goods at that, all due to their big volume of business throughout the
country.30
The Farmington (N.Mex.) Republican also saw its new J. C. Penney store as a
progressive addition worthy of its front page:
The J. C. Penney store, brilliant for modern lighting and perfect harmony
of walls and ceiling and interior decoration, is formally receiving hundreds of visitors this evening, embracing many out of town folks, from
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Figure 5. Interior of Early Single-Room J. C. Penney Store, Downtown Tucumcari, 1941.
Although this photo was taken in 1941, just prior to a remodel and expansion, the narrow sales
floor depicted here was typical of Penney’s early locations, with a single open room just over
twenty feet wide. The mezzanine balcony in the rear was also a standard feature of Penney’s
early stores, with a staircase typically on the left side. Skylights in the pressed-tin ceilings
provided economical lighting from high above the hardwood floors. The cables from the
Lamson Cash Conveyors are also visible in this photo. Often, stores in smaller towns would
start out in what Penney called single-room locations, essentially a building twenty to thirty
feet wide. Sales were so strong at the Tucumcari store that within five years, it was expanded
into a modern triple-room store, nearly as large as Penney’s downtown locations in Clovis and
Las Cruces. The company permanently closed the store in 1976. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer
Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

everywhere, that they may get an idea of what one of the most modern of
1300 Penney stores is like. Civic pride in the new acquisition to the city’s
commercial structure was generally manifest. The Penney store, like the
great electric and gas companies, comes more upon what Farmington is
going to be than she is now, seeing clearly that the city is in the formative
for greater achievement. Farmington is handling nearly double the volume of business done three years ago and will more than double during
the next three years.31
Even Clayton, with a population just over twenty-five hundred, was on the
company’s list as a prospective new location. One year later, in 1930, the Union
County seat held a grand opening for a new J. C. Penney department store.32
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In terms of size, these earlier J. C. Penney stores sharply contrasted with their
later downtown incarnations and shopping-mall locations which today comprise all J. C. Penney’s New Mexico stores.33 The early Santa Fe store, standing on the corner of San Francisco and Don Gaspar, was merely thirty-five feet
wide by ninety feet deep, giving it a total square footage that would barely
cover 2 percent of a mammoth Walmart Supercenter or Super Target.34 The
early Farmington location was even smaller with its entire main street storefront just over twenty feet wide. Penney preferred to start in small locations
and expand as sales and profits grew. As a result, most New Mexico stores
opened in what he called single-room configurations, essentially a building
about twenty to thirty feet wide with one open room for the entire sales floor.
If population growth and high sales volumes were certain, as was the case in
Albuquerque, the company opened with a double-room store, a location twice
as wide with support columns typically down the center of the sales floor.35 As
other New Mexico towns grew and the demand for even larger J. C. Penney
stores became apparent, the company would expand an existing store into adjacent space, creating a double-room configuration. In cities as large as Albuquerque and Las Cruces, and towns as small as Tucumcari, single- and double-room
stores even expanded to triple-room configurations.36
Regardless of the store’s configuration and width, Penney’s locations typically distinguished themselves with bright yellow “J. C. PENNEY COMPANY”
steel signage and matching yellow and black mosaic tile across the apron of the
storefront. Large display windows showcased merchandise on mannequins and
displays, which were illuminated long after the store had closed for the evening.
Whenever downtown customers walked inside a J. C. Penney store from a main
street sidewalk, they characteristically encountered a bisymmetrical sales floor
with high, pressed-tin ceilings and a large mezzanine balcony extending above
the back of the store. Offices were above the store entrance. Since J. C. Penney
stores were cash-only operations, these balconies initially functioned as secure
places to exchange and store cash. Spring-loaded containers delivered money to
and from the sales floor along a series of wire cables. This cable system, officially
known as the Lamson Cash Conveyor, allowed clerks to send a customer’s itemized receipt and cash up to the balcony, where the money would be collected
and the transaction recorded before sending the paid receipt and any change
due back down to the customer. In busy downtown stores like Albuquerque’s,
the sights and sounds of these cash conveyors, constantly in action, were part
and parcel to the J. C. Penney store experience. Even as modern cash registers
made the system obsolete, the store’s mezzanine balconies were still utilized as
part of the standard J. C. Penney store layout, even incorporated into many of
the company’s newer locations through the 1950s.37
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Figure 6. Founder of the J. C. Penney Company, James Cash Penney, 1940s. James Cash
Penney (1875–1971) was the mastermind of America’s first national department-store chain,
with more locations in New Mexico than any previous merchant. Just two years after
statehood, Penney saw great potential in New Mexico communities, and from 1914–1930
began establishing his department stores in towns as small as Clayton and cities as large as
Albuquerque (the Hobbs and Alamogordo stores came later, in 1939 and 1957 respectively).
Every J. C. Penney store Penney opened in New Mexico evolved and thrived even after
his long life came to an end in 1971. In addition Penney and his company influenced other
entrepreneurs and their chains in New Mexico. His early protégés Charles Ross Anthony
and J. M. McDonald opened several of their department stores throughout the state; former
Penney associate Sam Walton would later open more New Mexico locations than any other
chain. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas,
J. C. Penney Collection.

In October 1929, the rise of Penney and his chain of department stores culminated with a successful listing on the New York Stock Exchange. Excitement
from this moment was short-lived since the stock market crashed six days
later and the Great Depression began. Over the next two years, nationwide
sales at J. C. Penney stores dropped by $36 million.38 In the Las Cruces store
alone, sales fell from $175,937 in 1929 to $114,310 in 1932.39 Although Penney’s
company survived the heaviest blows of the Depression, Penney personally
suffered a series of financial setbacks that evaporated his fortune of nearly $40
million, including nearly all of the company stock that he had generously, but
recklessly, used as collateral for charities he created. For all of his past successes, by 1931 Penney had privately come to regard himself as “a complete
failure,” sinking into depression and even contemplating suicide. Rather than
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give into misery, however, Penney sought relief by visiting J. C. Penney stores,
associates, and customers throughout the country, particularly in the West,
where his business had begun.40
In May 1931, Penney made a wide-ranging railroad trip by himself to drop
in on stores throughout the West. As he travelled from Texas to Colorado, Penney took the opportunity to spend a day in Clayton and Raton, New Mexico,
thoroughly examining the J. C. Penney stores in each town, and recording his
impressions in a report that he relayed back to his New York City headquarters.
Despite the fact that his chain comprised over fourteen-hundred stores, Penney’s comments after visiting the Clayton J. C. Penney clearly demonstrated his
profound attention to detail: “This is a small store and is very much crowded.
It is an old, single room and the rent is $135. Mr. Triplett [new store manager]
claims that he could have rented a new room—built especially for us—at the
same figure, or that he could have gotten this room for $35 less. There is a very
good first man in this store—a Spaniard. He is a good salesman and would make
a valuable man for a larger store where there is a large Mexican trade. He speaks
English well.”41 Penney sent his personal observations back to company president Sams who addressed them at the earliest convenience. The Clayton store
was put on the list for a new location after Penney’s visit; it would eventually
move into a modern new building on the corner of Main and Front, nearly three
times as large and built to company specifications.42 Of course, Penney equally
articulated flaws in personnel and management as soon as he saw them, and his
experience in nearby Raton was far from positive. After walking around the sales
floor, Penney described the inventory as “one of the worst looking stocks I saw
on this or any other trip.”43 Accordingly, Penney would have directly “expressed”
his opinions to Raton manager F. A. Snell, and additionally, the New York City
office would have followed up on the store with a visit from the respective district manager. For better or worse, New Mexico managers were not anonymous
to even the company founder, and Penney made a point to know them personally and remember each one across his entire chain, either through store visits
or company conventions.44
Penney’s depression reached rock bottom in December 1931, when his physical condition deteriorated so badly that he was forced to check into the Kellogg
Sanitarium after visiting a J. C. Penney store in Battle Creek, Michigan. His stay
was short, but a profound religious experience in the sanitarium gave Penney the
strength he needed to move forward with his life, physically, mentally, and spiritually. When Penney’s close friends learned of his financial hardships and the
generosity that caused them, three of them donated portions of their own salaries
and stock shares to help him recover and buy back stock shares that had flooded
the market. The Great Depression galvanized Penney’s religious faith, and he
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Figure 7. New J. C. Penney Store with a Larger Location at Main and Front, Downtown
Clayton, 1940. When James Cash Penney personally visited Clayton in 1931, he noted
that the earlier location was too small and cramped, and suggested that a larger location
eventually be constructed and leased. In 1940 the company unveiled this new store on the
corner of Main and Front. It was nearly identical in appearance to the newer J. C. Penney
locations in Hobbs (1939) and Silver City (1941). The store would continue serving Clayton
until its permanent closure in 1986. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

occasionally augmented his role as company founder and chairman by delivering Christian sermons throughout the country. Even books he wrote about the
company and its stores concurrently addressed his deep belief in Jesus Christ.45
J. C. Penney stores suffered declines in sales and profits throughout the Depression, but every one of Penney’s New Mexico locations survived. In many cases,
Penney’s value-based pricing made his stores an even more attractive shopping
destination. Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt became quite fond of the company and its
role in helping American shoppers weather the economic crises; on a trip through
Casper, Wyoming, FDR even purchased a lap robe from the local J. C. Penney
store to wear during his presidential parade. By 1932 Penney was enthusiastically
back to work, frequently visiting locations across the country, motivating local
associates and managers, studying agricultural and economic conditions, and visiting with the average consumers who made up his vast customer base.46
Although the company had capitalized on doing business in small rural
towns for its first thirty years, by 1931 company president Sams began planning
J. C. Penney stores for large metropolitan cities with massive prototypes that
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could generate over $1 million in sales even in the midst of the Depression.47 In
1934 sales for J. C. Penney stores nationwide finally surpassed their 1929 levels,
and by the late 1930s, the company was ready to focus on growth in New Mexico once again.48 Sales floors in Albuquerque, Clovis, and Las Cruces expanded
into adjacent buildings and were completely remodeled. In 1939 J. C. Penney
unveiled its first location in the oil and gas boomtown of Hobbs, opening a
modern store at 104 West Broadway.49 Similar to the Hobbs store with its new
contemporary design, the company arranged for the construction of new store
buildings in Clayton and Silver City that were twice the size of their predecessors with wider modern storefronts and sales floors. The three newer locations
were nearly identical, boasting bright stucco façades and horizontal kerfs across
their storefronts, a subtle homage to the rays of the Zia sun.50
During the 1940s, nearly 150,000 additional people made New Mexico their
home. After World War II ended, consumer spending in cities large and small
reached levels not sustained since the 1920s.51 As William “Mil” Batten, J. C.
Penney’s innovative CEO from 1958 to 1974 later reflected, postwar America
was shifting away from agrarian and working professions in rural towns toward
affluent white-collar industries and the suburbs, particularly in the Southwest.
While consumption prior to World War II had been rooted in daily necessities,
postwar consumers were increasingly driven by new desires, fired by increased
disposable income and sophisticated advertising, met in the retail market by
greater shopping selection and convenience, including credit purchasing and
better parking.52 In addition to these changing consumer practices, national and
regional chains were also emerging across New Mexico as significant competition for Penney’s operations. Sears, Roebuck and Company and Montgomery
Ward, both of which had proposed merging with J. C. Penney in 1929, regularly
unveiled new department store locations to augment their catalog business.
Joyce-Pruitt department stores, a local New Mexican chain, directly competed
with J. C. Penney stores in Artesia, Carlsbad, Clovis, Portales, and Roswell.53
Some of Penney’s own associates, notably Oklahoman C. R. Anthony and Missouri native J. M. McDonald, had left the J. C. Penney Company to start their
own regional chains, targeting New Mexico cities and towns as well.54 In downtown Artesia alone, J. C. Penney, C. R. Anthony, and J. M. McDonald each had
stores competing in the same business district.55
As a result of these postwar developments, J. C. Penney began targeting significant expansions and improvements to nearly every one of its New Mexico locations. The most notable occurred in downtown Albuquerque, where the store at
410 Central Avenue SW began a three-year renovation and expansion, forcing it
to operate out of the old Armory Building during the construction. The Melini
Building, which had originally housed the downtown Albuquerque store, was
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Figure 8. Grand Re-Opening of the Expanded and Remodeled J. C. Penney Store,
Downtown Albuquerque, 1949. Albuquerque’s rapid growth in the 1940s forced the
company to completely expand and renovate its original 1915 location at 410 Central Avenue
SW, holding a popular grand re-opening for shoppers in 1949. Over the next two decades,
even with the rise of suburban J. C. Penney stores in Hiland and Winrock shopping centers,
the downtown store remained a viable location, clearly visible from the busy intersection
of Fourth and Central, and getting an additional expansion and renovation in 1966. After
seventy years in its original location, the downtown Albuquerque store would permanently
close in 1986. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas,
Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

completely unrecognizable after extensive renovations that included a modern
new façade across what had once been two buildings, and two additional floors
seamlessly added to the top of the structure. Of course, the company held a popular, well-attended grand re-opening for the new store in 1949.56 Smaller towns
benefited from Penney’s store improvements as well. Although the store in downtown Tucumcari had already been expanded to a double-room configuration,
business was so good that it was expanded again to a triple-room configuration
in 1947. The “new” J. C. Penney store, once three separate commercial spaces, was
nearly as large as J. C. Penney locations in Clovis and Las Cruces.57
To capitalize on its household name and distinguish itself on value and
price, the J. C. Penney Company prominently began using the slogan, “It Pays
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to Shop at Penney’s,” even displaying it on both ends of its wide storefront
in downtown Clovis. Newspaper advertisements across the state featured
cost-conscious men and women exclaiming, “Mr. Penney, I have a problem!”
with Penney replying with advertisements for low prices—for example, cotton
dresses at $2.79 each. The bottom of the ads proclaimed Penney’s to be “The
Solution to Your Budget Problem.”58 Aside from being a popular back-to-school
shopping destination, J. C. Penney stores also appealed to baby-boom children by throwing a “Penney’s Movie Party” on the last Saturday of each summer. Typically, hundreds of children gathered at the local J. C. Penney and
were led as a group to a nearby movie theatre for a free afternoon matinee,
compliments of the store.59
By the late 1940s, New Mexico clearly reflected America’s growing consumer
culture, and J. C. Penney stores responded accordingly with larger, newer locations. In some cases, the company found it advantageous to relocate stores into
entirely new buildings constructed exclusively for the company, as it did in both
Carlsbad and Las Vegas. The company’s policy mandated using local contractors for its buildings whenever possible, and it selected Carlsbad’s Howard Kerr
and Las Vegas’s Joseph Maloof to construct the new locations. Concurrently,
J. C. Penney made a concerted effort to blend its new stores aesthetically into
New Mexico cityscapes by incorporating current Southwestern architectural
trends that included Spanish and Pueblo influences. Both the plans for the
new Carlsbad and Las Vegas stores featured mission-inspired clay-tile roofs
with stucco and terracotta fronts, and other architectural details well beyond
the cost and functionality of a “cookie cutter” store design.60 The façade for the
new Carlsbad location not only incorporated arched windows and a veranda on
its second floor, but a mission tower with a planter-box balcony visible on the
southeast corner of Canal and Fox.
Beyond their Southwestern architectural features, the new J. C. Penney locations showcased all the amenities of ultra-modern department stores with wide
storefront display windows, stainless steel doors and trim, fluorescent lighting,
carpet and tiled flooring, and air conditioning. When the new Carlsbad store
opened in June 1948, the event became the top story for the Carlsbad (N.Mex.)
Daily Current-Argus, and its front page article illustrated how much the community had embraced the new location: “Thousands of persons from throughout the Carlsbad area turned out today for the opening of the new J. C. Penney
Department Store at Fox and Canal. Carlsbad firms and individuals by the dozens sent flowers and best wishes to Manager P. R. Lucas and the J. C. Penney
Company. The beautiful new store, modern in every respect, was visited by
throngs of people throughout the day. The new building is a fitting memorial to
the late Howard Kerr, its builder.”61
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Figure 9. New J. C. Penney Store with Southwest Architecture, Downtown Las Vegas,
1948. Postwar sales increases in Las Vegas prompted the need for this new, larger store built
by then-resident Joseph Maloof. Opened in 1948, just after Penney’s new store in downtown
Carlsbad, the new Las Vegas location on the corner of 8th and Douglas also utilized
Southwest architectural features and a large modern sales floor with merchandise balconies
and a full basement. In the 1980s, as downtown J. C. Penney stores across the state gave way
to shopping mall locations or permanent closure, the Las Vegas, Silver City, and Taos stores
became Penney’s only remaining downtown locations in New Mexico. The Las Vegas store
was the last to survive before permanently closing in 1996. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer
Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

J. C. Penney’s efforts to please its Las Vegas shoppers extended far beyond giving them a modern store with pleasing local architecture. In March 1948, while
the new store at Eighth and Douglas was still under construction, a fire broke
out at the previous location at Sixth and Lincoln, inside the Las Vegas Hotel
Building. Despite subzero temperatures outside, the ensuing fire destroyed the
entire ladies department in the northwest part of the store, and intense smoke
and heat ruined $40,000 worth of the remaining merchandise. The source of
the fire turned out to be an adjacent business, and with a new J. C. Penney store
already under construction, the company could have simply walked away from
the former store and its customers until the new store opened two months later.
To the pleasant surprise of Las Vegas shoppers and businesses, local manager
Roy Cox announced the company would continue serving Las Vegas from the
older store, despite the extensive damage.62 Any salvageable merchandise was
marked down and cleared out, and within two weeks, the entire J. C. Penney
store was completely repaired, cleaned, repainted, and restocked with a fresh
inventory, including Easter dresses for $10.90 and men’s suits for $47.50.63 It is
plausible that J. C. Penney lost money by refurbishing the fire-damaged location
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Figure 10. Modern Sales Floor of New J. C. Penney Store, Downtown Carlsbad, 1948.
Despite its striking use of Southwest architecture in its storefront, the new Carlsbad store
on the corner of Canal and Fox also showcased the most modern interior amenities in
J. C. Penney stores of that era, including air conditioning, fluorescent lighting, tiled and
carpeted flooring, and merchandise cabinetry and displays. A pneumatic tubing system
for handling cash transactions is also visible: an upgrade from the older Lamson cable
system in earlier stores. The interior of Penney’s new downtown store in Las Vegas,
opened the same year, was nearly identical. The Carlsbad J. C. Penney would remain in
this location for thirty-three years, moving to Carlsbad Mall in 1981 until permanently
closing in the year 2000. Penney’s ornate former downtown location is now occupied by a
classic automobile museum. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

and keeping it open, however, J. C. Penney’s good will certainly contributed to
the positive reception for its new store later that June, when its grand opening
became the lead story in the Las Vegas (N.Mex.) Daily Optic:
Formal opening of the new J. C. Penney store at Eighth and Douglas this
morning was marked by an impressive ceremony during which Tom B.
Kindel and Manuel J. Baca, mayors of East and West Las Vegas, cut the
green and white ribbons stretched across the doors. Prior to the opening of the doors, “The Star Spangled Banner” was played over the loud
speaking system. Many Las Vegans were present for the opening and
a steady stream of customers and “well-wishers” continued to visit the
store throughout the day. Dozens of baskets of flowers, sent by Las Vegas
businessmen, decorated the various departments.64
The Las Vegas-San Miguel County Chamber of Commerce, as well as numerous local businesses and contractors, posted newspaper advertisements congratulating
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Figure 11. Customers Gather Prior to Grand Opening of New J. C. Penney Store, Downtown
Raton, 1950. In October 1950, shoppers in Raton welcomed a brand new J. C. Penney
store downtown at South Second Street. Constructed and owned by Raton businessmen Al
Bisconti and Martin Pavletich, the new building provided J. C. Penney with a store that was
three times larger than its predecessor, with two balconies and a full basement beneath its
140-foot-long sales floor. J. C. Penney continued serving downtown Raton in this location
until its permanent closure in 1986. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

J. C. Penney on the new store. “We are proud to have been able to construct a
building for so progressive a firm,” wrote local businessman and chief builder
Joseph Maloof. “Their move is a mark of progress for Las Vegas.”65
In October 1950, the company unveiled another new store in downtown
Raton, at the corner of Second and Rio Grande. This modern location, with air
conditioning, fluorescent lighting, and a 50-foot-wide storefront, was three times
larger than the previous store. Constructed and owned by Raton businessmen Al
Bisconti and Martin Pavletich, the new store building was hailed by the Raton
(N.Mex.) Daily Range as one of the finest J. C. Penney locations in the state.66 In
addition to a sales floor 140 feet long, the new Raton J. C. Penney featured two
balconies at the front and rear, as well as a full basement.67 Notably, it was only
the second J. C. Penney store in the entire nation to feature a “Toddler Shop,” a
department of ready-to-wear clothes exclusively for infants and children of the
baby boom.68 Mayor C. L. Healy and Dr. J. Q. Thaxton presided over the crowded
grand opening, and Thaxton described the store as “a valuable asset to our city”
and “one of the finest stores in the southwest.” Other local J. C. Penney managers and several guests from the regional office in Denver also attended the grand
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opening, including Walter Neppl, an up-and-coming assistant manager who
would later make his mark on New Mexico and ultimately the company.69
Although J. C. Penney followed its success in Raton by opening a new location in downtown Artesia on the southwest corner of Fourth and Quay, the most
significant new store for New Mexico opened on the eastern fringe of Albuquerque in 1954.70 Since Penney had opened the downtown Albuquerque store in
1915, the city’s population had exploded from just eleven thousand residents to
more than one hundred thousand, growing rapidly toward two hundred thousand throughout the 1950s. Despite the massive expansion to the downtown
store, J. C. Penney realized it could no longer serve Albuquerque shoppers
from one store in the central business district, and it took the opportunity to
reach New Mexico’s first suburban shoppers by opening a second store in the
Hiland Shopping Center, a strip mall at 4700 Central Avenue East, adjacent
to the Madison Street intersection. Aside from having ample free parking, the
Hiland store looked very similar to Penney’s predominantly downtown locations of that era. It was distinct, though, for being the first J. C. Penney store
in New Mexico located away from a central business district. Penney’s first
suburban venture in Albuquerque proved highly successful: the Albuquerque
(N.Mex.) Journal reported that at least ten thousand people shopped at the new
store on its first day.71
The new store’s manager, Walter Neppl, quickly developed a company-wide
reputation for successfully opening suburban J. C. Penney stores. Neppl had
already bought a house in Albuquerque and believed it would be his family’s
permanent home, but his performance at the Hiland J. C. Penney prompted
the company to reassign him to one of its regional offices in 1955. For the rest of
the 1950s, Neppl helped design suburban J. C. Penney stores, primarily in outdoor strip centers. By the 1960s, he developed the even larger “full-line” indoor
shopping mall prototypes that arrived in Albuquerque and Las Cruces in the
1960s. Neppl’s innovations and contributions to J. C. Penney stores were given
the highest praise in 1976 when he was named president of the J. C. Penney
Company, a position he would hold until his retirement in 1982.72
Despite the excitement over Penney’s new Hiland store, the company focused
exclusively on improving its stores in New Mexico’s downtowns for the rest of
the 1950s. As formidable national chains like Sears and Ward began establishing larger suburban locations, and as regional chains such as C. R. Anthony
became competitive in numerous New Mexico towns, the company continued to seek ways to improve its main street locations with modern renovations
to older storefronts and the introduction of better merchandise displays, fluorescent lighting, and air conditioning. J. C. Penney stores in New Mexico also
responded to booming populations and the additional shoppers that came with
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Figure 12. Interior of the First Suburban J. C. Penney Store in New Mexico, Albuquerque
Hiland Shopping Center, 1957. In 1954, J. C. Penney opened its second Albuquerque store in
Hiland Shopping Center at 4700 Central Avenue SE, just off the Madison Street intersection.
Although its interior and exterior design strongly resembled Penney’s downtown locations,
the store’s ample free parking made it a popular shopping destination for suburbanites on
what was then the east end of the city. Its first store manager, Walter Neppl, was so successful
that the company asked him to leave Albuquerque and develop shopping center prototypes
for J. C. Penney stores across the country. By 1960 the Hiland J. C. Penney was selling more
merchandise than the downtown Albuquerque store. Neppl’s outstanding work eventually
led to his promotion as president of the J. C. Penney Company in 1976. The company
permanently closed the Hiland J. C. Penney in January 1987. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer
Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

them. In Santa Fe, the company secured a larger location on the Plaza at 66 San
Francisco Street, the site of what had once been a military chapel constructed by
Spanish governor Marin del Valle in the eighteenth century. To preserve the historical and cultural aesthetics of the district, J. C. Penney hired Santa Fe architect
Bradley P. Kidder to create a modern store that also incorporated Spanish architecture and Southwest design throughout the new building. Santa Fe residents
did virtually all the work for the new store from its initial design to its final construction. When the new store opened in August 1956, Mayor Leo Murphy officiated the grand opening ceremonies, declaring that Santa Fe was proud of its new
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J. C. Penney store not just for contributing greatly to the city’s economy but for
its managers and associates and their productive involvement in the city’s local
affairs.73 The Santa Fe New Mexican praised the new J. C. Penney store as “an outstanding example of what can be done to preserve the architectural integrity of
Santa Fe at no loss to the efficiency needed in a business building.”74
Penney had been unable to personally visit the new location, but the New
Mexican printed his thoughts on the secret behind his company’s continued
success, particularly in the context of consumers in an ever-changing business world: “Today’s greatest challenge, not only in merchandising but in every
phase of living, is human relations. You won’t find a finer example of good
human relations than between our people and our customers. The answer lies in
the spirit within our company, built up because everybody has an opportunity
to get ahead and participate in the profits. It pays to be unselfish from the selfish point of view. That’s our secret—and it gets more priceless all the time!”75 In
December 1956, the J. C. Penney Company featured Santa Fe and its new store
in their company newsletter, including an informal endorsement from one of its
local customers. “Best of all I like the sales people at Penney’s,” remarked Santa
Fe resident Catherine E. Gust, “They make you feel that coming into the store is
like visiting with old friends.”76
Throughout the 1950s, Penney enjoyed an almost-celebrity status. Fortune
magazine christened him “King of the Soft Goods” at the beginning of the decade,
noting that one in four Americans shopped at his stores. Journalist Edward
R. Murrow interviewed Penney for his Person to Person television program,
while Life magazine made Penney’s eightieth birthday party one of their photographic feature stories.77 With a net worth of more than $20 million, Penney
had undoubtedly become a major American capitalist headquartered in New
York City, yet he refused to sever ties with his small-town, agrarian roots. As
Penney remained involved in his stores, the J. C. Penney Company concurrently
maintained its main street locations in the tradition of earlier mercantile capitalism, even as retail chains became increasingly driven by corporate profits in
the latter half of the twentieth century.
Even into the 1960s, Penney’s chain continued to operate department stores in
places with little more than a thousand residents, including his agrarian hometown of Hamilton, Missouri, which the company founder routinely visited every
year. Penney also maintained personal involvement in numerous agricultural and
philanthropic activities around the nation, the National 4-H Foundation among
them, to continue improving rural America. Outside of spending his winters
in Arizona, he frequently travelled by himself to visit older J. C. Penney stores
in other small towns, enjoying his days chatting with local customers and his
nights dining and sleeping at the homes of local store managers. Amazingly,
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Figure 13. J. C. Penney Store, Downtown Santa Fe Plaza, 1956. The original Santa Fe store
opened on San Francisco Street in 1925, but by the 1950s the thirty-five foot wide location
could no longer keep up with shopper demand. In 1955 J. C. Penney was able to secure a
new location on the Plaza, the site of a former Spanish Army Chapel constructed in the late
1700s. In keeping with its philosophy of each J. C. Penney store being a local institution, the
company hired Santa Fe architect Bradley P. Kidder to design the new building. The grand
opening ceremony in 1956 was officiated by Mayor Leo Murphy. J. C. Penney served Santa Fe
at this downtown location until 1975, when it relocated to DeVargas Shopping Center with a
grand opening officiated by then-Governor Jerry Apodaca, himself the child of parents who
worked at J. C. Penney stores for more than twenty-seven years. After just eleven years in
the new shopping center, the Santa Fe store moved again to the even larger Villa Linda Mall
(now Santa Fe Place) in 1986. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

even though he had never lived in these communities, he was still able to connect deeply with their residents. “I believe the reason for this [connection],”
reflected Penney’s daughter Mary Frances, “is that he really liked, respected and
enjoyed all sorts of people, except those who ‘put on airs.’ He never forgot his
roots as a poor boy in Hamilton.”78
Two months after the new downtown Santa Fe store opened, J. C. Penney
unveiled another new store in downtown Gallup with Mayor D. F. “Mickey”
Mollica cutting the grand opening ribbon.79 Local newspaper editor Richard R.
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Ryan had frequently visited the new store before it opened, and it impressed
him so much that on the day of the grand opening, he printed the following editorial on the front page of the Gallup (N.Mex.) Daily Independent:
The new J. C. Penney store, which opened this morning, is quite a place.
We have had occasion to be inside a number of times in recent weeks,
and are much impressed. It is nearly three times as large as the old one;
there is plenty of space in which to display the merchandise (and what
fine merchandise, too)! We were pleased by the arrangement of departments, the display of merchandise, the many thoughtful ideas which
help the customer. The choice of color for interior decoration, the attractive lay-out of departments, the functional, completely modern design,
all make it a fine place in which to shop. It is one more example of the
development of this community; if building continues through 1957 as it
did through 1955 and 1956, the old timers won’t recognize Gallup.80
To the north, in Farmington, the company drew up plans to transform its tiny
location into a new larger J. C. Penney store for the growing city, taking over
adjacent buildings and constructing a massive new storefront along West Main
Street.81 Although J. C. Penney had not ventured into any additional New Mexico towns since 1939, the rising population of Alamogordo led the company
finally to construct and open a new store there in November 1957, downtown at
809 New York Avenue, employing about fifty new associates.82 Throughout the
1950s, Penney’s downtown stores were well received by New Mexico shoppers,
but the Alamogordo J. C. Penney would be the last new downtown location for
the state. Although Penney did not participate in the grand openings for any of
these stores, he returned to New Mexico in September 1958, accepting an invitation to visit San Patricio painter Peter Hurd. Penney flew into Roswell and spent
nine days as a guest at Hurd’s Sentinel Ranch before returning to New York City
via Albuquerque.83
By 1960 the company was already planning its second suburban location for
Albuquerque at Winrock Center, a large commercial project along Louisiana
Boulevard developed by and named after Winthrop Rockefeller of the famous
Rockefeller family.84 The newest CEO, Mil Batten, appointed in 1958, was innovative enough to move Penney’s stores into such modern concepts as data automation and climate-controlled shopping malls. He provided continuity by upholding
the Golden Rule values that had long been codified by the company in its mission statement, informally known as the “Penney Idea.”85 When Winrock Center
was completed in March 1961, the event was so significant that Batten personally came to Albuquerque to celebrate the center’s grand opening. Along with the
family of Winthrop Rockefeller, there were celebrities Raymond Burr and Shelley
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Figure 14. Shoppers Gather for the Grand Opening of a Brand New Store in a New Mexico
Boomtown, Downtown Alamogordo, 1957. J. C. Penney spent its first four decades in New
Mexico with no plans for a store in Alamogordo, but by the late 1950s, the company could no
longer ignore the town’s booming population. In 1957 J. C. Penney constructed and unveiled
this large store in downtown Alamogordo at 809 New York Avenue. It was the last J. C.
Penney store in New Mexico to open in a downtown location and would continue serving
the growing community from this building until 1982, when it moved to an even larger store
at Alamogordo (now White Sands) Mall. Photograph courtesy DeGolyer Library, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, J. C. Penney Collection.

Fabares, the latter just months away from releasing her number one hit, “Johnny
Angel.” Chairmen of the Boards for Montgomery Ward and Safeway also attended
the grand openings for their stores in the new mall.86 Public excitement for the
new shopping center was so great that on its Wednesday morning opening, traffic along Louisiana Boulevard was backed up for more than a block, and drivers
complained about having to wait fifteen minutes just to get into the parking lot.87
J. C. Penney’s initial location at Winrock Center, with twenty-three thousand
square feet on its main floor and another eleven thousand in its basement, was
considered large for its time, and was described in the Albuquerque (N.Mex.)
Journal as “huge.”88 However, former Albuquerque J. C. Penney manager Walter Neppl, under the direction of CEO Batten, was planning significantly larger
Penney’s stores with gigantic New Mexico locations that would carry full lines
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of merchandise and services, including hardware, major appliances, furniture,
toys, sporting goods, beauty salons, and even automotive service centers.89 The
first of these “full-line” stores in New Mexico opened at Loretto Shopping Center in Las Cruces in April 1966. At sixty-six thousand square feet, the new J. C.
Penney store in Las Cruces was hailed as New Mexico’s largest ever, more than
seven times the size of its downtown predecessor at 201 North Main. In an
interview with the Las Cruces (N.Mex.) Sun, store manager Pat Varty shared his
affection for the new store and its customers: “The Penney Company has been
serving Las Cruces for the past 43 years and now with the opening of our new
full line department store, we hope to provide the Las Cruces community better
quality and service than ever before. Las Cruces has always been very good to
the Penney Company and we hope to be able to maintain our fine relationship
for many years to come.”90 The new Las Cruces store employed 180 associates,
and featured a grand opening ceremony with mariachi music and speeches by
Mayor T. J. Graham, New Mexico Department of Development Director Robert
Hoffman, Chamber of Commerce President F. Frank Adams, and gubernatorial
candidate T. E. “Gene” Lusk.91
For all of its grand-opening fanfare, the reign of the Las Cruces J. C. Penney as New Mexico’s largest and greatest was short lived. Six months after it
opened, J. C. Penney unveiled an even more impressive store in Albuquerque,
expanding its Winrock Center location into a gigantic, full-line “Penney’s” store
with 167,000 square feet of selling space, in addition to a fourteen-bay automotive center.92 In anticipation of Albuquerque’s future growth, J. C. Penney also
enlarged and remodeled its other two Albuquerque stores in downtown and
at Hiland Shopping Center. In November 1966, the company celebrated their
recent expansions and renovations by holding simultaneous grand re-openings
for all three Albuquerque J. C. Penney stores, each featuring the stylish teal and
black “Penney’s” logo across their storefronts.93
Penney was ninety-one years old when the company unveiled these modern New Mexico stores. Although he was unable to return to the state for their
celebrations, he remained very aware of his retail chain’s evolution into what
were undeniably massive, modern department stores: the Winrock J. C. Penney
alone was almost two hundred times larger than the first store he had opened
sixty-four years earlier in Kemmerer, Wyoming. Despite his age, Penney never
completely retired from his company and remained physically and mentally
active for the rest of his life, even regularly reporting for work at the J. C. Penney headquarters in New York City as late as December 1970.94 By the time he
turned ninety-five in September of that year, he was nearly blind in both eyes
and hard of hearing, but still able to write the following thoughts: “As I look
to the future, each day of my life brings me new challenges and a diversity of
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Figure 15. “Now 3 Big New Albuquerque Penney’s Welcome You to a Shopping
Wonderland!” Grand Re-Opening Advertisement for All Three Albuquerque J. C. Penney
Stores, 1966. Throughout 1966 J. C. Penney concurrently expanded and renovated all
three of its Albuquerque locations and held a grand re-opening celebration that November.
Although the full-line conversion of the Winrock store was most significant with a 100,000
square foot addition plus a 14 bay automotive center, the downtown and Hiland stores were
also expanded to 57,000 and 42,000 square feet respectively, and offered new departments
including appliances, electronics, sporting goods, and records. All three stores were
remodeled with the new “Penney’s” logo that was in vogue for the company throughout
the 1960s. Yet even these expanded, modernized stores could not keep pace with a rapidly
changing Albuquerque, and within twenty years, J. C. Penney decided to permanently close
both the downtown and Hiland stores. By 1989 the company even shut down the massive
Winrock location in favor of a new one at Coronado Center (in the former Sanger-Harris
location). J. C. Penney added its last new Albuquerque store in 1994 with the opening of
Cottonwood Mall. Advertisement courtesy Albuquerque (N.Mex.) Journal.
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stimulating activities. Without the coordination of my body, my mind, and my
soul, I could not maintain my strength, spirit, and the zest of happy living. God
willing, I hope to live to reach the century mark. I want the remaining golden
years of my life to be the best and most useful ones of all.”95 On 12 February 1971,
as Penney recovered from hip surgery in a New York City hospital, he quietly
passed away from a heart attack. At the time of Penney’s death, every store that
he had established in New Mexico was still open for business, and each honored
his life by closing on the morning of his funeral.96
In the years following Penney’s death, the company began cultivating a new
public image. A modern Helvetica logo and the advertising slogan, “This is J. C.
Penney,” deliberately attempted to further modernize and move away from the
informal “Penney’s” trade name that had been traditionally used by the company and its longtime shoppers. Marketing increasingly shifted toward J. C.
Penney’s newer suburban shopping-mall stores and away from the iconic downtown locations Penney himself had established in the first half of the twentieth century. As recently as 1974, a J. C. Penney department store still served the
downtowns of seventeen New Mexico communities. Albuquerque’s busy suburban stores at Winrock and Hiland shopping centers complemented the longtime J. C. Penney store downtown, while the full-line store at Loretto Shopping
Center was just a block south of downtown Las Cruces. However, by the latter
half of the 1970s, the development of regional shopping malls near interstate
highways and the pressure of suburban growth away from New Mexico’s central
business districts had already begun transforming J. C. Penney stores and their
respective main streets. In November 1975, J. C. Penney closed its location on
the Plaza in downtown Santa Fe. Gov. Jerry Apodaca officially cut the ribbon for
a newer, larger store in DeVargas Shopping Center, one mile northwest along
Paseo De Peralta.97 Less than a year later, the company abandoned its location
in downtown Hobbs for a new J. C. Penney store on North Turner Street in the
Broadmoor Shopping Center.98
Statewide and nationwide, J. C. Penney’s new mall locations offered shoppers larger stores with greater selection and services, as well as ample free parking, while giving the company higher sales and profits than their downtown
locations could ever provide. Within ten years, J. C. Penney moved its downtown stores in Alamogordo, Carlsbad, Clovis, Farmington, Gallup, and Roswell
to modern indoor malls, and permanently closed its department stores on the
main streets of smaller New Mexico towns such as Clayton, Tucumcari, Portales, and Raton. The closings in these smaller towns did not occur without
emotion since the local J. C. Penney stores had virtually become part of the
communities themselves, having served them and employed residents for more
than fifty years, seventy in the case of Raton. A longtime J. C. Penney shopper
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in Tucumcari expressed her outrage and sorrow by writing a personal letter to
the company’s founder in 1976, unaware that he was no longer alive. “You have
allowed the closing of a J. C. Penney store in our community and it is a sad,
regrettable, unnecessary step,” the woman wrote. “We in Tucumcari feel you
have let us down.”99 In 1985 the J. C. Penney store in downtown Albuquerque
celebrated its seventieth and final Christmas, quietly closing in January 1986.
By the early 1990s, only the Las Vegas, Silver City, and Taos stores remained in
downtown locations, and even Albuquerque’s suburban J. C. Penney stores at
Winrock and Hiland shopping centers vanished in favor of newer locations at
Coronado Center and Cottonwood Mall. In 1996 J. C. Penney’s downtown era
in New Mexico officially ended when the company shut down the Las Vegas
store on the corner of Eighth and Douglas, bringing more than eighty years of
business in northeast New Mexico to a permanent end.100
In the one hundred years since Penney opened his first location in the state,
New Mexico’s population has risen to more than two million people. Albuquerque, for instance, increased from barely eleven thousand residents to a metropolitan population of nearly nine hundred thousand. New Mexico’s consumers
have evolved with the rest of America, with shoppers driven more by low-priced
“wants” and convenience than old-fashioned service and “needs.” Accordingly,
suburban big-box stores like Walmart and Target are thriving as small town
main streets continue to wither. The chain bearing Penney’s name has evolved
with these changes, morphing into ten suburban locations in nine New Mexico
cities. Shoppers now reach them via four lane highways or simply use an app on
their smartphones to shop J. C. Penney online.101 Even Amazon.com, arguably
the next great empire in American retail, is the creation of a New Mexico native,
company founder and CEO Jeff Bezos.
Looking today at the vacant main streets of Clayton, Raton, and Tucumcari, or the chic galleries and trendy shops that now pervade the downtowns of
Santa Fe and Taos, it is difficult to believe that J. C. Penney department stores
ever flourished there. Yet Penney and his stores were very much a part of these
disparate places throughout the twentieth century, serving generations of New
Mexico shoppers in accordance with his Golden Rule convictions. Penney was
undeniably the merchandising genius behind a national department-store chain
in the twentieth century, but he was also a visionary who clearly saw potential
in the Land of Enchantment at a time when many of his competitors could not.
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American Exceptionalism or Atlantic Unity?

kevin jon fernlund

•

Frederick Jackson Turner and the Enduring Problem of
American Historiography

The Problem: Europe and the History of America

I

n 1892 the United States celebrated the four hundredth anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s discovery of lands west of Europe, on the far side of the
Atlantic Ocean. To mark this historic occasion, and to showcase the nation’s
tremendous industrial progress, the city of Chicago hosted the World’s Columbian Exposition. Chicago won the honor after competing with other major U.S.
cities, including New York. Owing to delays, the opening of the exposition was
pushed back to 1893. This grand event was ideally timed to provide the country’s nascent historical profession with the opportunity to demonstrate its value to
the world. The American Historical Association (AHA) was founded only a few
years prior in 1884, and incorporated by the U.S. Congress in 1889. During these
first years, according to William A. Dunning, later president of the AHA (1913),
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it was a “matter of widespread comment in historical circles that there had never
been produced a comprehensive history of the United States” from the European
“Christopher Columbus” to the American “Grover Cleveland.”1 The first great—
and enduring—historiographical problem faced by American historians, including Frederick Jackson Turner, was how to write history that synthesized two
things, Europe and America, which many took to be antithetical to one another,
despite their obviously and profoundly intertwined histories.2
Two years after the AHA’s incorporation, Frederick Jackson Turner (1861–
1932) envisioned a bold purpose and program for history. Turner was one of
the country’s new professional historians; he turned out, also, to be one of its
very best. Turner hailed from Portage, Wisconsin, and had secured a professorship at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Turner’s father, Andrew Jackson Turner, was a newspaperman and a rock-ribbed Republican. The political
views of his son were more complicated. He tended to vote against whichever
party, Democrat or Republican, seemed at the moment to represent the bigger
threat to the country.3 Turner was a PhD in history—one of a small but growing
number of such trained specialists in the country. He took his doctorate in 1890
from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. Johns Hopkins was,
as historian and past AHA president Arthur Link pointed out in 1985, the “first
modern research-oriented university in the United States.”4 The institution was
founded on the nation’s centenary and, six years later in 1882, had produced its
first history PhDs.
The doctorate in philosophy, or PhD, was borrowed from German higher
education. The degree came to include the requirement that the candidate write
and publicly defend a dissertation, a work of original scholarship based on
archival research, supported by a heavy scholarly apparatus—extensive notes
and bibliography. The candidate, then, was not only to demonstrate a mastery
of the relevant scholarship, an expectation dating back to the Middle Ages and
the founding of the first universities, but was also expected, after the European
Enlightenment, to advance knowledge. Higher education should not only prepare civilization for progress—a goal of the Enlightenment—the PhD degree
should also allow one to make and be a part of that progress, a crucial corollary
inspired by the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century. Moreover, the
impact of the PhD in history was twofold. It changed the way knowledge was
produced, certainly. But it also changed how the producers of knowledge were
produced.5 The seminar at Johns Hopkins, for instance, was designed to encourage students to learn not only the methods and techniques for writing history
but to develop new ones as well. Modern historians studied change and studied
ways to make their study of the past more scientific. Content and method, in
other words, were considered equally important.6
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Photograph courtesy Wisconsin
Historical Society, image no. 28393.

Turner’s dissertation, which was directed by Herbert Baxter Adams (who
took his PhD in history from Heidelberg University in Germany in 1876), was
entitled the “Character and Influence of the Indian Trade in Wisconsin: The
Study of the Trading Post as an Institution.” Trained in the European manner,
Turner went on to write a number of brilliant essays, including “The Significance of History,” which was published in 1891 in the Wisconsin Journal of Education. The young professor from America’s Middle West declared: “History . . .
is to be taken in no narrow sense. It is more than past literature, more than past
politics, more than past economics. It is the self-consciousness of humanity—
humanity’s effort to understand itself through the study of its past. Therefore it
is not confined to books; the subject is to be studied, not books simply. History
has a unity and continuity; the present needs the past to explain it; and local history must be read as part of world history.”7 The clarity of Turner’s conception
of history was ahead of his time. What is even more remarkable is that much
of Turner’s subsequent scholarship met these high standards—but not at first.
Although Turner proved capable of articulating a cosmopolitan vision of history, he was also deeply shaped by his own times and by a strong provincial
reaction to the work and ideas of his contemporaries, above all to Herbert Baxter Adams’s germ theory and institutional approach, Achille Loria’s landed theory of profit and economic determinism, and to Hermann Eduard von Holst’s
monocausality. Turner’s most famous essay, “The Significance of the Frontier in
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American History,” the timing of which was prompted by the 1892 Columbus
anniversary, was a reaction—and a largely negative reaction at that—to Adams
and especially Von Holst as much as it was a proactive summon to the new
profession he aspired to lead. The First World War (1914–1918) and President
Woodrow Wilson’s world leadership and internationalism, however, elicited in
Turner a very different response in which he returned to his original principles.
His sectional thesis was not a transition from frontier to region, to the blind
alleys of American southern or western history. On the contrary, Turner’s sectionalism was a framework for writing an international history in which the
“unity and continuity” of Europe and the United States could be explored; in
which “local history” could indeed be read as part of “world history.”
The Institutionalism of Herbert Baxter Adams: Germs and Great Men
According to Adams, American history grew directly, like a plant from a seed,
out of European history. This idea contained the possibility of Turner’s “unity
and continuity.” In his The Germanic Origin of New England Towns (1882),
Adams wrote: “The town and village life of New England is as truly the reproduction of Old English types as those again are reproductions of the village
community system of the ancient Germans.” Moreover, Adams looked to Germany’s ancient forests, the Oldenwald and Black Forest, for the origin of American liberty and democracy. According to his research:
In such forests liberty was nurtured. Here dwelt the people Rome never
could conquer. In these wild retreats the ancient Teutons met in council upon tribal matters of war and peace. Upon forest hill-tops they worshipped Wodan . . . in forest valleys they talked over, in village-moot, the
lowly affairs of husbandry and the management of their common fields.
Here were planted the seeds of Parliamentary Self-Government, of Commons and Congresses. Here lay the germs of religious reformations and
of popular revolutions, the ideas which have formed Germany and Holland, England and New England, the United States in the broadest sense
of that old German institution.8
Adams rejected the notion that these ideas could have been the product of the
American environment, citing the discredited biological theory of spontaneous
generation. Adams declared, “It is just as improbable that free local institutions
should spring up without a germ along American shores as that English wheat
should have grown here without planting.”9 To Adams, institutions were the key
to writing a theoretical and disciplined history, for they served as a category of
analysis that could be identified, defined, and traced back to antiquity as well as
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across space. Incidentally, Frederic Seebohm, a contemporary English economic
historian, agreed, but differed on the germ. In The English Village Community,
which was published in 1883, a year after Adams’s essay had appeared, Seebohm
convincingly argued the roots of this institution were not in the German mark
but in the Roman villa, which called into question the Teutonist belief that a
community of free men had preceded the English manor of lord and serf.10
In the excitement of the Columbian quadricentennial, Adams turned from
institutional history to biography—from germs to great men. He and Henry
Wood, also of Johns Hopkins, collaborated on the article, “Columbus and His
Discovery of America.” Connecting Columbus to Chicago, the professors wrote:
“Columbus went to Portugal in 1472, at the age of 25. He went as young men now
go to Chicago and the west. Lisbon was a city of enterprise and bold endeavor.”11
They fully acknowledged the controversies surrounding Columbus since he had
been brought back to Spain in chains. Adams and Wood duly addressed the
charges of cruelty, piracy, and sea-roving; that the admiral was supposedly little
more than a glorified kidnapper and slave-trader. And, above all, that Columbus had blundered in his main objective: finding Cipango (Japan) or a route
thereto.12
The case against Columbus would be relitigated in 1992 on the occasion of
the five hundredth anniversary of Columbus’s discovery of America. In fact, the
damning documents, and much else besides, were at that time being collected
in an extensive, thirteen volume, 5,343-page compendium, called the Repertorium Columbianum, which took eighteen years to edit, from 1986 to 2004,
and was sponsored by the Medieval and Renaissance Center at the University
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). With the publication of the final volume,
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Christopher Columbus, 1840. Marble
sculpture by John Gott; courtesy St.
Louis Mercantile Library, University of
Missouri–St. Louis.

the general editor and UCLA history professor, Geoffrey Symcox, issued a warning to prospective readers. Symcox reconfirmed that the man who emerged
from this vast sea of documents was indeed an extraordinary mariner, a point
long assumed and one ably demonstrated by the Harvard historian and rear
admiral in the U.S. Naval Reserve, Samuel Eliot Morison.13 Otherwise, he is “not
your grandfather’s Columbus.” According to Symcox: “The fact that Columbus
brought slavery, enormous exploitation or devastating diseases to the Americas used to be seen as a minor detail—if it was recognized at all—in light of his
role as the great bringer of white man’s civilization to the benighted idolatrous
American continent. But to historians today this information is very important. It changes our whole view of the enterprise.”14 Adams and Wood, who were,
after all, essentially institutionalists, did not think to hold Columbus personally
responsible for the spread of diseases, such as smallpox, from the Old World to
the New; or the other way around, as was likely the case with syphilis.
The germ theory of disease was coincident with the germ theory of history (Louis Pasteur’s famous fermentation experiments were conducted in the
1860s). But this former theory was only beginning to explain the spread of disease in history. In fact, it was in 1894, one year after Turner delivered his paper
in Chicago, that the Swiss bacteriologist Alexander Yersin discovered the bacillus of the Bubonic Plague.15 Moreover, the historiographical shift in treating
microbes as agents of history, no less than humans, did not occur until the 1970s
with the publication of Alfred Crosby’s The Columbian Exchange: Biological and
Cultural Consequences of 1492 (1972) and William McNeill’s Plagues and Peoples (1976). On the one hand, Adams and Wood fully acknowledged Columbus’s
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trade in slaves, although they asked, “Are we men of the nineteenth century so
far removed from the [Webster-Ashburton Treaty] in 1842[,] which stopped the
slave trade[,] that we can talk reproachfully of it in the fifteenth century?”16
What impressed them were not Columbus’s faults, failures, and lethal legacies, but his leadership qualities—including courage and purpose—his achievements, and, especially, the admiral’s importance in American history, which
they saw in epochal terms: “The passage of Christopher Columbus across the
western sea, bearing the weight of Christendom and European civilization,
opened the way for the greatest migration in history, for the steady march of
enlightened nations toward civil and religious liberty.”17 Although Adams had
dwelled earlier on America’s Germanic roots, in this instance he and Wood
focused on the nation’s classical Greek heritage, which, through the agency of
Columbus, was delivered to the New World. They lectured: “Greek history foreshadowed the history of Europe, which is simply a greater Hellas, as America is
an imperial and transatlantic Magna Graecia. Nothing of Greece doth fade but
suffers a sea-change into something rich and strange. All our modern discoveries, colonization, politics, art, education, civilization, Christendom, the Oikoumené, the great globe itself, are simply Greek ideas enlarged by historic processes
of development.”18 The professors regarded their own civilization as good, capable of correction, and, indeed, ever improving, as the Webster-Ashburton Treaty
clearly demonstrated. The transit of that civilization to the Americas was a seminal event. In their graph of human progress, the line connecting the dots between
1492 and 1892, curved sharply upward.
In Chicago on the evening of 12 July 1893, Turner read his own Columbianinspired paper at the AHA’s ninth annual meeting and, in so doing, qualified
Adams’s germ theory. The AHA that year was part of the Auxiliary Congress of
the Columbian Exposition. The AHA met in Chicago’s new Art Institute, which
was built in the classical Beaux-Arts style by the Boston architectural firm Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge and located at Michigan Avenue and Adams Street
on the lakefront south of the Chicago River. “The Significance of the Frontier
in American History,” which was published later that same year in the Proceedings of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, became one of the most influential essays in the field of American history.19 In it, the young historian laid out
his famous frontier thesis. It should be noted that in several important respects,
Turner was in full agreement with his mentor, Adams, on the historical significance of the Genoese mariner. In that stone temple of European architectural
splendor, Turner told his audience:
Since the days when the fleet of Columbus sailed into the waters of the
New World, America has been another name for opportunity, and the
people of the United States have taken their tone from the incessant
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Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois, 1900. Photograph courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and
Photographs Digital Collection, digital image no. det-4a07938.

expansion which has not only been open but has even been forced upon
them. He would be a rash prophet who should assert that the expansive
character of American life has now entirely ceased. Movement has been
its dominant fact, and, unless this training has no effect upon a people,
the American energy will continually demand a wider field for its exercise. But never again will such gifts of free land offer themselves.20
To Turner, Columbus was a marker or symbol of a social force. To Adams,
Columbus was a hero, a great man. He overcame the “organized forces of society, church, state, and university,” all of which had been arrayed against him.21
But despite the opposition of prelate, courtier, and learned doctor, Columbus
still succeeded in discovering a new world. And the significance of this heroic
achievement was seen in the example he set for posterity. Adams and Wood
wrote: “In the fields of science and religion, in art and letters, in civil and social
reform, in the improvement of great peoples and in the elevation of mankind,
there are still new worlds of discovery and conquest. The heavens above and the
earth beneath and even the depths of the great sea are full of fresh materials for
observation and research. . . . As Aeneas said to his companions, ‘It is not too
late to seek another world.’”22
Reflecting on four hundred years of American history, Turner and Adams
emphasized different things. Adams saw Columbus as a symbolic bridge between
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World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Illinois, 1893. Photograph courtesy Library of
Congress, Prints and Photographs Digital Collection, digital image no. ppmsca-31678.

Europe and America and as a worthy example for Western humanity to follow; Adams thus emphasized continuity as well as culture. Turner, on the other
hand, viewed Columbus as a figure representing America’s break from Europe
and who marked the beginning of a defining chapter in American history—one
now concluded. Columbus and those men who followed him took advantage of
America’s “free gifts.” So for Turner, this story was one of far-reaching change
in which the environment, a set of factors external to the culture of Americans, figured large. These differences appeared sharply in how each man viewed
the ancient Greeks in their essays commemorating Columbus. Where Adams
turned to the Greek philosophers and their ideas, Turner turned to the Greek
pioneers and their experience (throughout his career, Turner always judged historical actors by what they did rather than by what they thought; his was a history of doing, of action). This is the peroration of Turner’s essay on the frontier:
“What the Mediterranean Sea was to the Greeks, breaking the bond of custom,
offering new experiences, calling out new institutions and activities, that, and
more, the ever retreating frontier has been to the United States directly, and to
the nations of Europe more remotely. And now, four centuries from the discovery of America, at the end of a hundred years of life under the Constitution,
the frontier has gone, and with its going has closed the first period of American
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history.”23 One of Turner’s biographers, Ray Allen Billington, rightly called the
Chicago paper nothing less than a “declaration of independence for American
historiography.”24
Achille Loria: The Specter of Capitalism Is Haunting the Greater West
Turner and Adams both believed Columbus ushered in a new era of opportunity. But whereas Adams looked forward to a future bright with the possibilities
of new knowledge, of the discoveries of new worlds, of progress, Turner offered
a decidedly more pessimistic view of what lay ahead. His frontier was not a metaphor but a real, moving line; a line whose westward advance was traceable on
a map. And, as of 1890, according to Robert Percival Porter, the superintendent
of the U.S. census, the frontier phase of American history was over. Turner used
the term frontier in its demographic sense, an area with a population density of
less than two people per square mile; but when he spoke of the frontier as “free
land,” he did so as an economist. He borrowed the concept of free land from
Achille Loria’s landed theory of profit. Loria was an Italian political economist
at the University of Siena who studied American history as a way to understand
Europe’s better. In Loria’s assessment,
So long as there is free land which can be cultivated without capital,
profit is impossible; for there is no laborer who will work at the will of
the capitalist while he can establish himself on his own account upon
land without value, . . . If in this economic phase capital desires to gain a
profit at whatever cost, it can do so only by reducing the laborer to slavery, suppressing by means of violence and chains the free land to which
labor owes its strength and liberty. . . . Profit, then, is only the corollary
of the lack of free land, which takes away from the laborer all option and
establishes economic servitude.25
Loria’s economic determinism, which had the virtue of explaining the history of
America’s southern and western frontiers, assumed that America’s present stage of
economic development offered insight into Europe’s lost past. In Turner’s words,
Loria has: “urged the study of [America’s] colonial life as an aid in understanding
the stages of European development, affirming that colonial settlement is for economic science what the mountain is for geology, bringing to light primitive stratifications. ‘America,’ he says, ‘has the key to the historical enigma which Europe
has sought for centuries in vain, and the land which has no history reveals luminously the course of universal history.’ There is much truth in this.”26
Historians of American history and anthropologists of indigenous America
both thought the Americas would eventually furnish the Rosetta Stones that
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would help decipher the hieroglyphics of mankind’s past. America deserved to
be studied because it possessed universal significance. From this perspective,
the frontier was a stage of development in universal history, not a colorful and
passing phase unique to American history.
Loria’s ideas influenced many American scholars, including Turner’s contemporary, Lindley Miller Keasbey.27 Keasbey took his PhD at Columbia University in
1890, and later translated into English Loria’s The Economic Foundations of Society (1899). In 1905 Keasbey left Bryn Mawr in Pennsylvania for the University
of Texas where he would meet Walter Prescott Webb, a student who would later
author, The Great Plains (1931). Keasbey’s turn to activism eventually cost him his
university job. In the meantime, he taught his students the human past should
be read the same way a geologist reads the earth’s history, vertically, one layer of
rock at a time. Keasbey’s stratigraphy, which he taught to Webb, consisted of layers
of geology, flora and fauna, prehistoric and historic cultures, formal institutions
as well as popular attitudes.28 Webb became the father of western regional history, although after the Second World War he, like Turner before him, eventually
adopted a much broader and more cosmopolitan view of the past, as evidenced in
the publication of his book, The Great Frontier (1951). Of note, world historian
Arnold J. Toynbee introduced the book’s re-publication in 1964.29
Following Loria’s ideas to their logical conclusion, Turner feared the economic dislocations and class struggles that had so troubled Europe would
eventually come to America. This specter would come first to the older, more
economically developed eastern region of the country, and later to the newer,
less advanced, western part. In fact, when Turner read his paper in Chicago,
the Panic of 1893 had already started two months prior in May, triggered by the
bankruptcy of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad. Following the enormous
economic expansion of the 1880s, the United States was entering the worst contraction in its history. When Turner said that the impending crisis could be
postponed, if a “wider field” were found to exercise “American energy,” he was
speaking to the nation’s growing sense of urgency.
One may speculate about what Turner meant by a “wider field.” His “The Significance of the Frontier in American History” seemed to complement perfectly
Alfred Thayer Mahan’s widely regarded book on the “influence of sea power
upon history,” which was published in 1890. In a piece written that same year
for the Atlantic Monthly, Captain Mahan, who served as the second president
of the Naval War College (founded six years before in Newport, Rhode Island),
prophesized: “Whether they will or no, Americans must now begin to look
outward. . . . The tendency will be maintained and increased by the growth of
the European colonies in the Pacific, by the advancing civilization of Japan, and
by the rapid peopling of our Pacific States with men who have all the aggressive
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spirit of the advanced line of national progress. Nowhere does a vigorous foreign policy find more favor than among the people west of the Rocky Mountains.”30 When the future U.S. president Theodore Roosevelt spoke of America’s
wider field of action, there was no question he, like Mahan, was talking about
the world. A mutual friend of Mahan and Turner, Roosevelt loved clipper ships
and covered wagons in equal measure. He believed that if Americans were to be
a “really great people,” they must “strive in good faith to play a great part in the
world.” And, like Turner, Roosevelt’s histories were ones of action, of doing, not
of rumination.31
Darwinism Goes West
If Turner differed with Adams over the relative importance of environment and
culture, he was in complete agreement with his Johns Hopkins professor on the
organic, evolutionary nature of social change. But Turner only agreed up to a
point: America’s Atlantic edge. The biology of Charles Darwin, the great English
naturalist, had cast a long shadow over history and the social sciences. James Ford
Rhodes, an industrialist and later historian (as well as president of the AHA in
1899), wrote that the publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species in 1859 marked
the dividing line between the old history and the new scientific history. Even so,
Rhodes observed that Herodotus, Thucydides, and Gibbon were still regarded
in Europe and the United States as the greatest historians.32 Rhodes explained
Darwin’s enormous influence on Clio’s profession: “Evolution, heredity, environment, have become household words, and their application to history has
influenced everyone who has had to trace the development of a people, the
growth of an institution, or the establishment of a cause. Other scientific theories and methods have affected physical science as potently, but no one has
entered so vitally into the study of man.”33 Turner’s frontier hypothesis was a
case in point. The Wisconsin professor had fully embraced a social-evolutionary
approach. He orated in Chicago:
The United States lies like a huge page in the history of society. Line
by line as we read this continental page from West to East we find the
record of social evolution. It begins with the Indian and the hunter; it
goes on to tell of the disintegration of savagery by the entrance of the
trader, the pathfinder of civilization; we read the annals of the pastoral
stage in ranch life; the exploitation of the soil by the raising of unrotated
crops of corn and wheat in sparsely settled farming communities; the
intensive culture of the denser farm settlement; and finally the manufacturing organization with city and factory system.34
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The idea that society was an evolving organism was not new, of course.
The idea dated back to the eighteenth century.35 In the highly influential work,
Ancient Society (1877), the American lawyer, businessman, and anthropologist
Lewis Henry Morgan proposed three stages of cultural evolution: 1) savagery;
2) barbarism; and 3) civilization.36 Turner explicitly elaborated on the evolutionary scheme set forth in Loria’s Analisi della Proprieta Capitalisa (1889).37 The
president of Brown University, Elisha Andrews, reviewed Loria’s book for the
December 1890 issue of the Political Science Quarterly. Italy, Andrews declared,
has produced some of the “best economic literature,” and Loria’s book, which
was part historical and part theoretical, was a “masterpiece.” In short, it was
the crème de la crème. Andrews said the book reminded him “in many ways of
Marx’s Kapital,” as it provided a history of “profits” based on three stages of economic development: 1) slavery; 2) serfdom; and 3) wages.38 Marx and Loria did
share a similar historical framework, but it was Loria’s theory of landed profits
that provided Turner a way to explain the absence of class conflict in American
history, and European historians the missing link in their own economic history. However, unless the U.S. economy could continue to grow, Turner darkly
implied in Chicago, America’s future would come to resemble Europe’s conflicted and war-torn past.
For Turner, then, the United States was the product of two combining forces—
one environmental, the other social-evolutionary. And Turner’s frontier was the
point where these forces intersected to produce a powerful nationalizing force.
In fact, as the United States moved westward, this social evolution repeated itself
with the opening of each new frontier. Significantly, according to Turner, America’s social evolution was separate from, if comparable to, Europe’s. Indeed, it
appeared to be entirely self-contained and compartmentalized within the political boundaries of the U.S. nation-state. It was cartographic as much as it was
cultural. America may or may not be exceptional, but Turner’s interpretation
of American history certainly was. In 1893, moreover, Turner’s environmentalism was continent-wide, limited to no particular frontier, region, or niche. He
wrote:
Civilization in America has followed the arteries made by geology, pouring an ever richer tide through them, until at last the slender paths of
aboriginal intercourse have been broadened and interwoven into the
complex mazes of modern commercial lines; the wilderness has been
interpenetrated by lines of civilization growing ever more numerous. It
is like the steady growth of a complex nervous system for the originally
simple, inert continent. If one would understand why we are to-day one
nation, rather than a collection of isolated states, he must study this
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economic and social consolidation of the country. In this progress from
savage conditions lie topics for the evolutionist.39
Turner’s frontier, it should be added, was unqualifiedly ordinary. The historian William A. Dunning of Columbia University captured this distinctive
aspect of frontier history. In an essay for the AHA on the first generation of
American historiography, Dunning observed:
The history of pioneering from the Appalachians to the Pacific, and
its part in building up the nation, could have never been thought of or
wrought out by anyone who saw history as primarily the achievements of
great men, engaged in the grand manner, in sublime episodes, of political and military strife. The westward expansion of the American people
consisted in the achievements of average men, dominated for the most
part by commonplace motives, doing ordinary every-day duties, with
merely primitive instruments.40
In Turner’s stage theory of evolution, ordinary men and their everyday activities, rather than “Great Men” and their mighty deeds, were the center of the
story. It was a history of humankind, not the individual, and its adaptation to
a new continent. Turner’s history, in short, was a social, democratic, and environmental history. The American West was won, as he would put it, by a homegrown, popular power.
The other side of Turner’s environmentalism, which was unabashedly
nationalistic, was that it was free of the racial bias or Anglo Saxonism characteristic of so many of his colleagues, for example, his mentor, Adams, and philosopher and historian John Fiske, the “high priest of American evolution.”41
Fiske lived in Cambridge, Massachusetts, but lectured at Washington University
in St. Louis, Missouri. Like Adams, Fiske saw a racial unity going back through
time from the peoples of New England to their English forebears, and then from
these English forebears to their Anglo Saxon forebears, and, again, from these
Anglo Saxon forebears to their Germanic forebears. From this genetic perspective, Dunning wryly noted, a sensible periodization of colonial America might
commence in “476 A.D.,” with the fall of the Roman Empire, and end in 1776
A.D., 1,300 years later, with America’s Declaration of Independence from British rule.42 The common denominators of this Anglo Saxonism were race and an
enduring passion for liberty.
Turner’s family was English, and he could trace his own ancestors back to
their arrival in Scituate, Massachusetts, in 1624. But Turner was impressed far
more by America’s “composite nationality,” than by succeeding generations of
German germs. From “early colonial times,” Turner wrote, immigrants were
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“Americanized” in the “crucible of the frontier.” In this process, they were
“liberated, and fused into a mixed race.” This new type was “English in neither nationality nor characteristics.”43 The frontier experience, after all, is what
turned Europeans into Americans. When Turner spoke of race, he seemed to
mean really “culture,” a pattern of collective behavior that could be defined and
measured. Turner thought in terms of cultures, nationalities, and types defined
by actions, or outward behavior that could be described and measured, typical
of that group or that stage of development rather than in the more subjective
terms of group or individual identity. For instance, he famously contrasted “savagery” with “civilization.” When he refers elsewhere to the “race question,” he
explains, “It is plain that if the English constitution were put into French hands
it would operate differently. Race affects politics.”44 Interestingly, the idea that
the frontier was a broad Americanizing force, or crucible, stood at direct odds
with that of ethno-cultural persistence, but the latter idea would prove central
to Turner’s subsequent theory of sectionalism.
The Hegelianism of Hermann Eduard von Holst
In Chicago, Turner complained that “too exclusive attention has been paid by
institutional students to Germanic origins, too little to the American factors.”45
But Turner was no less critical of historians who, like Hermann Eduard von
Holst, made the U.S. slavery struggle so “exclusive an object of attention.” However, unlike Adams, Turner criticized Von Holst by name, as he did James Ford
Rhodes. Von Holst received his PhD at Heidelberg University, as had Herbert
Baxter Adams and, like Adams, he was a confirmed, if selective, institutionalist.
Von Holst’s exclusive concern was America’s peculiar institution—slavery. The
first volume of Von Holst’s massive eight-volume work, The Constitutional and
Political History of the United States, appeared in 1876 (the last one was published
in 1892), and this work vaulted him to the top of his profession as a German
Alexis de Tocqueville.46 Daniel Coit Gilman, the president of Johns Hopkins
University, offered Von Holst a professorship, not once but twice, in 1879 and
1880, as did Clark University, but Von Holst declined. The eminent professor
did finally leave his academic post at the University of Freiburg in 1892, when he
accepted an offer from Pres. William Rainey Harper to become the chair of the
History Department at the newly founded University of Chicago, where classes
began in October 1892.47 If Von Holst could not be brought to Johns Hopkins
in person, he was on campus nevertheless in spirit. Von Holst’s portrait, along
with those of the Englishmen Edward A. Freeman and Lord Bryce as well as the
American George Bancroft, hung on the third floor of the university library,
where Adams held his history seminar, which Turner attended as a doctoral
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student.48 From this wall of honor and historiography, the Freiburg professor
stared down at the student Turner.
In 1936 the Princeton historian and presidential consultant, Eric F. Goldman (who took his PhD in history at Johns Hopkins at the age of twenty-two),
called Von Holst the “Plumed Knight of American Historiography,” for his
moral advocacy and crusading zeal. Goldman also noted that Von Holst was
a prodigious researcher and a “pioneer in tapping the wealth of congressional
records.”49 Von Holst was indeed a methodological innovator. He was also a
Hegelian, an absolute idealist, referring in his history to the “Times-Spirit” (or
Zeitgeist). He believed the Civil War was an “irrepressible conflict” between the
North and the South because the United States was founded on a powerful contradiction of ideas—freedom and slavery. In 1883, on a visit to Oberlin College
in northern Ohio, he lectured that this political controversy could only have
been solved “by the sword.”50 He added, “What I have but studied in dusty documents is with many of you a chapter of your own life, of which no line can ever
be obliterated from memory, because it has been written in your hearts with
blood and with tears.”51
To Von Holst, history was philosophy; it was Ideengeschichte.52 For instance,
in the fourth volume of the Constitutional History, which dealt with the Compromise of 1850 and the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, he wrote: “Can the south, relying
upon laws which it has had passed by an artificial and forced interpretation of
the constitution and with the help of a subservient minority of northern politicians, bid defiance in the long run, to the moral consciousness of the majority of
the people backed by the moral consciousness of the leading civilized nations,
that is to the Times-Spirit?”53 It is very hard to argue with the Times-Spirit. In
the 1870s and 1880s, no one really tried. Looking back at this period in 1917,
Dunning observed: “Von Holst’s conclusions, especially his vivid portrayal of
the raw head and bloody bones of a slavocracy that served as his diabolus ex
machina, made a strong appeal to influential northern sentiment, and his translated work had a vogue that entitles it to a place in American historiography.”54
Dunning’s reaction to Von Holst’s “violent prejudices,” incidentally, takes on
additional historiographical interest given that a later generation of scholars
would criticize Dunning’s own work on Southern Reconstruction for its biases
and racial prejudice, namely, for its assumption of African American incapacity.
Indeed, historians of the “Dunning school” came to be regarded as sophisticated
apologists for racial segregation. But it needs to be added, as historiographer
John Higham observed, “Dunning held no brief for the lawless tactics of southern whites in regaining power.” It was Dunning’s “Olympian aloofness,” his lack
of obvious northern bias, so marked in Von Holst, which attracted southerners
to “flock” to him at Columbia University.55
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In 1876 with the appearance of Von Holst’s first volume of The Constitutional
History, worthies no less than Henry Adams and Henry Cabot Lodge offered
their considerable opinion of it in the North American Review: “Such a work
was greatly needed, and it is mortifying to be obliged to confess that we know
of no American who could have done it equally well. . . . This book deserves to
be and will doubtless become the recognized handbook for all serious students
of American history.”56 Two years later, Herbert Baxter Adams noted in a letter to Von Holst that his work was recognized among scholars to be the “most
critical,” but also the “most impartial” and “thoroughly scientific” of its kind.57
Goldman noted that Von Holst’s “slavocentric” history was “widely accepted as
objective,” a fact that “merely indicates the extent to which the framework of his
mind resembled that of his contemporaries.”58
In 1892 the star of this German giant began to dim at the very same time Von
Holst completed his magnum opus and moved to the United States to assume
his position at the University of Chicago. Two years prior in a long review for
the Political Science Quarterly, Von Holst’s former doctoral student, Alfred
Bushnell Hart, wrote a careful, evenhanded review of the sixth volume of Von
Holst’s Constitutional History, which had just appeared. In the end, Hart, who
taught at Harvard and became president of the AHA in 1909 and president of
the American Political Science Association in 1912, frankly acknowledged that
Von Holst exercised a “strong bias: he thinks slavery wrong and sympathizes
with its opponents; he exults not only in the triumphs of the champions of freedom, but also over the mistakes and errors of the friends of slavery.” If this were
an explicitly morality-driven, judgment-laden history, Hart concluded, in the
end, this volume should nevertheless make “Americans more proud of a nation
which has had the moral force to free itself of an immoral institution.”59
Unlike Hart, Turner felt no restraint of a former relationship and wrote a
blistering review, which he wisely did not publish, of Von Holst’s The Constitutional History, noting at one point that the historical record, properly packed
with relevant statistics, actually shows “physics” prevails over “metaphysics”—
that history prevails over Hegel.60 Basically, Turner accused Von Holst of writing American history precisely backward. The animosity Turner held for Von
Holst was not based on some personal or professional clash between the two
men. Turner’s antagonism toward Von Holst was entirely a disagreement over
ideas. But Turner’s feelings were intense, nonetheless, and even bordered on
contempt. Turner referred to Von Holst’s “acrid pen,” his “oratorical and dogmatic temperament,” his numerous “failures” and “errors” (he made lists of
them), and his tone. For the architect of perhaps the best case for American
exceptionalism, one can well imagine Turner’s reaction to Von Holst’s cutting criticism: “Americans frequently fall into dangerous error, and flatter
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themselves, that heaven governs them by laws altogether peculiar to themselves and their country.”61
In one draft, Turner made a very unusual ad hominem attack: “The natural
critical bent of [Von Holst’s] mind has perhaps been emphasized by the fact that
he has long been a sufferer from chronic indigestion.” Turner thought better
of submitting this article for publication. But Turner’s most damning and substantive criticism was that Von Holst “assumes a national sovereignty from the
beginning” of his history. Turner wrote that, to Von Holst, “American history is
primarily the struggle of the slavery interest allied with State Sovereignty against
the Nation.” Turner continued: the question of “State Sovereignty,” according
to Von Holst, “was settled by the Constitution of 1787.” Moreover, Turner contended that Von Holst believed the “evidences of particularism were therefore
to be chastised as indications of the perversity and lack of logic of American
statesmen who were absurdly inconsistent in not accepting their own work.”62
In 1886, Albion W. Small (from whom Turner took a sociology course at
Johns Hopkins) wrote a sharply critical review of Von Holst’s Constitutional
History for the Baptist Quarterly Review. In a note to himself, Turner intended
to quote this passage from Small’s review:
When the issue between state-sovereignty and nationality shall have
been investigated by the generation to which the controversy is not politics, but history, the view to which von Holst is a pervert will be repudiated as emptying our national experience of its profoundest meaning. If
according to this myth, American nationality sprung full-grown into life,
the century whose politics von Holst professes to interpret was a period
of disgraceful retrogression. If our unity was a kind of political immaculate conception, then indeed we plunged from purity into a national
debauch that lasted nine decades.63
Turner could not have been more in agreement. The colonies, Turner explained,
by declaring independence: “destroyed the only organization that served as an
effective central authority. In the revolution and the confederation state sovereignty was triumphant and was guarded as the very palladium of individual
liberty. . . . The states were conceived as sovereign in respect to all powers not
delegated, the nation sovereign in respect to limited powers assigned to it.”64
Von Holst, in other words, had wrongly inverted the relationship between
the states and the nation. From the view in Madison, Wisconsin, American
history was essentially the story of how power between the states and Washington shifted from the former to the latter. Turner used an organic metaphor
to describe this change over time, which could have come right from the pen
of Herbert Baxter Adams: “National sentiment and power was a plant of slow
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growth.”65 This point was at direct odds with Von Holst’s notion of American
history, which dictated the Constitution to the Civil War was a story of decline
and irrepressible conflict.66 Moreover, Von Holst entirely missed the significance of the intermediate period—he derided it as the “Reign of Jackson”—a
time, he believed, when a cynical politician gained the support of the masses
by exploiting the Constitution’s latent theory of popular sovereignty. The son
of Andrew Jackson Turner strongly disagreed with this view of history. The
rise of the common man during the Jacksonian period was, according to
Frederick Jackson Turner, the result of the expansion of settlement into the
free lands of the West.67 The western states, in short, expanded the franchise to
attract new settlers. The spread of universal manhood suffrage on the frontier
forced the older states, in turn, to liberalize their own election laws. The westward movement, therefore, promoted democracy and, Turner added, affected
the slavery question. On this point he quoted his friend, and future U.S. president, Woodrow Wilson. “The question was not,” Wilson said, an “issue of morals simply, made up between the New England conscience and the South. It was
a question made up, in fact, between the South and the West. It was men whom
Lincoln represented, and not the anti-slavery societies, that pushed the question to a settlement. The New England conscience would have worked in vacuo
if there had been no territories and no intense and expanding western life.”68
It is well worth remembering here that the first volume of Von Holst’s Constitutional History appeared after 1871, following the wars of Abraham Lincoln
to preserve the Union and of Otto von Bismarck to unite the German Reich.
The triumph of unitary sovereignty in Germany was the historical standard by
which Von Holst evaluated and, as Turner showed, misapprehended America’s
national experiment.69
Turner’s nationalism was the lens through which he examined history and
this perspective gave his frontier hypothesis much of its power. His reactions
to Adams and to Von Holst sharpened his arguments so much that it is all but
impossible to read Turner and not to see a forceful and intelligent repudiation
of their views on every page of his frontier essay. Historiography often operates
like physics: for every action there is an opposite and equal reaction. In the case
of Adams, Turner’s reaction was selective. On the one hand, Turner agreed with
Adams’s essentially progressive interpretation of history. On the other hand,
he stressed American factors over European origins. As he put it: “[American
democracy] offers few warnings and few examples to European democracy
for it was born from conditions that can never be possible to Europe. It was
a democracy that came not from the political theorist’s dreams of the primitive German forest. It came stark and strong and full of life from the American
forest.”70 Turner’s response to Von Holst, however, was unsparing and total. He
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countered Von Holst’s dialectical idealism with a cultural or social evolution
in which institutions became more complex over time. After compiling a long
list of Von Holst’s failures, Turner let loose this charge: “These misapprehensions and omissions vitiated his whole conception of democracy, for they show
it was the product of the existence of free land, and that it grew as the country
marched toward the west. The rise of this democracy was no lapse of the people from aristocratic virtue to be scolded at. It was the rise of the people to economic and consequently to political power and self-consciousness.”71
It is hard to overestimate the impact of Von Holst’s scholarship on American historiography. The German’s direct influence on Turner is alone evidence
enough. But one could go much further and argue that the frontier school of western history and the Dunning school of southern history, for that matter, both owe
their origins in no small degree to a reaction to Von Holst’s U.S. history, with its
strong northern bias. In an essay on the U.S. presidency for Scribner’s Magazine,
James Ford Rhodes commented that the antislavery view of history, which Von
Holst did so much to champion, accounts for why Thomas Jefferson was celebrated for the Louisiana Purchase, which expanded freedom, but John Tyler and
James K. Polk receive little or no praise from historians for acquiring the domains
of California, New Mexico, or Texas, since the Mexican War extended slavery.
Additionally, “it seems hardly probable,” Rhodes predicted in 1903, on the centennial of the Louisiana Purchase, “that this sentiment will be changed in any time
that we can forecast.”72 Rhodes was right about Tyler and Polk but wrong about
Jefferson. The anti-triumphalists have all but replaced the triumphalists so that
few historians today find much about the Louisiana Purchase to celebrate, basically seeing it as an episode—perhaps only slightly less sordid than others—of
American imperialism. In his book, Habits of Empire: A History of American
Expansion (2008), past Western History Association (WHA) president Walter
Nugent dismissed Jefferson’s country-building, continent-changing diplomacy
with the remark: “Blind luck played a greater role in the Louisiana Purchase
than in any other major acquisition.”73
Turner, however, subordinated Von Holst’s antislavery views to western
expansion. This process, Turner maintained, was significant for two reasons:
1) it gave birth to a unique American democracy; and 2) it produced sectional
tensions and eventually a war over the extension of slavery into the territories.
Turner’s second point was absolutely fundamental: the frontier was crucial to
undoing slavery where it existed. The Great West, in other words, saved the
Atlantic coast. Ten years after Turner gave his address in Chicago, Rhodes saw
the matter this way: “There is an undoubted tendency in the younger historical
students to look upon the expansion of the country as the important consideration, and the slavery question as incidental.”74 On this major trend, Rhodes
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shared with his readers that Von Holst “thought this changing historical sentiment entirely natural, but he felt sure that in the end men would come around
to the antislavery view, of which he was so powerful an advocate.”75
In 1904, a year after Rhodes’s recollection appeared in print, Von Holst died
after a long illness. In the long term, Von Holst appears to have been right. The
connection Turner made between slavery, westward expansion, rising sectional
tensions, and the Civil War is considered a basic insight into American history. But since the modern civil rights movements of the 1960s, historians have
become increasingly focused on the struggle for freedom, in particular racial
freedom, in American history. Since the 1980s, the study of this struggle has
been extended to western history. This is how past WHA president Elliott West
describes this historiographical reset: the New Western historian tries to shift
the “discussion of race and racism into the West, which needed the attention,
and away from the South, which had hogged it for so long.”76
However, in the short term Von Holst could not have been more wrong.
From 1893 to 1945, the frontier school dominated the writing of American history. Instead of an American history that synthesized European and American
history, which was glimpsed by the founders of the AHA, Turner’s nationalistic,
frontier-centered history diverted the profession from this original and important historiographical project. The result was an American history disconnected
from Europe or, for that matter, from anything else. It was a history that apparently came into being ex nihilo and existed in vacuo.
This was the conclusion the “Committee of Seven” reached in its report, “The
Study of History in Schools” in 1898. The committee was appointed by the AHA
and chaired by Andrew C. McLaughlin of the University of Michigan. The other
members were Herbert Baxter Adams, George L. Fox, Albert Bushnell Hart,
Charles Homer Haskins, Henry Morse Stephens, and Lucy Maynard Salmon.
The members studied how history was taught in the United States and Canada
as well as in Europe, especially Germany, France, and England. The report was
of a very high order and remains valuable. One of its most important contributions was made by Salmon of Vassar College. She would author the famous
essay, “History in a Back Yard” (1912).77 Salmon spent the summer of 1897 studying educational problems in Germany and German Switzerland and shared the
findings with her colleagues in a paper read in Cleveland, Ohio, at the AHA’s
annual meeting in December. They were also attached to the AHA report.78
Salmon used what she learned in Europe to discuss the teaching of U.S.
history in America. Her bold report set the stage for a larger debate about
historical meaning and context. Salmon found the argument “spurious” that
history should be taught to instill patriotism. She observed that if the study
of the American Revolution is to teach this love of country both in England
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and in America, then “one nation or the other must be illogical;” likewise,
she noted, “if the Northern and the Southern states of America should use
the facts of the civil war to promote either a national or a sectional patriotism
of this character,” then “those facts would have to be perverted.” She was no
less concerned about American history being the only history subject taught
in the curriculum. Salmon believed such exclusive study “gives but a warped,
narrow, circumscribed view of history; it is history detached from its natural
foundation—European history; it is history suspended in mid-air; it is history
that has no natural beginning apart from its connection with European history.”79 It had been only five years since Turner delivered his frontier thesis,
making a powerful case for American exceptionalism. But as Salmon’s trenchant points make clear, the recommendation of the AHA’s Committee of
Seven to teach European as well as American history in schools where this was
not the practice was more than an argument for more history courses. It was
also a historiographical challenge to Turner’s view of U.S. history as a separate,
self-contained unit of study.
Two years after the Committee of Seven released its report Turner requested
a leave of absence from the University of Wisconsin for the academic year
1900–1901. Turner, who had spent his career thinking about how the United
States was different from Europe, made plans for an extended visit to Europe,
a place which until now he had strangely not visited. There were also painful,
personal reasons for leaving Madison. Two of his three children passed away
unexpectedly in 1899—his five-year-old daughter, Mae, succumbed to diphtheria and his seven-year-old son, Jackson, died from a ruptured appendix. Turner
understandably wanted to get away with his wife, Mae, and his only surviving
daughter, Dorothy.80
Turner deliberately avoided London, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, Vienna, and
other centers of European power and culture in order to stay in Switzerland and
northern Italy. He did so, Billington explains, because Turner felt these places in
central Europe “contrasted most violently with the United States,” and, Turner
hoped, these “contrasts would sharpen his awareness of the distinctive features
of American life.” And, according to plan, Turner visited the villages and high
mountain pastures of the Swiss Alps, explored the vineyards and orchards of the
Rhône Valley, and pedaled his bike down miles of country roads in Italy. This
was a delightful and charming tour, to be sure. But it offered Turner a highly
selective view of contemporary Europe, then the center of world power. Billington found that Turner learned three things about Europe: 1) Europe’s countryside was more compact; 2) the sense of tradition in Europe was stronger; and
3) Europeans possessed a greater aesthetic appreciation. Turner concluded that
his more crass and materialistic countrymen at home had much to learn from
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Europeans but, on balance, he preferred America’s future-directed thinking, its
newness, its abundance, and its opportunity—legacies, in short, of the frontier.
It is quite striking that the historian who did more than any other to set
American history apart from Europe’s had never been to Europe until his visit
in 1900. By that time the frontier thesis had already secured his reputation.
Thus, the great advocate of American exceptionalism had known firsthand only
one side of the Atlantic equation. And when Turner did finally go to Europe, he
limited himself to its rural, if not the most bucolic and picturesque, areas. Especially curious is that he did not explore Victorian London, which at the turn
of the century was the world’s center of democracy, capitalism, science, technology, industry, and culture. Indeed, this city was the central nervous system
of an empire on which the sun never set. But after Turner’s voyage across the
Atlantic, he evidently spent only several days in London before striking out for
the Low Countries and, from there, the Swiss Confederation. His year abroad
was pleasant, even somnolent. His thinking was unperturbed, and it remained
unperturbed long after his return to the United States as well as after his move
to Harvard University in 1910. And then the war came.
President Woodrow Wilson: The Great War and Internationalism
The First World War changed Turner. The war was, as the diplomat and historian George F. Kennan later observed, “not only in itself a great tragedy of
immeasurable dimensions, but one that lay at the heart of the subsequent misfortunes of the century.”81 Initially, Wilson, acutely aware of the nation’s large
immigrant populations originating in the very nations now at war, called on his
fellow Americans to be neutral “in thought, as well as action.”82 But bombarded
almost daily with news from European capitals and battlefields, a few American
historians began to rethink the relationship of European and American history.
The hermetic seal, which frontier historians had wrapped around American
historiography, was about to be broken. And it was Turner, of all people, who
would lead the way. In a world of burgeoning cities, industrial economies, steam
engines, electric lights, and great empires, the gritty experience of the pioneer
farmer already seemed remote and increasingly irrelevant—although in the
early twentieth century, despite the earlier “closing” of the frontier, there was no
reduction in homesteading in the United States or Canada’s prairie provinces.
In fact, the Enlarged Homestead Act was not passed until 1909, nineteen years
after the supposed “closing” of the frontier.
The war united Europe and the United States in a common cause, namely,
to make the world safe for democracy. This noble alliance was captured in
the famous line attributed to Gen. John J. Pershing, leader of the American
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Expeditionary Forces. Upon Pershing’s arrival in Paris in 1917, his aide, Col.
Charles E. Stanton, declared: “Lafayette, we are here!”83 The circle, started in the
late eighteenth century, had been fully rounded in the early twentieth. But this
world cause would have to be reconciled with American exceptionalism; universalism with particularism. Turner dutifully joined that crusade (he helped
organize the National Board for Historical Service in 1917) and met this challenge.84 Furthermore, his sectional thesis brought within reach, but did not yet
grasp, what his frontier school had pushed away: a comprehensive history of the
United States from Columbus to Cleveland—now Woodrow Wilson.85
Since their time together at Johns Hopkins, Wilson and Turner had long been
friends. The two first met in Baltimore in the idyllic spring of 1889, when Turner
was a graduate student and Wilson a visiting professor at Johns Hopkins. As Billington reports, they both stayed at Miss Ashton’s comfortable boardinghouse
on McCulloh Street. Fort McHenry, famous for Francis Scott Key’s tattered and
fluttering flag, was located only four miles away. That very year, in fact, Key’s
hymn, “The Star-Spangled Banner,” became the official song of loyalty for the
U.S. Navy; years later, in 1916, it became the national anthem by President Wilson’s executive order, which was upheld by a joint resolution of Congress in
1931, and signed into law by Herbert Hoover. In this dawning of the American
empire, Wilson the southerner and Turner the westerner talked history over
cider and doughnuts at Miss Ashton’s or on long walks down the streets of old
Baltimore.
Wilson, an “unreconstructed” southerner, once declared the South was “the
only place in the country, the only place in the world, where nothing has to be
explained to me”; Turner, who carried a chip of Wisconsin wood on his shoulder, believed the West’s role in the nation’s development had been ignored, and
was determined to change that fact.86 Turner also became close friends with
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another of Miss Ashton’s boarders, Charles Homer Haskins, a graduate student
in history at Johns Hopkins and a brilliant medievalist from Meadville in northwestern Pennsylvania. Written in the classic Johns Hopkins manner, Haskin’s
institutional history, The Rise of the Universities (1923), remains to this day a
popular text in Western Civilization courses. Haskins also became good friends
with Wilson. Later, Haskins was among the advisors whom President Wilson
took with him to the Paris Peace Conference in 1919.87
Wilson’s ardent sectional feelings were not unusual. Nor was it unusual
that he learned to subsume those sectional feelings within a broader American patriotism. In the post–Civil War period, many a southerner had managed
to do the same. What was remarkable about Wilson was that this “unreconstructed southerner” from Virginia would become, as a result of the First World
War, one of the twentieth century’s first internationalists. In Wilson’s second
Inaugural Address (5 March 1917), he declared that Americans were “provincials no longer.”88 He discovered there was something greater than the United
States that could command his loyalty. Perhaps it was Wilson’s very sectionalism, his attachment to place, this grounding, which allowed him to transcend
his nationalism and embrace firmly the idea of a future world governed by a
League of Nations.89
In contrast to Wilson, Turner’s ardent sectionalism, specifically his strong
ties to the Middle West, was more unusual. It was more unusual yet that he was
able to turn this sectional sentiment into a well-articulated thesis, a history supported by reams of statistical data correlated and cartographically expressed in
a series of innovative maps. But not before he advanced his ingenuous frontier
hypothesis in 1893, turning American history around by reversing the significance of the northern and southern Atlantic coast with the Great West. It was
a feat of imagination and scholarship without parallel in American historiography. But whereas Turner’s American frontier was a nationalizing force, turning
Europeans into Americans, Turner’s American section was where Europeans,
such as the German Americans in Wisconsin, or other groups—Native Americans, African Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans—might retain
their culture and identity. Thus, the frontier seemed to explain the nation’s cultural uniformity, whereas the sectional hypothesis suggested the underlying
reason for America’s striking cultural diversity.
Moreover, the existence of a patchwork of North American sections resembled the patchwork of European nations. The differences between the two did not
become fully apparent to Turner until the Great War, when the inward-looking
nationalist from the Middle West began to see the world in a new, more cosmopolitan light. This is when he realized how to write a comprehensive history of the United States, beginning with Columbus. His sectional idea pointed
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the way to a Euro-American history, but one limited to the United States, just
as the founders of the AHA had discussed in the 1880s. It was a remarkable
achievement.
Students of American western historiography, such as Michael C. Steiner,
have argued that while Turner’s frontier thesis has received the most attention
from scholars and the general public, it was his sectional thesis that pointed the
way to modern regionalism, and then to post-regionalism.90 According to this
interpretation of American historiography, Walter Prescott Webb’s The Great
Plains (1931) and James C. Malin’s grassland studies, to pick only two of a number of important regional studies, marked the turning point in the transition
from frontier to region. In 1961 this historiographical shift was formalized with
the founding of the WHA. The original mission of the WHA—to promote the
study of the North American West—was explicitly regional.91
But there is a crucial difference between sectionalism and regionalism. A
region suggests autochthony, or a land and people apart. A region is separate.
It is exists unto itself and should be understood on its own terms. A section,
on the other hand, cannot exist independently. The significance of the section
is that it is part of a larger whole. And for Turner that whole was the United
States, which was where the “faint image” of the Old World could be seen.
Turner was not a regional historian, as useful as his work later proved to regionalists. He was not a historian of western America, as important as his work was
to western historiography. Turner was an American historian whose sectional
framework could potentially unite European and American history into a single narrative. And Turner’s sectional thesis did not replace his frontier idea but
complemented the earlier concept while ignoring the contradictions. He continued to call the frontier an important factor in American development. It was
the meeting point, after all, between two peoples, Euro-Americans and Native
Americans, whose respective communities were at very different stages of social
development, defined by social scientist Ian Morris as a “community’s ability to
get things done” in relation to one another.92 And the frontier was also a stage of
American social development, not a place or region, except in a relational and
temporary sense. A section, on the other hand, was a defined place, where space
and culture intersected, such as New England, the Middle West, the Far West,
or the South, all of which arose from the “facts of physical geography and the
regional settlement of different peoples and types.”93
In 1893 Turner was pessimistic about America’s future because of the recent
closing of the frontier. Now, with the war, he realized what had set America apart was not the frontier but its constitution, which had been drafted in
1787, at the height of the European Enlightenment and when America’s great
frontier movement was barely in its infancy. The document had provided the
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blueprint for a federation, which would manage conflict—except when it failed
to do so, as was the case with the Civil War—between its existing and future sections. Turner wrote the first draft of these ideas in November 1918, the month
the war in Europe ended. The paper was intended for President Wilson, who
left for Paris the following month. Entitled “International Political Parties in a
Durable League of Nations,” Turner’s “abstract of suggestions” were, as he said,
“derived from the study of the history of American sectionalism and the geography of American political parties.” Turner wanted, in short, to inform Wilson
on what bearing “the American experience” had on “the problems of a League
of Nations.”94
Turner noted, “We have given evidence that immigrants from all nations of
the world can live together peacefully under a single government that does justice.” After briefly concluding that the new league should have a “Legislative
body, with substantial, but at first limited, functions, as well as a Court, or Council of Nations,” Turner came to the point. The success of the league, he believed,
would hinge on “the operation of international political parties in connection
with such a Legislature.” As he put it: “It is important to call attention to the
significance of the American national political parties, operating upon the whole
Union, not confined to a single section. The last tie that snapped before the Civil
War, was the party tie. This has, perhaps, in its working, been the most effective
single political institution for the prevention of sectional disunion” [the emphasis
is Turner’s]. To create an international party system, Turner suggested utilizing the “existing body of internationalism.” This body included radical political
parties such as the “International, the I.W.W., Socialists generally,” but also “the
opposite tendencies seen in international business combinations, scientific and
educational international organizations, and conservative forces generally.”95
Turner observed that “the class struggle, so called, is in fact not a national
but an international struggle.” And while one “recoils from any suggestion of
adding a party loyalty international in its appeal to the loyalty to the individual nation,” if a League of Nations was going to be viable, there would have to
be some “diminution of the national feeling” and some “cultivation of international loyalty.” Turner further advised Wilson, “Since the Bolsheviki serpent will
creep in under whatever fence be attempted . . . [m]ay it not be safer to give him
a job of international legislation rather than leave him to strike dark corners,
and with no sense of responsibility?” Turner’s solution to the past problems of
international politics, which he based on the lessons of American history, was
to propose the creation of a new system of international, or rather supra- or
trans-national, politics.96
These ideas were produced in response to urgent demands of peace. But
Turner did not abandon them in the postwar years. On the contrary, he further
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refined and elaborated them in two important essays: “Sections and Nation,”
which was published in The Yale Review in 1922. And, three years later, after
he retired from Harvard and returned briefly to Madison, The Magazine of
Wisconsin History published his “The Significance of the Section in American
History.”97 His title choice was clearly intended to draw a comparison to, and
suggest an equivalency in importance with, his previous essay on the frontier. In
language that could have been crafted by Woodrow Wilson, Turner moralized
and instructed his readers:
The significance of the section in American history is that it is the faint
image of a European nation and that we need to reexamine our history in light of this fact. Our politics and our society have been shaped
by sectional complexity and interplay not unlike what goes on between
European nations. . . . We have furnished to Europe the example of a
continental federation of sections over an area equal to Europe itself, and
by substituting discussion and concession and compromised legislation
for force, we have shown the possibility of international political parties,
international legislative bodies, and international peace.98
To Turner, the explanation of the world war required the same response as
had the closing of the frontier: a new interpretation of the past. But this time
Turner, the provincial- turned-cosmopolitan historian, came much closer to
adhering to his own dicta, which he articulated in 1891. History, Turner said
at the beginning of his career, has a “unity and a continuity” and “local history
must be read as part of world history.” To put it another way, just as Billington
called Turner’s frontier thesis a declaration of independence for American historiography, we may see that Turner’s sectional thesis served as a new declaration of interdependence for American and European historiography. Turner had
discovered American history in large part by distinguishing it from Europe’s.
Now he and a growing number of other postwar historians were discovering
ways to relate, or reconcile, the histories of these two “sister continents,” as he
later called them; to reattach American history, to use Salmon’s words, to its
“natural foundation—European history.” But in the end, Turner’s work on this
point was as suggestive as it was incomplete.99
The original and fundamental problem of American historiography remained
and, for that matter, remains. American history is still unmoored and adrift. But
Turner’s sectional thesis was a significant step in the right direction. It was never
as influential, however, as his national frontier thesis. And far from leading to
a broader international historiography, the sectional essay, ironically enough,
became a foundation piece for a narrower regional study, namely American western history. This field of study, which in recent decades has attracted
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a remarkably talented group of scholars, is no less detached from its natural
foundations—American as well as European history—as was the old frontier
school of Turner’s day.
The Solution: A History of the Transatlantic West
In the postwar years, there were two false starts toward a solution to the AHA’s
problem: the Western Civilization course and Herbert E. Bolton’s Epic of a
Greater America. The first “Western Civilization” course, called “Contemporary Civilization in the West” or “CC,” was offered by Columbia University in
1919. It grew out of an interdisciplinary war issues course that met an obvious
and urgent need. The American philosopher Irwin Edman (who was a sophomore at Columbia in 1914) recalls that “Up to the autumn of 1914 Europe
seemed to most American college students a solar system away.” However, with
the war, “European history ceased to be the anthropology and archaeology of
distant peoples who spoke remote languages. It became as alive as yesterday’s
events; it was what explained today’s news.”100 Still, as the teacher and scholar
Gilbert D. Allardyce has pointed out, “Western Civ did not come into existence fully assembled, nor was it conceived in one swoop at Columbia in 1919.
Rather, the course and the concept came together piece by piece, not by grand
design but as a makeshift response” to the effects of the “academic revolution,”
that is, the shift from “the classical curriculum of the old liberal arts colleges”
to the “specialized programs of the modern university.”101 However, by the
middle of the century, the Western Civilization course had acquired a brilliant
coherence. Eric R. Wolf, an anthropologist and author of Europe and the People without History (1982), remembered that “Many of us even grew up believing this West has a genealogy, according to which ancient Greece begat Rome,
Rome begat Christian Europe, Christian Europe begat the Renaissance, the
Renaissance the Enlightenment, the Enlightenment political democracy and
the industrial revolution. Industry, crossed with democracy, in turn yielded
the United States, embodying the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.”102
The civilizational approach appeared to solve the AHA’s original historiographical problem. In theory, civilization was a unit of analysis that could
encompass both Europe and America. However, in practice the Western Civilization course was, according to Wisconsin historian and African specialist
Phillip D. Curtin, American history “pushed back through time.” It was pushed
“back to the colonial period on this continent, then back to Europe, and still
further back to the Western Middle Ages, Rome, Greece, and the ancient civilizations of the Near East.”103 And because of this focus on the United States,
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the Western Civilization course all but ignored Latin America, a region, as its
name patently suggests, that was as profoundly impacted by Europe, and perhaps more so, than the English-speaking countries in North America.
Herbert Bolton, one of Turner’s friends and a former student, addressed this
national tunnel vision which, if anything, was even more constricted in the first
decades of the twentieth century. Bolton served as president of the AHA in 1932,
the same year Turner died. Bolton developed a new category of historical analysis, the “Spanish Borderlands,” which took its place alongside those of “frontier,” “section,” and “region.”104 The Borderlands comprised a broad area that ran
from Florida to California. These lands were ruled for centuries by Spain, in
certain regions only nominally, but belonged now to the United States. Turner’s
sections and the Spanish Borderlands were not mutually exclusive, but Turner’s
American frontier was a concept that clashed with Bolton’s Borderlands, creating an impossible historiographical muddle.
In the presidential address that he gave in Toronto, Bolton sought to transcend his Borderlands with what he called the “Epic of Greater America.”
Bolton’s thesis was that the history of the Western Hemisphere possesses an
essential unity, which could be traced back to Columbus, but remains obscured
by the historical profession’s division of the Western Hemisphere into the
“Saxon countries” in the North and the “Latin countries” in the South. Bolton
argued this unity between the two was clearly revealed by the Great War. “Every
nation,” he said, “had to answer the question of participation or neutrality. . . .
It is a significant thing that all America, from the north pole to the south pole,
was either on the same side of the great struggle or remained neutral. There
was emphatic Western Hemisphere solidarity.”105 AHA president and wartime
ambassador to Spain, Carlton J. H. Hayes (1882–1964), delivered the presidential
address—“The American Frontier—Frontier of What?”—to the AHA’s annual
meeting, held in Washington, D.C., on 27 December 1945. With the benefit of
hindsight, Hayes looked back on Bolton’s 1932 concept of “hemispheric solidarity” or Pan-Americanism and called it for what it was, a “shift of isolationism
from the nation to the hemisphere.”106
But Bolton was right. The hemisphere did possess an essential underlying
unity: the political, economic, intellectual, and moral culture of Western civilization.107 But he was wrong in thinking this culture only joined the nations of
the Western Hemisphere. The unity and continuity of Western culture included
Europe as well as the Americas. His “Epic of a Greater America,” unlike his concept of the Spanish Borderlands, had little if no impact on the writing or teaching of history.108 Had Bolton proposed an “Epic of the Greater West,” we could
speculate that it might have been more successful. The Western Civilization
course was national in purpose and thus largely ignored Latin America. Bolton’s
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Greater America was hemispheric in scope; it had the virtue of including Latin
as well as Anglo America. But it left out Europe—a glaring omission.
The AHA was founded in 1884 and the problem of the new profession was
how to write a comprehensive history of the United States, from Columbus
to Cleveland. In retrospect the solution seems obvious: narrate Europe’s successful expansion into North America, if not the entire Americas, and analyze
how this transatlantic process drove Western civilization’s social evolution in
Europe and America. It would have concluded with America’s Cleveland and
his contemporaries, such as Canada’s John Alexander MacDonald, Mexico’s
Porfirio Díaz, Great Britain’s William Ewart Gladstone and Benjamin Disraeli,
and Spain’s Práxedes Mateo Sagasta. Instead, Frederick Jackson Turner, a young
and ambitious historian, came before his peers with a very different solution,
one that divorced U.S. history from its European origins and treated it in isolation from its Anglo and Latin American neighbors. Turner’s West was not a
civilization but the frontier of a single American nation. In 1893, within these
procrustean parameters, Turner argued that Europeans became Americans, a
new people under the sun, when they moved west and transformed the continent’s primitive frontiers into complex societies. However, Turner saw the time
was not far off when America would catch up with the rest of the West. This
outcome worried him. As America’s social evolution became indistinguishable
from Europe’s, he feared the United States would lose much of what had made it
exceptional in world history.109 In short, Turner was unable to square the emotion of his nationalist sentiment with the logic of his social science.110
When the United States entered the First World War in 1917 to defend Western civilization, Turner’s dichotomy of American and European history seemed
all but irrelevant to the great issues of the day, and irrelevant it was. This point
was made even more obvious in the ensuing years, as the United States eventually traded places with Europe as the West’s new core and defender, when it
signed the North Atlantic Treaty (1949).111 Since Turner’s day, there have been
numerous calls for a new American history. But what the history profession
really needs, more so now than it did in the 1880s, is a history that unifies
the story of the West in North America with the story of the West in Europe.
Such a history would debunk national mythologies, but not the importance of
national history. Further, it would provide the framework for pursuing a better explanation for Western integration. Such a history might shed light on the
West’s fate.
The five key Western transatlantic nations, Spain and England and their
colonial offspring in the New World—Canada, United States of America, and
Mexico—all share the same dynamic civilization. In fact, the civilization of
the West became dynamic in large part because of the very transatlantic econFernlund / American Exceptionalism or Atlantic Unity?
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omy these countries did so much to create. Indeed, according to the Human
Development Index (HDI) of the United Nations (UN), by 2012 the rankings of
four of these five nations had all but converged at a level of “very high human
development”—the United Kingdom: .875, Spain: .885, the United States: .937,
Canada: .911. At .775, Mexico is ranked at the next highest level—“high human
development”—and is thus behind the others, but, in the longue durée, it was
not always so.112 And despite a terrible drug war, Mexico is making significant
economic progress, thanks in no small part to the benefits of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between Mexico, the United States, and
Canada, which was signed in 1992 and went into effect in 1994.
According to Carla A. Hills, co-chair of the Council on Foreign Relations and
former U.S. Trade Representative, “NAFTA ignited an explosion of cross-border
activity. Every day, nearly $2 billion in goods and services cross the United
States’ northern border and roughly $1 billion worth cross its southern border.”
And according to Luis Videgaray, the current Mexican Secretary of Finance in
the administration of Pres. Enrique Peña Nieto, trade between the United States
and Mexico has “multiplied seven fold” since NAFTA went into effect twenty
years ago. What is driving integration in North America today, Videgaray contends, is not immigration—in fact, “net migration” from Mexico to the United
States is “zero.” “Integration” is being driven, he says, by market forces that free
trade has unleashed, including “financial flows” and the formation of international “supply chains.” Videgaray added that this positive state of affairs is “happening whether it is liked or not by our governments.”113
It was Ronald Reagan who first envisioned a market common to Mexico,
United States of America, and Canada, countries with “long-standing heritages
of free government.” He proposed the idea in his 1979 announcement for presidential candidacy.114 Reagan thought it would take a century to create this market. It took only thirteen years. Moreover, in the Human Development Report
for 2011, the UN predicted—according to the “base case” scenario—that as early
as 2030 there will be a convergence in the development status of Mexico (HDI
of .923), the United States (HDI of .973), and Canada (HDI of .989).115 During
the 1980s, Mexico’s “La Década Perdida” (“The Lost Decade”), such a possibility seemed very remote. In 1980 (according to data available in 2012), the HDI
ranking of Mexico was .598, the United States was .825, and Canada was .843.116
Today, one would not be too much of a “rash prophet,” to use Turner’s term, to
assert that the manifest destiny of the West in North America is a social parity
between its Anglo and Latin variants. Furthermore, if the recent history of the
West in Europe is any guide, it is not too rash to assert the likelihood that there
will not only be greater political unity between the three nations of NAFTA but
between North America and Europe as well.117
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The Maastricht Treaty, which created the European Union (EU) and articulated the convergence criteria for its member states, was signed in 1992, twentytwo years ago and five hundred years after Columbus discovered the New
World. Since then, Mexico and Canada have each signed economic and political
agreements with Europe, and on 8 July 2013, the United States and the EU began
negotiations to reach a new Atlantic accord on free trade.118 The EU’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) is worth $17 trillion and the NAFTA economies of the
United States, Mexico, and Canada are worth over $19 trillion. A transatlantic
union of the economies of Europe and North America—the capital and labor of
nearly a billion people—would make up over half of the world’s GDP and would
have geopolitical consequences of the first order. The story of the integration of
the West in Europe and in North America over the past century—from 1914 to
2014—points to ever greater Atlantic unity as well as to a solution to the enduring problem of American historiography.119
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A Review Essay on The Master Weavers
richard flint

•

Beauty All Around

S

eldom does any book, let alone a self-published group biography and
genealogy, have the combined aesthetic, emotional, and intellectual impact
of The Master Weavers. It is a spectacular blend of exquisite Navajo weaving art and personal histories of the weavers who established and elaborated the
stunning Toadlena-Two Grey Hills style.
Enthralled first by the intricate geometry, consummate craftsmanship, and
rich, natural-wool palette of the weavings themselves, dealer and collector Mark
Winter became obsessed with coming to know the creators of Toadlena-Two
Grey Hills tapestries and how they had each come by their skills. In 1997, in
order to pursue this passion, he acquired the lease to the Toadlena Trading Post,
which had been in operation since 1909. In conjunction with running the post
and marketing roughly four hundred locally woven tapestries and rugs per year,
Winter has become deeply acquainted with the weavers and their families. They
have shared documents, photos, and family lore. After thousands of interviews
and more than twenty years, their story, The Master Weavers, is the result.
Mark Winter, The Master Weavers: Celebrating One Hundred Years of Navajo Textile Artists
from the Toadlena/Two Grey Hills Weaving Region (Newcomb, N.Mex.: The Historic Toadlena
Trading Post, 2011. 598 pp. 691 color plates, 185 halftones, maps, 28 charts, closing notes, master
weavers prizewinners, and index. $125.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-9825094-6-3). Richard Flint is a historian of colonial Latin America and U.S. western history. He is a graduate of St. John’s College
in Santa Fe, holds an MA from New Mexico Highlands University, and earned a PhD in history
at the University of New Mexico. For more than thirty years, his principal topic of research has
been the Coronado Expedition of 1539–1542. His most recent books are No Settlement, No Conquest: A History of the Coronado Entrada (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2008)
and The Latest Word from 1540: People, Places, and Portrayals of the Coronado Expedition, edited
with Shirley Cushing Flint (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2011).
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The starkly beautiful Toadlena-Two Grey Hills region lies in extreme western New Mexico on the eastern flanks of the Chuska Mountains, roughly fifty
miles north of Gallup and forty miles south of Shiprock. The two trading posts
sit just four miles apart, with Toadlena slightly younger and more westerly, on
the very skirts of the mountains. Its name, anglicized from the Navajo “Tohaali,”
refers to reliable, flowing springs nearby, which make human life there possible.
Such springs, and the grasses and browse of the area, also permit the raising of
sheep and the production of wool.
Even though sales of Navajo-made woolen textiles are recorded as early as
the 1820s, it was not until the 1880s, with the coming of railroads to the Southwest, that Navajos began producing commercial textiles in significant numbers.
As eastern markets sought increasing numbers of Navajo wool rugs, collaboration between non-Indian traders and Navajo weavers developed recognizable
local styles. It was in the 1920s and 1930s, however, that weavers established the
designs so typical of today’s Toadlena-Two Grey Hills weavings.
Winter gives special credit for maturation of a Toadlena-Two Grey Hills style
to two “legendary master weavers,” Daisy Taugelchee and Bessie Manygoats,
both born between 1905 and 1912. As Winter writes, “Daisy defined the essence
of the Toadlena-Two Grey Hills style in the 1930s and 1940s and set the standard
for the next seventy-five years;” she “created the finest and most highly sought
after textiles in the history of Navajo weaving” (p. 80). Daisy’s cousin by marriage, Bessie, possessed “technical skills at the loom and sophisticated design
sensibility [that] contributed to establishing and perfecting the essence of the
Toadlena/Two Grey Hills style” (p. 111). Winter has painstakingly accumulated
information that has contributed to family biographies of these two crucially
influential weavers.
Likewise, biographies, complex genealogical charts, and gorgeous color photos of attributed examples of the work of nearly one hundred Toadlena-Two
Grey Hills weavers are the centerpiece of The Master Weavers. Detailed descriptions of the lives of Navajo weaving families from the last hundred years and the
stunning textiles depicting a snowflake-like variety enrich virtually every page
of this book.
Winter did not embark upon a comprehensive catalog of the weavers’
work and the compilation of biographical data about them as an idle exercise.
Instead, his intense hope was to comprehend the evolution of Toadlena-Two
Grey Hills artistic styles and sensibilities by revealing the influences—grandmothers, mothers, aunts, sisters, wives, husbands, traders, potsherds, sandpaintings, the Long Walk, boarding schools, stock reduction, health crises,
money emergencies, tribal fairs, museums—and the creative inventions that
have had a bearing on each weaver’s work. The intricate web of documented
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relationships that links the weavers of the region—past and present—is something of a blueprint of the growth and development of an incredible cultural
expression.
Featured in the book are women who are firefighters, school teachers,
chapter officials, trading post employees, but above all they are awe-inspiring
weavers. They weave with yarn so fine it is hardly coarser than thread, creating unique designs that commonly include diamond and double-diamond
patterns in as many as a dozen shades, tones, and colors of natural wool.
I remember once watching Emma Benally, one of the Toadlena-Two Grey
Hills master weavers, at her hooghan, working near the bottom of what was to
become a spectacular double-diamond, four-foot-by-six-foot rug in nine colors—
black, white, gray, tan, brown, and blends of these five—of twenty warp threads
and eighty-eight weft threads to the inch (p. 260). She laid and beat threads over
and over, unerringly elaborating the complex pattern while answering our occasional questions. Paging through The Master Weavers is like being in Emma’s
inspiring presence once more.
As would any honest student of human life and behavior, Winter acknowledges at the end of the book that, “There will always be one more stone to turn
over, one more pearl of wisdom to obtain, one more grandmother to interview,
one more Toadlena-Two Grey Hills textile to examine, or one more question to
be asked” (p. 588). The work is never done, never can be finished, partly because
the style and the weavers who renew and pass it on are always evolving. The
Master Weavers is a glowing example of what passion and good will can accomplish in recording the complexities of a way of life.
As wonderful as that sounds, it must also be noted that The Master Weavers
depicts Navajo lives as seen through the lens of the spectacular pieces of art that
women and their families have created during the last century. Largely absent
are the unemployment, isolation, poverty, crime, substance abuse, and violence
that too often constrain Navajo lives. Such societal woes are regularly the subject of discussion and action by the Navajo Nation Council. Thus, The Master
Weavers gives an idealized picture. But the magnificent textiles are real and the
women and men who create them are even more remarkable for overcoming
the serious obstacles standing in the way of production of their art.
Some scholars who read The Master Weavers may wish for more complete or
more standard citation of the sources used by Winter. But so much of the text
derives from interviews and stories told by the weavers themselves and by their
families that the book as a whole is essentially a primary source document. For
weeks after a copy arrived at our house, I opened the book each night at random
and read the text and studied the photos, engrossed by the art and the artists of
Toadlena-Two Grey Hills.
Flint / Beauty All Around
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The work of months, sometimes even years, their textiles are now widely
considered to represent the pinnacle of Navajo weaving. Through The Master
Weavers we become witnesses to the evolution of an art form in what seems at
first an unlikely setting. As Winter puts it, the textiles represent “the lineage of
the local weaving tradition that has passed from grandmothers to mothers, and
mothers to daughters (and sometimes sons), that continues to this day” (inside
book jacket). For anyone who has been spellbound by Navajo textiles or the virtuoso artists who create them, The Master Weavers is a visual feast and a rare
glimpse behind the looms.
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Miera y Pacheco: A Renaissance Spaniard in Eighteenth-Century New Mexico.
By John L. Kessell. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2013. xviii + 194
pp. 18 color plates, 62 halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth,
isbn 978-0-8061-4377-4.)
Renowned New Mexico historian John L. Kessell has contributed an authoritative biography of Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, an accomplished santero, artist,
cartographer, explorer, soldier, politician, and family man. This long-awaited
biography is a major contribution to the historiography of eighteenth-century
New Mexico—but on a much more significant level. Kessell’s book, for example,
fills a void in the historiography of the common history shared by Spain, Mexico, and the United States in terms of patrimony and heritage. To that end, the
late-eighteenth-century religious artwork and maps created by Miera y Pacheco,
the altarpiece that remains of the Castrense in Santa Fe, and varied documentation regarding historical facets of his times are a part of that patrimony. Indeed,
Miera y Pacheco, the “Renaissance Spaniard,” as Kessell calls him, had a contemporary counterpart in English North America: Benjamin Franklin.
Kessell effectively uses extant documents revolving around the life and times
of Miera y Pacheco, gleaning from them minute details of his career in New
Spain and New Mexico. In so doing, the early chapters, while weaving hard to
fill lacunae of Miera y Pacheco’s early life, contain many flashbacks, background
details, and introductions of erstwhile personages that circulated in and out
of his subject’s life. Some readers will find the first two chapters hard to follow, but Kessell’s weaving of the narrative has invaluable payoffs. His insights
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and learned perspectives in those early chapters are aimed at developing the
character of Miera y Pacheco, capturing historical and cultural values, and
introducing eighteenth-century social, military, religious, and political trends.
Having accomplished this, the biography changes gears into a readable, coherent narrative and analysis of Miera y Pacheco’s experiences.
Although historians have known snippets of Miera y Pacheco’s life, Kessell’s
biography pulls them all together into one complete study. Miera y Pacheco, as
it turns out, was popular and respected in some quarters, but not so in others.
As a cartographer and artisan who tended to outsource his skills to political
bidders, he operated within a certain social stratum in which he was a favored
individual. Still, his role in history is based on his accomplishments, as his biographer aptly points out. During his lifetime, Miera y Pacheco participated in
two epic events, the Domínguez-Escalante Expedition of 1776 and the Anza
Expedition of 1779. His role in both expeditions not only includes the legacy of
his cartography of New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Arizona, it includes personal glimpses of the man, who, in his middle sixties, participated in the exploration of that large area of the American Southwest. Kessell’s final chapter deals
with the last days of Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, who died on 11 April 1785, a
few months short of his seventy-second birthday. Kessell’s narration and analysis of the life and times of Miera y Pacheco are outstanding. This book is highly
recommended to both students and the general reader.
Joseph P. Sánchez
Superintendent, Petroglyph National Monument and the Spanish Colonial Research
Center, National Park Service

Lincoln and Oregon Country Politics in the Civil War Era. By Richard W.
Etulain. (Corvallis: Oregon State University Press, 2013. xii + 212 pp. 20
halftones, bibliographical essay, bibliography, notes, index, about the author.
$19.95 paper, isbn 978-0-87071-702-4.)
Forged letters published in 1929 in The Atlantic Monthly spuriously described
a romantic relationship between Abraham Lincoln and Ann Rutledge and
thereby catalyzed efforts by the Abraham Lincoln Association to forestall falsehoods, fabrications, and frauds by publishing Lincoln’s actual papers. The subsequent Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, edited in eight volumes by Roy
Basler and widely circulated as a History-Book-of-the-Month-Club bonus,
projects the essence of our sixteenth president. Richard Etulain has winnowed
Oregon information from that vital source, as well as from the Library of Congress’s collection of unpublished letters written to Lincoln, and from other
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manuscript and secondary sources, to author an engaging book that reveals the
extent of Lincoln’s political connections with the Oregon Country. In doing so,
Etulain invalidates the notion that Oregon lay isolated on the continental fringe,
far-removed from national dynamics. Indeed, Lincoln may have been better
informed about politics in Oregon than any other state except his own Illinois.
Discerning readers will appreciate how Lincoln’s personality emerges
through communications with various personal friends who migrated to Oregon and who participated in shaping its politics: The Oregonian editor Simeon
Francis, whose Illinois newspaper had published satirical letters penned by Lincoln and his sweetheart, Mary Todd, provoking a bizarre challenge to duel with
cavalry sabers; territorial legislator David Logan, son of a Lincoln law partner;
and Anson Henry, an indefatigable campaigner that Lincoln appointed Surveyor
of Washington Territory. Etulain demonstrates how they, along with Edward
Baker, for whom Lincoln named a son, matched eastern counterparts to exploit
the 1860 Democratic fissure over slavery and to gain Republican political ascendancy, an impressive accomplishment in Oregon since it offset the political
maneuverings of the state’s dominant Democrat, Joseph Lane, who ran as John
C. Breckinridge’s vice presidential candidate on the Southern Democrat ticket.
Thereafter, Lincoln attempted to wield political patronage to promote partisan
loyalties throughout the region. Democrats thrived in Washington, Idaho, and
Montana Territories despite Lincoln’s gubernatorial appointments. However, in
Oregon, Lincoln’s 1860 plurality of 36 percent (5,344 votes) swelled to a 54 percent majority (9,888) in 1864, a war-time shift that Etulain ascribes to unionist
sentiment and Lincoln’s personal appeal.
Republican measures—railroad subsidies, land-grant colleges, and the
Homestead Act (1863)—promoted western development amid war, while Lincoln apparently acquiesced to “relocation and concentration” as Indian policy.
However, to John Beeson, a southern Oregon Quaker, the president pledged,
“I will not rest until Justice is done to their and your Sattisfaction [sic]” when
“this war is settled” (p. 104). Assassination has left us to wonder what the Great
Emancipator intended for Indians.
This book should delight Northwesterners who may feel regionally excluded
from Lincolniana. In Mark E. Neely Jr.’s The Abraham Lincoln Encyclopedia, the
entry for “Oregon Territory” cites: “See MEXICAN WAR; TAYLOR, ZACHARY”
(p. 228). In his “Bibliographical Essay,” Etulain acknowledges that “The best of the
reference volumes is Mark E. Neely Jr.’s The Abraham Lincoln Encyclopedia (1982),
which now needs updating” (p. 168). His fine book will enable that.
Jay Mullen
Medford, Oregon
Emeritus Professor, Southern Oregon University
Book Reviews
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Ernest L. Blumenschein: The Life of an American Artist. By Robert W. Larson
and Carole B. Larson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2013. xv +
349 pp. 16 color plates, 16 halftones, note on sources, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8061-4334-7.)
In 1893 Ernest L. Blumenschein defied his father’s wish that he pursue a career in
music, and instead left for New York and then Paris to learn his craft as an artist.
It was a decision that would change not only the course of American art history,
but also the destiny of the small town of Taos, New Mexico. The story of Blumenschein’s extraordinary life—his motivations, proclivities and passions—are
examined in this book by Robert W. Larson. Larson consolidated the exhaustive research he accomplished with his former wife Carole B. Larson, whose
untimely death did not allow her to complete the manuscript.
Blumenschein lived a long and vital life, and much of it is recounted through
letters and journals. The initial chapters of the book are steeped in the necessary family psychology and cultural history that place the artist in the context of
his time, but the real meat of the book begins with the elucidation of Blumenschein’s driving force, his expression of creativity, and the now-famous trip to
Taos where his visionary quest to create a truly American art form began.
Larson’s insistence that the reader understand why the Taos artists, most
notably Blumenschein, did not follow the many paths to modernism available
to them during the heady days of turn-of-the-century Paris is fascinating to
read. As a group, the Taos school did not share a common technique, style, or
manifesto, but they did believe that an authentic American art could emerge
from painting the land and the people who inhabited it—particularly the Hispanic and Pueblo cultures of New Mexico. These artists believed that academic
training, principally in portraiture, was the key to interpreting an inherently
American milieu.
Larson guides us through the Taos group’s decision to create a society of
artists as a tool to market their art. He examines Blumenschein’s career as he
progressed from one of the most celebrated illustrators in America to a highly
acclaimed fine easel artist. After Blumenschein’s wife received a large inheritance, he was able to devote all of his time and considerable talent to painting.
He remained a realist, but his compositions transformed over time to reveal
even more of the influence of the rhythms and modalities of the music he never
fully abandoned. Through fine color plates of such works as Dance at Taos
(1923) and Afternoon of a Sheepherder (1939), Larson introduces the reader to
the structures and patterns of the artist’s more modern interpretations of the
people and land around Taos.
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Although several attributions and much of the historical backstory may have
benefitted by placement in footnotes or endnotes, and additional reproductions
of art would have been welcome to illuminate descriptive passages, scholars will
find the Larsons’ fine biography of Blumenschein to be a useful resource. Laymen, especially those interested in the history of art and the Southwest, will also
find it quite readable.
Donna Poulton
Utah Museum of Fine Arts

Palomino: Clinton Jencks and Mexican-American Unionism in the American
Southwest. By James J. Lorence. The Working Class in American History series.
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2013. xxii + 266 pp. 16 halftones, notes,
bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, isbn 979-0-252-03755-9.)
The late James J. Lorence chronicled the life of Clinton Jencks, organizer of the
International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelters Workers (IUMMSW), Local
890. The blacklisted 1954 film Salt of the Earth featured Jencks and actual mineworkers of Mexican origin as it dramatized the sixteen-month Local 890 strike
of 1950. It is an archetypal movie viewed in Chicana/o history courses as it premised the agency of the Mexican origin mining community in Grant County,
New Mexico. Another hallmark of the film was its unprecedented portrayal of
the intervention of Mexican origin women as they assumed control over the
Local 890 picket line after a court injunction barred their husbands from protesting the work conditions of the Empire Zinc Corporation.
In the description of Jencks’s commitment to democratic unionism, Lorence stresses the tradition of labor militancy in the Mexican origin community. Jencks himself, who was given the sobriquet of “Palomino” by his union
brethren, held that it was the militant leadership of Mexican origin men and
women that led to the Empire Zinc strike victory. To prove this, Lorence identifies Communist Party (CP) activists of Local 890 such as Juan and Virginia
Chacón, Lorenzo Torrez, and others.
Nonetheless, the author rightly recognizes that Jencks, with the support
of his second wife Virginia, played an instrumental role as a broker between
the largely Mexican origin members of Local 890 and the leadership of the
IUMMSW that held a moderate if not conservative disposition in its negotiations with Empire Zinc.
Lorence also highlights the United States Justice Department’s successful
prosecution of Jencks under the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 despite his resignation
from the CP just prior to his signature of the law’s non-Communist affidavit.
Book Reviews
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After a protracted appeals process, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Jencks’s
conviction under the law designed to cleanse communist leaders from the
nation’s union movement as part of a larger effort to gut the achievements of
organized labor since the New Deal.
The residue of organized labor’s overall decision to guard itself from the
Cold War red-baiting embodied in Taft-Hartley by the sacrifice of CP members manifests in Lorence’s decision to subsume Jencks’s CP membership by
limiting his narrative to Jencks’s affiliation with the CP. This aside, Lorence
describes in an earnest manner Palomino’s commitment to gender equality
by way of his marriage to Virginia Jencks who was pivotal in the mobilization of the women’s auxiliary of Local 890. Unfortunately, tension tethered to
the financial and psychological strain that came with Clinton Jencks’s work as
an organizer and prosecution under Taft-Hartley contributed to the couples’
estrangement and ultimate divorce.
In conclusion, the prose of Palomino is clear and the content well organized.
Researchers and students interested in the history of Chicanas, Chicanos, and
unionism in the Southwest will find Palomino a valuable resource.
Frank P. Barajas
California State University, Channel Islands

New Mexico’s Spanish Livestock Heritage: Four Centuries of Animals, Land, and
People. By William W. Dunmire. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2013. xii + 233 pp. 47 halftones, maps, tables, addendum, notes, literature
cited, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8363-5089-3.)
In this richly detailed and informative work William W. Dunmire, a naturalist
and retired National Park Service superintendent, charts the history of domestic
livestock in New Mexico from its arrival in the sixteenth century to the present.
A wealth of illustrations including maps, photographs, and sketches by Vangie
Dunmire effectively convey the practices, techniques, and tools of the livestock
industry. The primary intended audience is New Mexico residents. The volume
continues Dunmire’s broader study of intercultural and intercontinental transfers of species and is somewhat of a sequel to his 2004 work, Gardens of New
Spain: How Mediterranean Plants and Foods Changed America, published by the
University of Texas Press. Not heavily interpretive and lacking a formal conclusion, the work nevertheless significantly enriches our understanding of the
centrality of livestock to many of the signal events and developments in New
Mexico’s history, particularly in the colonial period.
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Although the Indian peoples of North America domesticated dogs, ducks,
and turkeys in pre-Columbian times, larger domesticated animals were introduced in the American Southwest by the Spanish. Horses, mules, donkeys, cattle, sheep, pigs, and goats all came to the New World aboard Spanish ships and
entered New Mexico with the sixteenth-century Spanish expeditions. Perhaps
as early as 1609 the Pueblo Indians acquired their own goats, cattle, and horses
while Apache and Navajo raiders obtained horses and sheep as the century
progressed.
Dunmire demonstrates the centrality of livestock to Spanish colonization,
trade, intertribal relations, and conflicts between Spaniards and Native Americans. Livestock was essential to the subsistence activities of Spanish colonists,
and animals provided an important medium of exchange. The trampling of
Pueblo cornfields by Spanish livestock was a key catalyst of the Pueblo Revolt
of 1680. Sheep and cattle also altered the diet and clothing of Native Americans.
Among the Pueblos wool supplanted cotton as the key fiber for rugs and cloth,
while mutton became a mainstay of the Navajo diet. Rapid transit on horses and
the prospect of acquiring livestock provided an important incentive for Comanche, Apache, and Navajo raids of Pueblo and Spanish communities. Large-scale
cattle ranching, however, did not flourish until after the U.S.–Mexico War. The
great era of open range cattle ranching and politically powerful cattle kings
extended from the 1860s to the 1880s. In reconstructing the history of livestock,
Dunmire draws upon a wealth of primary documents including gubernatorial
edicts, military orders and reports, maps, official tabulations, and clergy reports.
The author focuses largely upon the Spanish colonial period and the nineteenth century and pays appropriate attention to the implications of livestock
for native vegetation, rangelands, and waterways. He concludes, “It’s a challenge
to come up with any beneficial long-term effects upon New Mexico’s natural
environment that may have resulted from the arrival of Spanish livestock” (p.
134). A brief chapter, drawn heavily from secondary sources, summarizes key
developments from 1900 onward in rapid-fire succession. From the standpoint
of coverage Dunmire’s relative neglect of the modern period is unfortunate; in
these crucial decades sheep ranching transitioned from a significant economic
enterprise to a marginal pursuit and dairying and cattle ranching became more
important.
Brian Q. Cannon
Brigham Young University

Book Reviews
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From Fort Marion to Fort Sill: A Documentary History of the Chiricahua Apache
Prisoners of War, 1886–1913. Edited and annotated by Alicia Delgadillo with
Mariam A. Perrett. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2013. xliii + 359 pp.
Color plates, 62 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $70.00 cloth, isbn
978-0-8032-4379-8.)
This work is an ode to Gillett Griswold, director of the U.S. Army Field Artillery Museum at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, from 1954–1979, and the man who gathered
the records that comprise this volume. Editor Alicia Delgadillo states in her preface that the “intent of this volume is to reconstruct prisoners’ lives from archival
material, illustrated with unpublished photographs that provide an intimate look
into their world” (p. xii). What the volume provides is a wealth of well-researched
primary documentation that relates brief biographical information on the Chiricahua Apache prisoners. The biographies that make up the 279 pages of this
work may be as brief as date of birth or death, and where the individual is buried, or span six pages as does that of Naiche (Christian). Each tribal member’s
band affiliation and parentage is present, which adds considerably to the volume’s
use by future scholars studying this topic. The volume also contains sixty-two
photographs and eight color plates that are accompanied by both factual and cultural information for each image.
The preface tells of the origin of this project and its eventual promulgation,
as well as its structure and abbreviations’ translations. A twenty-three page
introduction provides a brief historical sketch of Apache history from migration from Alaska and Canada to the prisoners’ eventual release from bondage after twenty-seven years. Here Miriam A. Perrett correctly notes that one
of the invaluable contributions of this volume is the inclusion of women and
children and their kinship and band connections. Overall, the introduction
provides a solid foundation for understanding the biographies and images
that follow.
For any scholar interested in Apache history, particularly that of Fort Marion
prisoners, this volume will be an invaluable resource. Griswold and his wife Lily
not only gathered documentary evidence from archives; they interviewed former
Apache prisoners of war and non-Indians who formed close connections with
these Apaches. These interviews reveal valuable information on kinship, economic, political, and social happenings within these refugee communities. Information revealed includes labor and marriage accounts, who tribal leaders were,
who drank, who were arrested, and where they lived, died, and were buried.
However, this documentary volume is not without some small problems.
Neither the editor nor contributor provide suggested uses for this volume or
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recommended analytical frameworks that this work might support. Also, family
trees would have been invaluable in further illustrating the kinship and band
connections for future researchers. This is a weakness only in that the volume
is clearly designed as a guide on this particular topic. Finally, while this volume
does not “reconstruct prisoners’ lives,” it helps provide scholars the tools to do
just that in future monographs.
Jeffrey D. Means
University of Wyoming

I Fought a Good Fight: A History of the Lipan Apaches. By Sherry Robinson.
(Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2013. xxxvi + 495 pp. 24
halftones, 11 maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, isbn
978-1-57441-506-3.)
In her expansive thirty-eight chapter work I Fought a Good Fight: A History of
the Lipan Apaches journalist Sherry Robinson sets out to not only elucidate the
history of the Lipans and distinguish them from other Apache peoples, but also
bring their story full circle into the twenty-first century. Robinson introduces
her work with an anecdote. While attending a lecture, a Lipan man reacted to
a historian that declared the Lipan to be an artifact of the past. “I’m Lipan. Do
I look extinct to you?” the man replied, and from this opening salvo for Lipan
uniqueness Robinson sets out on her mission to write a detailed Lipan history
(p. xiii).
Discussing the social, cultural, political, military, technological, and physical
differences that set the Lipans apart from other Apache groups, Robinson constructs a narrative that is detailed and rich. Utilizing an impressive array of primary sources (Spanish, French, Texian, and American) and Lipan oral accounts,
Robinson creates a balanced portrait of the Lipan. Instead of being depicted as
victims or aggressors, the Lipan are portrayed as a complex sociocultural community that is misunderstood and underrepresented in Western history. She
showcases their vast hegemonic range (from the Plains to the Southwest and
from Texas into Mexico) and ability to blend other cultures with their own in
order to survive and adapt in the face of change as Europeans, other American
Indians, Texans, and whites made their way into Lipan territory. Tracing the
Lipans from contentious relations with the French and Spanish from the sixteenth to eighteenth century to their attempts to maintain autonomy against
the onslaught of white settlers and the U.S. government’s forced assimilation in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Robinson narrates a full history of the
Lipans that brings their worldview into her analysis of Lipan life.
Book Reviews
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When compared to other volumes on the Lipan Apaches (Thomas F. Schilz,
Thomas A. Britten, Nancy McGowan Minor) Robinson’s work adds to scholarship about the Lipan and fills gaps not addressed by other scholars (i.e., relationship with the French, cross-border cultural contact in Mexico, use of Lipan
oral tradition in conjunction with non-Lipan sources, and current status of the
Lipan). Her treatment of the Lipan’s contacts with Spaniards, Natives, and mestizo peoples in Mexico contributes to the field of Borderlands studies by placing
the Lipan in hemispheric perspective rather than limiting them to the Southwest. By geographically placing the Lipan outside of the Southwest in North
America, she extends our knowledge about them and their relationships in and
impact on the development of American Western history. Her narrative flows
and engages the reader in a historical dialogue with the Lipan past and present
and leaves one wondering about the future of this overlooked people.
Michelle M. Martin
Rogers State University, Claremore, Oklahoma

Native and Spanish New Worlds: Sixteenth-Century Entradas in the American
Southwest and Southeast. Edited by Clay Mathers, Jeffrey M. Mitchem, and
Charles M. Haecker. Amerind Studies in Anthropology Series. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 2013. xxi + 382 pp. Halftones, 10 maps, tables,
charts, 11 graphs, appendix, notes, references cited, about the contributors,
index. $60.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8165-3020-5.)
Clay Mathers, Jeffrey M. Mitchem, and Charles Haecker have corralled an impressive set of essays into their comparative edited volume on the sixteenth-century
Southeast and Southwest. The editors argue in their introduction that such a collection is timely: archaeologists have uncovered new sites and assemblages, historians have brought new documents to light, and a new generation of scholars
has recognized the need to link events at the micro level with larger, macro-level
trends. Each of the essays succeeds in its own way, though some are more preliminary and their conclusions more tentative. As a whole, the book points to the possibilities of interdisciplinary, ethnohistorical work.
The introduction lays out the themes of the book and previews each of the
contributions. The volume follows a mostly parallel organization thereafter: section headings include Native Perspectives, Historiography, Climatic Influences
and Impacts, Disease, Political Organization, Conflict, and a two-part Discussion which serves as the book’s conclusion. In part because the various authors
are conversant with each other’s work (the papers derived from two archaeological conferences), and because of careful editing, the book hangs together well.
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Taken together, the essays argue for a nuanced, multifaceted approach that takes
full account of the cultural, climatic, political, and even epidemiological contexts surrounding the advent of the Spanish in the Southeast and Southwest.
The archaeological essays place individual site analyses within a hemispheric
context, adding layers of richness and complexity to both. The result is a more
accurate portrayal of the processes by which Native communities throughout
the Southeast and Southwest responded to the threats and opportunities presented when foreigners invaded their homelands.
Some contributions speak a language well suited to graduate seminars, while
others, particularly those of a more historiographical bent, would work well for
advanced undergraduates. Though space constraints prohibit an essay-by-essay
rundown of the volume, each of the chapters has something to recommend.
One of the real gems is the discussion chapter written by David Hurst Thomas.
Thomas stitches together ideas from the various essays to paint a portrait of two
dynamic regions and their responses to the arrival of the Spanish.
As the individual chapters make clear, the Native worlds the Spanish invaded
were really quite distinct from each other and internally diverse: Southeastern
towns were fairly compact, and maintained long traditions of chiefly power and
tributary relationships; by contrast, settlements in the Southwest were more
dispersed, and their inhabitants imagined political power in different ways. In
short, these regions did not have all that much in common until the Spanish
showed up, claiming territory based on the “discoveries” of an eccentric Genoan
whose misnomer, “Indian,” has proven fairly long-lived. Ordinarily, this would
raise concerns that the book reinforces colonial narratives and privileges European perspectives. The editors and authors manage to avoid this pitfall by paying close attention to Native voices and using textual and archaeological sources
in innovative ways. One conclusion is inescapable: archaeologists and historians
still have a lot to learn from each other if scholars are willing to move beyond
the borders of their respective disciplines.
Matthew Jennings
Middle Georgia State College, Macon Campus

No Mere Shadows: Faces of Widowhood in Early Colonial Mexico. By Shirley
Cushing Flint. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2013. xvii + 184
pp. 18 halftones, maps, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, isbn
978-0-8263-5311-5.)
This book is a highly readable case study of three generations of strong widowed women, all members of one elite family, who lived in Mexico during the
Book Reviews
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sixteenth century. The author begins with doña Marina Flores Gutiérrez de la
Caballería (1489–1551), member of an important family with Jewish roots in Ciudad Real. Doña Marina arrived in Mexico City in 1523, four years after the conquest of Tenochitlán, accompanied by her husband, Alonso de Estrada, the newly
appointed royal treasurer of New Spain, and two of their five children. Widowed
seven years later, doña Marina engaged in lengthy litigation to protect her home
and property (including several encomiendas), maintain the guardianship of her
minor children, and plan their eventual marriages to people of power. She successfully petitioned Queen Juana at least twice to protect her assets.
The same determination to protect the wealth and reputation of the family was repeated in the histories of her daughters, all widowed before age
thirty-two. Doña Luisa de Estrada (1513–1572) successfully fought to protect her
inheritance against new laws removing encomiendas at the end of the life of the
original grantee. Doña Francisca de Estrada (1527–1602) secured her guardianship of her only granddaughter against the machinations of an audiencia judge
who repeatedly tried to seize the child’s property by marrying her to his minor
son. Doña Beatriz de Estrada (1523–1590) chose to pursue a religious life as a
beata after the death of her husband, although she never entered any formal
institution. Lastly, another granddaughter, doña María de Sosa, regained her
family’s honor and reputation after her husband was executed for supposedly
fomenting rebellion.
The author’s overarching argument is these widows were independent
agents who chose not to remarry for both personal and economic reasons,
and instead actively protected the inheritance of their children. During much
of the sixteenth century, the widows were part of an ongoing battle on the
part of the local elite to preserve their encomiendas in the face of the Crown’s
desire to limit the elite’s power base through escheatment. The stories of the
women’s successes and failures as they battled to preserve what they believed
to be rightfully theirs highlights their use of legal suits, petitions, and kinship
networks.
In addition to being meticulously researched, I applaud the author for
clearly distinguishing between what she knows factually and what she hypothesizes might have happened. She also suggests that by the end of the sixteenth
century there was a growing animosity between creoles and peninsulares who
envied the wealth of the original settler families. I do have one minor quibble:
the book’s title should have been “Faces of elite women.” The females of the
Flores Gutiérrez de la Caballería–Estrada family were wealthy, well-connected,
and literate. Although the model of the poor, helpless widow certainly did
not apply to the women under study in this monograph, it did apply to the
vast majority of widows of middling or plebian groups. Nonetheless this is an
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important contribution to both the history of sixteenth-century Mexico and
women’s history.
Susan M. Socolow
Emory University

Time and Time Again: History, Rephotography, and Preservation in the Chaco
World. Photographs and commentary by Peter Goin, text by Lucy R. Lippard.
(Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2013. 235 pp. 58 color plates,
65 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, credits, index. $39.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-89013-577-8.)
Nothing fascinates people in the Southwest more than Chaco Canyon or Mesa
Verde. These Four Corners complexes of wonderful masonry buildings amid
courtyards and plazas, all of them scattered about a foreboding, if beautiful,
landscape of red and yellow desert and green mountain woodlands, have developed quite a hold on the American imagination since their rediscovery in the
second half of the nineteenth century.
Puzzling ancient roadways in the Chaco country led to them, or away from
them, often in the cardinal directions. Or perhaps they were not roads at all.
At Mesa Verde, people lived in alcoves in the cliffs below their fields, and their
neighbors in the foothill country to the northwest built sturdy stone towers at
the heads of their canyons, near their own gardens. Are these watch towers?
Granaries? No one is sure.
Many of the buildings at Chaco, which were erected painstakingly over the
course of centuries, align with the cycles of the sun and the moon—and with
each other. People traded with the ancient Mexicans here—turquoise beads,
parrot feathers, piñón nuts, copper bells, and seashells running through their
fingers. And now we know, thanks to recent work by the brilliant archaeologist,
Patricia Crown, that they sat and watched all this go on while drinking mugs of
chocolate. Or at least some of them did. We are not quite certain if there was a
marked social hierarchy in their society.
To picture these places and people, Peter Goin of the University of Utah has
assembled a remarkable set of early and contemporary photographs of the same
buildings at both Chaco and Mesa Verde. The modern photos (his own work) are
rephotography—a view of an Ancestral Pueblo town or building as it currently
exists—and Goin is careful to note that his shots may do as much to define what is
important to photograph and how we should feel about his subject matter as did
the originals, which in some cases are over one-hundred-years old.
Book Reviews
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However, this book accomplishes more than a reader might expect from a
fine collection of photographs—quite a bit more. The renowned art critic and
historian Lucy Lippard has produced perhaps the best synthesis to date of
our knowledge of the ancient Pueblo people of Chaco and Mesa Verde in her
smooth and flawless narrative. Following close on the heels of her excellent and
highly original Down Country (2010), a history of the ancient Galisteo Basin,
Time and Time Again is difficult to put down.
This combination of compelling photographs and inspired writing about
one of the Southwest’s great subjects is in several ways definitive, and will likely
remain so for some time to come.
Baker H. Morrow
University of New Mexico

Frontier Cavalry Trooper: The Letters of Private Eddie Matthews, 1869–1874.
Edited by Douglas C. McChristian. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2013. xviii + 414 pp. 20 halftones, maps, bibliography, index. $55.00
cloth, isbn 978-0-8263-5226-2.)
Frontier Cavalry Trooper is the story of a mistake. On the road, penniless and
alone at nineteen years old, Eddie Matthews joined the U.S. Army, and regretted it almost immediately. Within a month, he wrote home that he doubted
he would reenlist. Normally stationed at Fort Union, he found New Mexico a
“miserable country” (p. 110). Beset by poor food, corruption, and theft, only
his desire to not dishonor the family name kept him from deserting. His letters express bitterness, cynicism, and antagonism toward red, white, black, and
brown frontiersmen alike. Yet he reenlisted three years after his first tour in the
army came to an end. What can such a sour character tell us?
First, that the frontier army had many flaws as an organization. Matthews
was intelligent, literate, and observant. The son of a postmaster, he largely
served as a clerk, and sometimes as quartermaster sergeant. He thought himself
a poet and considered drill easy. Most of his comments narrate daily life, condemning almost everything about the frontier army. Indeed, Frontier Cavalry
Trooper presents the most thorough denunciation of the frontier army’s ethics,
daily efficiency, and conditions I have read.
Yet, Matthews felt compelled to defend that army against civilian charges,
whether of brutality toward Indians or of ineffectiveness against them. He
joined forty enlisted soldiers in purchasing a saddle for an officer they admired.
He debated his father’s emphasis on linear tactics, observing that the frontier
army did not fight by the manual: “The only tactics used in fighting Indians are
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the same as used by them,” which he described as common sense, and anything
that would provide an advantage (p. 213). He gradually adopted Regular Army
resentment toward the frontiersmen whose land hunger led to Indian wars, and
sneered at the militia and its advocates: “There never was a man that dispised
[sic] the Army, especially the Regulars, more than I do today but still I give it
credit for all it deserves. And know that it can do; and does as much as any same
number of people could do under the circumstances” (p. 248).
Matthews’s anger seems to have come from a mix of restlessness and
intelligence—from frustrated ambition. His parents, English immigrants, seized
opportunities and made a respectable life in western Maryland before the Civil
War. His father, who must have developed political connections, was commissioned a volunteer lieutenant and took pride in his service to the Union. Yet
economic insecurity dogged Eddie Matthews, who did not settle down until he
married at age forty-nine. He then worked in a Pennsylvania cigar factory for
more than thirty years, dying soon after his wife in 1932. McChristian thinks
he would have remembered his military service as the highlight of his life. But
memory can be a tricky thing.
Samuel Watson
United States Military Academy

Revelation, Resistance, and Mormon Polygamy: The Introduction and
Implementation of the Principle, 1830–1853. By Merina Smith. (Logan: Utah
State University Press, an imprint of University Press of Colorado, 2013. 267 pp.
21 halftones, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-87421-917-3.)
Merina Smith begins her valuable book with Brigham Young’s claim that when
Joseph Smith Jr. introduced him to plural marriage, he was so opposed that he
“desired the grave” (p. 1). The author’s purpose is to show how Mormons moved
from opposition to acceptance (if not always practice) of plural marriage. This
book lays out the dialectical process by which Smith built the theological underpinnings for plural marriage while haltingly implementing it in practice, with
the backlash, mistakes, and retrenching that implementation entailed.
The author draws on the work of many scholars, especially Lawrence Foster,
who have helped demonstrate Mormonism’s appeal in a young republic uncertain about societal change and anxious for stability and order as well as salvation and exaltation. She puts plural marriage at the center of Joseph Smith
Jr.’s family-centered theological narrative that offered such heavenly promises.
She accepts Richard Bushman’s explanation that polygamy resulted because the
Mormon founder “lusted for kin,” not just for women, although she acknowlBook Reviews
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edges the attraction that he sometimes expressed for his would-be wives (p. 65).
All but the last chapter of this book cover the period before the Latter-day Saints
moved west, during which time plural marriage was officially secret, although
widely rumored. The author admits the relative lack of sources for the study of
early polygamy, also a result of secrecy, and uses a handful of well-documented
examples to illustrate her case, especially John Fullmer’s family, Patty Bartlett
Sessions, and John D. Lee’s family. These examples enliven the text and allow
the author to make well-reasoned comments about the trials of plural marriage,
especially for women, but they raise one of my few quibbles with this book: with
such scanty evidence, I cannot accept that “most [Mormons] were at first firmly,
even passionately opposed” to plural marriage (p. 12). The evidence suggests that
many originally objected to the practice, but with such silences, firm and passionate opposition from “most” cannot be definitively proven.
The author recounts how secrecy contributed to divisions and dissent within
the Mormon ranks, especially from Emma Smith and church leaders such as the
Law brothers, as well as outside hostility that culminated in the Smith brothers’
murders. But she also persuasively describes how secrecy (including plenty of
lies, public and private) allowed Joseph Smith to carefully establish the conditions—the theological narrative, endowments, and ordinances that promised
salvation and exaltation—that would eventually result in the committed polygamist Brigham Young’s succession, and, perhaps more importantly, widespread
acceptance of plural marriage among the Saints after Smith’s death. This book
complements Todd Compton’s In Sacred Loneliness (1997), Richard Bushman’s
Joseph Smith: Rough Stone Rolling (2005), B. Carmon Hardy’s Solemn Covenant
(1982), and D. Michael Quinn’s The Mormon Hierarchy: Origins of Power (1997),
all of which the author uses extensively. Merina Smith has succeeded in her
goal of writing a clear, readable account of Nauvoo polygamy that focuses on
“the trial-and-error way Mormon theology developed, the story-based nature
of Mormon theology and belief, and the problems of implementation and resistance” (p. 12).
Jeffrey Nichols
Westminster College
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In the Governor’s Shadow: The True Story of Ma and Pa Ferguson. By Carol O’Keefe
Wilson. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2014. xvii + 302 pp. 29 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-1-57441-553-7.)
Family History in the Río Abajo: Por Constancia/So that it may be validated. By
Andrés Armijo. (Los Ranchos de Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Rio Grande Books,
2014. 187 pp. 62 color plates, 84 halftones, maps, bibliography, index. $49.95
paper, isbn 978-1-936744-21-3.)
Doc Holliday in Film and Literature. By Shirley Ayn Linder, foreword by Paul
A. Hutton. (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 2014. x + 187 pp. 23 halftones, notes,
filmography, bibliography, index. $40.00 paper, isbn 978-0-7864-7335-9.)
Education in Albuquerque. By Ann Piper, foreword by Dr. Ernie Stapleton.
Images of America series. (Charleston, S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
127 pp. 215 halftones, bibliography, about the author. $21.99 paper, isbn
978-1-4671-3103-2.)
Wicked Women of New Mexico. By Donna Blake Birchell. (Charleston, S.C.: The
History Press, 2014. 126 pp. 31 halftones, bibliography. $16.99 paper, isbn
978-1-62619-128-0.)
Wicked Taos. By Ellen Dornan. (Charleston, S.C.: The History Press, 2014. 127
pp. 44 halftones, line drawings, maps, recommended reading. $19.99 paper,
isbn 978-1-62619-307-9.)
Figural Designs in Zuni Jewelry. By Toshio Sei. (Atglen, Pa.: Schiffer Publishing, 2014. 144 pp. 285 color plates, price guide. $24.99 paper, isbn
978-0764345586.)
Fred Harvey Jewelry: 1900–1955. By Dennis June. (Atglen, Pa.: Schiffer Publishing, 2013. 176 pp. 166 color plates. $39.99 cloth, isbn 978-0764344480.)
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Believe in the Wind, A Novel. By Lucinda Lucero Sachs. (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2014. 317 pp. $26.95 paper, isbn 978-0-86534-984-1.)
Apache Legends and Lore of Southern New Mexico: From the Sacred Mountain.
By Lynda A. Sánchez. (Charleston, S.C.: The History Press, 2014. 208 pp. 73
halftones, notes, bibliography. $19.99 paper, isbn 978-1-62619-486-1.)
Canyon of Dreams: Stories from Grand Canyon History. By Don Lago. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 2014. x + 368 pp. 22 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, isbn 978-1-60781-314-9.)
The Last Kind Words Saloon, A Novel. By Larry McMurtry. (New York: Liverlight Publishing Corporation, a division of W. W. Norton & Company, 2014.
196 pp. Halftones. $24.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-87140-786-3.)
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Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History presents “Native American Bolo

Ties: Vintage and Contemporary Artistry.” The exhibit explores the intriguing
history of the bolo tie, New Mexico’s official state neckwear. The exhibit will
run through 21 September 2014. Another exhibit of interest is “Everybody’s
Neighbor: Vivian Vance,” which celebrates the life and times of one of Albuquerque’s most famous residents, the late Vivian Vance. The exhibit will run
through 31 January 2015. The Albuquerque Museum is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW. For more information, call 505-243-7255 or visit the website:
albuquerquemuseum.org.
The National Hispanic Cultural Center presents “Getting Up Pa’l Pueblo: Tagging

ASAR-Oaxaca Prints and Stencils.” The exhibit features block prints and stencils from the ASARO (Assembly of Revolutionary Artists of Oaxaca) collection.
The exhibit will run through 9 November 2014. The National Hispanic Cultural
Center is located at 1701 4th Street SW in Albuquerque. For more information,
call 505-246-2261 or visit the website: www.nationalhispaniccenter.org.
The New Mexico History Museum presents “Painting the Divine: Images of Mary

in the New World.” The exhibit includes works from Spain’s three colonial capitals: Peru, Mexico, and New Mexico. The exhibit will run through 29 March
2015. The New Mexico History Museum is located at 113 Lincoln Avenue in
Santa Fe. For more information, call 505-476-5200 or visit the website: www.
nmhistorymuseum.org.
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Calendar of Events
4–5 October El Rancho de las Golondrinas will hold its Harvest Festival. For more
information, call 505-471-2261 or visit the website: www.golondrinas.org/Calendar_of_Events/index.html.
8–12 October The American Society for Ethnohistory announces its 2014 conference “Ethnohistory at 60: Looking Forward, Reflecting Back.” The conference
will be held at the Crowne Plaza Union Station in Indianapolis, Indiana. For
more information, visit the website: www.ethnohsitory.org.
9–12 October The Urban History Association will hold its seventh biennial conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. For more information, visit the website:
http://uha.udayton.edu/conf.html.
15–18 October The Western History Association will hold its fifty-fourth annual
conference “The West and the World” at the Newport Beach Marriott Hotel
and Spa in Newport Beach, California. For more information, visit the website:
www.westernhistoryassociation.wildapricot.org.
6–9 November The American Studies Association will hold its annual meeting,
“The Fun and the Fury: New Dialectics of Pleasure and Pain in the Post-American Century,” at the Westin Bonaventure in Los Angeles, California. For more
information, visit the website: www.theasa.net/annual_meeting/.
11–14 November The National Trust for Historic Preservation will hold its annual
conference in Savannah, Georgia. For more information, visit the website: www.
preservationnation.org/resources/training/npc/.
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